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1       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Good morning, Ms Gerace. 
2 

3       MS GERACE:  Good morning, Your Honour, Commissioners. 
4       Before we commence with the evidence there's a further 

5       application for leave to appear. 
6 
7       MS RANDAZZO:  Thank you. Thank you, Commissioners. 
8       Carmen Randazzo. I seek leave to appear - again, may I say 

9       - on behalf of a rabbi who - I understand Your Honour will 
10       appreciate, his name has been mentioned in these 
11       proceedings, in particular during the examination of Rabbi 
12       Gutnick. 
13 
14            Your Honour, the application has previously been made 
15       and, due to the circumstances that have prevailed since the 
16       application was made last time, I seek leave to appear for 
17       this rabbi. I further would seek leave, Your Honour, for 
18       his name to be suppressed and for him to be referred to in 
19       terms of a pseudonym should it become a situation where 
20       there will need to be examination of witnesses, in 
21       particular [AVB], where his name or his identity might be 
22       disclosed. 
23 
24            The reasons that I make this application are that, 
25       first of all, it's been - as I understand it from a reading 
26       of the transcript, he's been nominated as a person who has 
27       made a statement publicly and whose statement - in relation 
28       to mesirah, and whose statement has been read to the 
29       community and been attributed to him as having some 
30       particular views in relation to mesirah. This is 
31       vehemently denied by my client. He has never at any stage 
32       been the author of any such statement, and nor has he ever 
33       expressed anything other than very personal views about 
34       mesirah, none of which are in fact consistent with the 
35       puttage that was made by Mr van de Wiel, counsel to Rabbi 
36       Gutnick, on last I think 4 February, so that would have 
37       been last Wednesday afternoon 
38 
39            The paragraph from the transcript, I can tell 
40       Your Honour what page that is on, where it appears, and 
41       Your Honour will see that in fact Counsel Assisting 
42       interjected, and this is at page 6305, commencing at line 
43       36. It would appear that when Mr van de Wiel was asked to 
44       provide this statement there was then an interjection, a 
45       proper one, by Counsel Assisting making it clear that 
46       whilst the issue with the concept could be raised it was 
47       not appropriate for any person to be named. 
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1 
2            My client, since last Wednesday, has had a number of 
3       people approach him, quite a few approach him, all of whom 

4       have either read or watched the proceedings and some of 
5       whom have been quite critical of him, basically because 
6       they don't know what his personal views or other views are, 

7       and others who have been quite surprised by the revelation 
8       or by the evidence that was given in the form of puttage, 

9       may I say, back on 4 February. He is very upset because he 
10       vehemently denies that he has ever -- 
11 
12       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  What you say, Ms Randazzo, 
13       certainly justifies your application for leave to appear on 
14       behalf of your client. The question of the provision of a 
15       pseudonym, however, seems to me to be a separate question 
16       altogether. Is there anything more that you want to say 
17       with respect to that? 
18 
19       MS RANDAZZO:  No, except to advise that the transcript 
20       that is on the internet still does appear with my client's 
21       name in it, and I understand that there had previously been 
22       an order redacting certainly some details from one the 
23       statement of one of the witnesses. So that's the only 
24       thing that I would want to add, Your Honour, that that 
25       still does appear, and that was as late as last night when 
26       I checked; and I would seek to have that redacted, 
27       certainly. 
28 
29       MR VAN DE WIEL:  Can I be heard? 
30 
31       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes, Mr van de Wiel. 
32 
33       MR VAN DE WIEL:  What I put to Rabbi Moshe Gutnick, in the 
34       course of my cross-examination of him, was not puttage. It 
35       was reading from a transcript of a meeting, which was 
36       professionally transcribed, it was appropriately attributed 
37       to Rabbi Jacks. If he wants to resile from that position, 
38       this is the forum where he can do it. But to suggest that 
39       I have just put mere puttage is a distortion of what 
40       happened. 
41 
42       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. 
43 
44       MR STRICKLAND:  Commissioner -- 
45 
46       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Do you want to say something about 
47       the application? 
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1 
2       MR STRICKLAND:  No. I'm being premature, I'm sorry. 
3 

4       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Before I call upon Ms Gerace, does 
5       anyone else want to say anything about those two 
6       applications, application for leave to appear and 

7       application for a pseudonym to be provided to the rabbi? 
8       No? Thank you. 
9 

10       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, certainly the matters raised by 
11       Ms Randazzo warrant the granting of leave to appear. In my 
12       submission, though, they do not warrant the grant of a 
13       pseudonym. It is a very unusual course. The evidence in 
14       dispute concerns views that the rabbi may or may not have 
15       had at a particular time in relation to the concept of 
16       mesirah and its application to child sexual abuse. They 
17       are matters being agitated before this court. 
18 
19            Each of the witnesses who are being called are being 
20       asked questions about that very issue. There is nothing 
21       that elevates the concerns that this particular rabbi may 
22       have above those of any other witness, and they don't 
23       involve any allegation of criminality or otherwise that are 
24       untested that might warrant the grant of a pseudonym. In 
25       my submission, there is no basis for a pseudonym to be 
26       granted. Leave being given to appear, the dispute, if one 
27       exists, as has been foreshadowed by the rabbi's 
28       representative, can be determined in questioning. 
29 
30       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. Ms Randazzo, I must say that 
31       that's consistent with my own view for the reasons that 
32       have just been articulated by Ms Gerace. I certainly grant 
33       leave for your client, Rabbi Jacks, to appear through you 
34       and, as Ms Gerace said, to have the opportunity to agitate 
35       the concerns that you have with respect to the way in which 
36       your client has been portrayed in the Commission, but no 
37       basis for the provision of a pseudonym has been made out. 
38 
39       MS RANDAZZO:  If Your Honour pleases. Thank you. 
40 
41       MR STRICKLAND:  Commissioners, can I raise one point very 
42       briefly, please. Over the weekend, as a result of some 
43       misreporting, in my submission, of my client's evidence, 
44       there has been an outpouring of abuse and vitriol and 
45       threats against Mr Feldman, comments in the social media to 
46       the effect of he needs a bullet, it's mitzvah to kill this 
47       guy, this guy - he should be tortured, et cetera. 
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1 
2            I would like to make submissions in the appropriate 
3       time, and I accept that in the middle of his evidence may 
4       not be an appropriate time, about whether the Commission 

5       can take any steps to remedy that damage that has been 
6       done. May I just flag that I wish to make that submission 
7       at the end of his evidence. 
8 
9       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. 

10 
11       <RABBI YOSEF FELDMAN, recalled:         [10.23am] 
12 
13       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi Feldman, because the weekend 
14       has intervened and you are still in evidence, I just remind 
15       you that you are still bound by the affirmation that you 
16       made? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       <EXAMINATION BY MS GERACE: 
20 
21       Q.  Last week we discussed an email sent on 24 and 
22       25 July, which I remind those at the Bar table are set out 
23       at tabs 51 through to 57 and following of the tender 
24       bundle. Rabbi, just to remind you, though, if document 51 
25       of the tender bundle could be brought up. Rabbi, I don't 
26       want to go over what's been asked last week, but just to 
27       remind you where we were in your evidence. On 24 and 
28       25 July 2011 there was a series of emails in which you 
29       raised a Halachic debate about mesirah and its application 
30       to the issues of child sexual abuse. You recall being 
31       asked questions about these emails last week, on Friday? 
32       A.  (Witness nods). 
33 
34       Q.  Yes? 
35       A.  (Witness nods). 
36 
37       Q.  I will ask you to have a look at the document at 
38       tab 57, and on page 3 of that email, at 3.30 pm you sent an 
39       email to Rabbi Chaim in which you argue that halachically 
40       there could be issues involving being a moiser or a roidef 
41       by first going to the police without going to discuss it 
42       with a rov on alleged or even real abuse; do you see that 
43       in that first paragraph? 
44       A.  Which page? 
45 
46       Q.  Page 3, halfway down the page, there's an email from 
47       you to Rabbi Chaim Ingram? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2   
3 Q. And you raise, "Dear R'Chaim"? 
4 A. Yes. 
5   
6 Q. This was your email to Rabbi Chaim? 
7 A. Yes. 
8   
9 Q. In which you raise an argument that halachically there 

10       could be issues of being a moiser or even a roidef by 
11       "someone first going to the police, without going to 
12       discuss it with a Rov on alleged or even real abuse"? 
13       A.  Yes. 
14 
15       Q.  This was a view that you held at 3.30 pm on that date, 
16       on 25 July 2011, that there could be some Halachic 
17       debate -- 
18       A.  Correct. 
19 
20       Q.  About someone who went to the police on alleged or 
21       even real abuse without first discussing it with a rabbi? 
22       A.  Correct. 
23 
24       Q.  Rabbi Chaim emailed back to you at about 4.03 pm on 
25       the same day. If we go back to page 2 - sorry, at 3.46 pm, 
26       firstly, down the bottom page. Keep scrolling down, 
27       please. You will see the beginning chain. You see the 
28       last line on Monday, July 25, at 3.46 pm? 
29       A.  Yes. 
30 
31       Q.  Rabbi Chaim Ingram emailed back to you and then raised 
32       in the last paragraph of his email: 
33 
34            Re. abuse I believe that the Agudas Yisroel 
35            statement that R'Gutnick has disseminated 
36            has made the Torah position abundantly 
37            clear ... 
38 
39       So he was raising in answer to your email the issue of the 
40       Agudas Yisroel statement being a statement, as you 
41       understood it then, Rabbi, had been issued in the States 
42       about the way to respond to matters of child sexual abuse; 
43       is that correct? 
44       A.  Yes. 
45 
46       Q.  If we go back then, just to understand the series of 
47       what occurred, if we can scroll back up, please, to go to 
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1       page 2, there then appears to be an email from - on 25 July 
2       2011 at 4.03 pm Rabbi Moshe Gutnick emailed, addressing 

3       Rabbi Chaim in which he said he disagreed with views 
4       expressed by Rabbi Chaim. Then about the fifth line down 
5       of that email, the sentence beginning "Abuse.", there are 

6       the words "If it is real - raglayim ldovor", meaning? What 
7       does "raglayim ldovor" mean? 
8       A. Literally it means the feet to it, meaning there is 
9       some substance to it. 

10 
11       Q. Rabbi Gutnick was saying: 
12 
13            If it is real - [if there is substance to 
14            it] - it must be reported to police. You do 
15            not even have to be certain that abuse has 
16            taken place. There only has to be a 
17            reasonable suspicion. 
18 
19       Then you respond to that. If we can go up, 25 July 2011 at 
20       4.25 pm you write, "Dear R'Moshe, the psak" - and am I 
21       clear in understanding when you referring to "the psak" you 
22       are in fact referring to the Agudas Yisroel statement? 
23       A.  That's correct. 
24 
25       Q.  It "clearly says", you say, that "it's not for an 
26       individual to decide raglayim ledovor" - it is not for the 
27       individual to decide if there is substance to a complaint 
28       "and the first port of call must be to a rabbi and the 
29       rabbi should get expert advice". That was the position 
30       that you said halachically should be - there was some room 
31       halachically for a view that it should not be for an 
32       individual to decide whether there is substance or truth to 
33       a complaint; correct? 
34       A.  Correct. 
35 
36       Q.  And you were arguing in relation to the Agudas Yisroel 
37       statement that it is crystal clear in that statement that 
38       the rabbi must be the first port of call and to decide 
39       whether to proceed to the authorities; yes? 
40       A.  Correct. Yes. 
41 
42       Q.  If we go back to the bottom of page 1, please. The 
43       last four lines on page 1 are an email from Rabbi Moshe 
44       Gutnick in which he says to you that he disagrees with your 
45       interpretation of the Agudas Yisroel statement; correct? 
46       A.  Yes. 
47 
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1       Q.  And he says that all they are saying is that if you 
2       are uncertain whether there is substance to the complaint 
3       or reasonable suspicion you go to a rabbi to clarify it, 
4       but if a child tells you they were abused or any of those 
5       other circumstances, not only do you have to - you don't 
6       have to go to a rabbi, you must go to the police or the 

7       relevant authorities? 
8       A.  Yes. 
9 

10       Q.  Then he sets out some various other matters. That's 
11       the sequence of events? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  Then at 7.30 pm that evening you respond to a number 
15       of the rabbis - go up to the top there, please? 
16       A.  That's page 1? 
17 
18       Q.  Page 1, yes. That's sent at 7.30 pm from you to the 
19       rabbis who are listed; correct? 
20       A.  Correct. 
21 
22       Q.  And you disagree with the interpretation that Rabbi 
23       Gutnick has of the psak and refer him to the conclusions 
24       set out in the Agudas Yisroel statement, which you now set 
25       out in this email; correct? 
26       A.  Correct. 
27 
28       Q.  And then you go on to argue in paragraph - the third 
29       part of that statement, if we can go up: 
30 
31            It is crystal clear, from the summary of 
32            this psak, that one cannot decide by 
33            himself what is raglayim ledovor. It is 
34            therefore also crystal clear that the first 
35            port of call should be to a [rabbi]. 
36 
37       Rabbi, as at 25 July 2011 at 7.30 pm that was a position 
38       that you were arguing for within this Halachic debate; 
39       correct? 
40       A.  Yes, which I was putting forward. 
41 
42       Q.  And you refer to go on that: 
43 
44            It is quite poignant and most interesting 
45            that the Psak doesn't mention [that] unless 
46            one hears from his son etc. or if you are a 
47            minor and abused yourself ... 
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1 
2       So the position you were putting forward in the debate on 
3       this issue was that, irrespective of whether the 
4       information comes from a minor who has been abused or 
5       whether you hear it from your own child, halachically the 
6       question of whether there was substance to a complaint 
7       required that person to go to a rabbi first before deciding 
8       to report to the police? 
9       A.  Yes. 

10 
11       Q.  And you go on at the bottom of the last half of that 
12       paragraph to raise some examples of why this might be - why 
13       this should be or should be considered in the argument 
14       about the position. Sorry, I withdraw that. You go on to 
15       give some examples of why it might be necessary to decide - 
16       for a rabbi to decide whether there is substance in the 
17       following way. In point 2, in the sentence that includes 
18       the number 2 and then the half bracket: 
19 
20            In point one they are particular to mention 
21            that the matter should be reported but not 
22            that one (meaning anyone by himself 
23            (without consultation with a Rov)) should 
24            report it and the reason is [you say] 
25            poshut because ultimately one can't 
26            necessarily decide oneself ... what 
27            constitutes real (actionable) abuse ... 
28 
29       That's one of the things you take from the Agudas Yisroel 
30       statement, don't you, and put into the debate? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  Secondly, you also raise the following argument. 
34 
35            ... that in their summary wording they were 
36            even very careful not to exclude even a 
37            person who was abused himself as it is not 
38            for him to decide whether's substance to 
39            the abuse that he'll be a public threat -- 
40 
41       Meaning, can I suggest, that even what you are agitating 
42       for in this argument that someone who has been abused 
43       shouldn't decide whether there is substance to the truth 
44       because that person doesn't actually know whether the 
45       perpetrator is a public threat; correct? 
46       A.  Correct. 
47 
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1       Q.  And, thirdly, one of the other reasons you raise: 
2 
3            For example, it could be that as a teenager 
4            only he and in a certain sort of situation 
5            incited the perpetrator and it might not 
6            happen further or to others. 
7 
8       Correct? 
9       A.  Correct. 

10 
11       Q.  That's one of the arguments you raise for the position 
12       set out in the Agudas Yisroel statement; correct? 
13       A.  Correct. 
14 
15       Q.  And then therefore you say there should be this 
16       consultation with experts as the psak mentions and it could 
17       be that the perpetrator is in the process of or has done 
18       Teshuvo; correct? 
19       A.  Correct. 
20 
21       Q.  That is something you are agitating is something a 
22       rabbi could take into account? 
23       A.  Correct. 
24 
25       Q.  In deciding whether to go to the police? 
26       A.  Yes, I'm explaining the Agudas psak in my opinion. 
27 
28       Q.  You are both explaining the Agudas Yisroel statement 
29       firstly; yes, I accept that. 
30       A.  Yes. 
31 
32       Q.  But you are also agitating for that to be a position 
33       that's being considered by the rabbis in how to respond? 
34       A.  That's right, putting forward that that should be - 
35       possibly the position of the rabbis. 
36 
37       Q.  Having regard to those matters you have set out in 
38       this paragraph? 
39       A.  Correct. 
40 
41       Q.  They were things that you were prepared to argue for 
42       on 25 July at 7.30 pm; correct? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  What occurs then is that at about this time, either on 
46       the 25th or early on the 26th, some of these emails from 
47       the 24th and the 25th are leaked to the press; correct? 
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1       A.  Yes. 
2 
3       Q.  And that causes a lot of public discussion and 
4       criticism; correct? 
5       A.  Further - yes, correct. 
6 

7       Q.  As a result of that, the release of those emails to 
8       the public and the public criticism, you think it's 

9       important, don't you, then to issue a public statement of 
10       your actual position as opposed to what you say was a 
11       Halachic debate? 
12       A.  That's right. 
13 
14       Q.  At the time you were the president of the Rabbinical 
15       Council of New South Wales; correct? 
16       A.  Correct. 
17 
18       Q.  What was the role of the Rabbinical Council when you 
19       were its president then? 
20       A.  It's role is, as we heard in testimony also from other 
21       rabbis, I think Rabbi Gutnick mentioned, my father also 
22       mentioned it I think, I believe, that the rabbis get 
23       together to support each other and to come to conclusions 
24       how they feel would benefit the communities with regard to 
25       Judaism and that sort of thing. But basically it doesn't 
26       bind anyone, but basically - yes, that's what it's really 
27       all about. 
28 
29       Q.  When you say "come to conclusions how they feel" is it 
30       also the role of the Rabbinical Council to provide guidance 
31       to other rabbis as to what might be an official approach to 
32       an issue under Halachic law without it being binding? 
33       A.  Yes. 
34 
35       Q.  In terms of membership of the Rabbinical Council of 
36       New South Wales, did that include rabbis who were not from 
37       the Chabad organisation? 
38       A.  Yes, it includes all rabbis. For example, in this 
39       email here, on the top it is sent to, this was the 
40       executive; half of the rabbis there are not Chabad rabbis. 
41 
42       Q.  One of the things that also occurred as a result of 
43       the leaking of these emails is there was some call or 
44       chatter or criticism amongst the press that you should 
45       stand aside from your role as the president of the 
46       Rabbinical Council of New South Wales? 
47       A.  It was a bit more than chatter. It was the front page 
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1       of the Jewish News. 
2 

3       Q.  So you felt it was important to clarify this issue 
4       publicly, didn't you? 
5       A.  Yes. 
6 
7       Q.  And to put forward what your actual views on 
8       responding to child abuse should be? 
9       A.  That's correct. 

10 
11       Q.  Could I call up, please, document IND.0236.001.0001, 
12       please. This is a document provided after the tender 
13       bundle was put together, so it is just being distributed 
14       now. If we can go down, please, because the top part of 
15       that email just deals with how it came to the Royal 
16       Commission. It begins part way down in an email from you, 
17       Rabbi, on 26 July, the following day to the emails I have 
18       just taken you to, at about 5.08 pm. You email a 
19       journalist at the Jewish News and various other people 
20       there and other rabbis sending out a statement clarifying 
21       your personal position in addition to a formal RCNSW 
22       statement which Rabbi Ingram had sent earlier that day; 
23       correct? 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  This had been a matter that had been discussed, as 
27       I understand it, earlier in the morning with the other 
28       rabbis following the leaking of the emails of the debate 
29       that it was important that there be a formal statement from 
30       the Rabbinical Council, firstly; correct? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  And important that you personally also made your 
34       public position clear on this issue; correct? 
35       A.  Yes. 
36 
37       Q.  Rabbi, we have not been able to locate the Rabbinical 
38       Council of New South Wales statement issued on that date, 
39       but we will make enquiries to get it. But what follows is 
40       your personal statement that you issue, and you ask that 
41       the following statement be printed in full, correct, in 
42       your email? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  Because you want it publicly known what your position 
46       is? 
47       A.  Correct. 
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1 
2       Q.  Then you say the following: 
3 
4            Over the past few days there has been an 
5            internal Halachic debate amongst the 
6            rabbinate of Australia relating to the 
7            serious and reprehensible issues of child 
8            abuse and the appropriate response. 
9 

10       Correct? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  Then you go on to say: 
14 
15            Notwithstanding the complex Halachic 
16            nuances and varied opinions, the rabbinate 
17            of New South Wales under [your presidency] 
18            has unanimously endorsed the attached RCV 
19            resolution from 2010 on this matter. 
20 
21       Correct? 
22       A.  Yes 
23 
24       Q. 
25            I would like to unequivocally publicise my 
26            support and encouragement of the adoption 
27            of that resolution within the New South 
28            Wales rabbinate and the wider Jewish 
29            community. 
30 
31       Correct? 
32       A.  Yes. 
33 
34       Q.  Then we go on to the fourth page. You attach also the 
35       RCV resolution which you say you have formally and 
36       unequivocally adopted? 
37       A.  Correct. 
38 
39       Q.  In that RCV resolution, we will just have a look at 
40       that, you note that many victims of abuse - the RCV 
41       resolution notes that victims often don't come forward 
42       because of fear of stigma or personal or familial 
43       consequences; correct? 
44       A.  Yes. 
45 
46       Q.  Or perceived Halachic concerns; correct? 
47       A.  (Witness nods). 
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1 
2       Q.  And and the Rabbinical Council of Victoria also 
3       condemned abuse and proclaimed its censure of abusers; 
4       correct? 
5       A.  Yes. 
6 
7       Q.  And affirms that the prohibitions of miserah, 
8       reporting crimes to the civil authorities, and arka'ot, 
9       adjudication in civil courts, do not apply in cases of 

10       abuse; correct, firstly? 
11       A.  Correct. 
12 
13       Q.  And, secondly, it is halachically obligatory to make 
14       such reports; correct? 
15       A.  Correct. 
16 
17       Q.  Rabbi, on 26 July 2011, by your public statement did 
18       you unequivocally publicise your support for those 
19       positions, that the prohibitions of mesirah do not apply in 
20       cases of abuse, firstly? 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  And, secondly, that it is halachically obligatory to 
24       make such reports; correct? 
25       A.  Yes. 
26 
27       Q.  I take it that you use the word "unequivocally" when 
28       sending out your public statement so as to tell rabbis and 
29       others in the community that there were no longer any grey 
30       areas on this issue; correct? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  That's what "unequivocally" means, doesn't it? 
34       A.  The term of "unequivocally" certainly implies that, 
35       yes. 
36 
37       Q.  It doesn't imply it. That's what it means, 
38       unequivocally, without equivocation, doesn't it? 
39       A.  That's what it means, yes. 
40 
41       Q.  And that's why you used it; correct? 
42       A.  That's why I used it. Everyone should realise that 
43       that is the case, yes. 
44 
45       Q.  And by using the term - you did ask for your statement 
46       to be published in full; correct? 
47       A.  Yes. 
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1 
2       Q.  And you wanted it to be known in the community that, 
3       "I, Rabbi Feldman, unequivocally publish my support for the 
4       adoption and resolution of the RCV resolution within the 
5       rabbinate and the wider Jewish community"; correct? 
6       A.  Yes. 
7 
8       Q.  And so do I take it that was a truthful statement by 
9       you at the time on 26 July? 

10       A.  Yes. 
11 
12       Q.  It wasn't done for PR reasons? 
13       A.  It wasn't the sole reason. Obviously it's a PR thing 
14       also. It's going to the public. But it was a genuine 
15       position. 
16 
17       Q.  It was a genuine position? 
18       A.  Yes. 
19 
20       Q.  So you unequivocally supported and encouraged the 
21       adoption of the RCV resolution; correct? 
22       A.  Yes. 
23 
24       Q.  Which means that you unequivocally -- 
25       A.  Believed -- 
26 
27       Q.  -- stood by the RCV resolution to censure abusers, 
28       first; correct? 
29       A.  And the second? 
30 
31       Q.  Is that true, first? 
32       A.  Yes. 
33 
34       Q.  Secondly, you genuinely and unequivocally publicised 
35       your support for the position that the concept of mesirah, 
36       reporting clients to civil authorities, did not apply in 
37       cases of abuse; correct? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  And, thirdly, genuinely and unequivocally published 
41       your support for a position that it was indeed halachically 
42       obligatory to make such reports; correct? 
43       A.  Correct. 
44 
45       Q.  That means you had accepted without reservation that 
46       it was halachically obligated to report abuse to the 
47       secular authorities; correct? 
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1       A.  Yes. 
2 

3       Q.  And therefore there were no further - no more grey 
4       areas on this debate, were there, Rabbi? 
5       A.  Not on this debate. 
6 

7       Q.  Therefore, if you had accepted it was halachically 
8       obligated to report allegations of abuse to the police, you 

9       could no longer have any objection, could you, Rabbi, or 
10       anyone else who accepted the RCV statement - you could no 
11       longer have any objection - I withdraw that. Therefore, if 
12       someone unequivocally accepted the RCV resolution and 
13       accepted it was halachically obligated to report 
14       allegations of abuse to the police, the same person could 
15       no longer have any objection to a statement or document 
16       that supported victims to go to the police; do you agree 
17       with that? 
18       A.  No. 
19 
20       Q.  There is a difference, is there? 
21       A.  There's a difference of how much you publicise 
22       something which encourages even people who may not be real 
23       victims or may want to be considered heros and actually go 
24       to the police, like we have seen here in Melbourne. We had 
25       one rabbi who was ultimately vindicated, and I was very 
26       against too much of a public situation, like I see with 
27       the media also. They go out in a very public way and also 
28       exaggerating, at times lying, like they did with me, 
29       Australian Jewish News, even with regard to this statement. 
30       Reporter Josh Levy reported and he lied with regard to my 
31       position, and people like to do that because, as I say, the 
32       reality is they make a whole issue of child abuse and it 
33       encourages people to accuse people of child abuse 
34       when they're really - to be accused when they are really 
35       innocent. That's why my view is, even though it is 
36       halachically correct, that it has to be done in a measured 
37       way, not to encourage people who are frauds in that regard. 
38 
39       Q.  So, Rabbi, I want to come back to that. You say it's 
40       okay for you to issue a public statement unequivocally 
41       publicising support and encouragement for the adoption of 
42       the resolution; correct? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  You say you can unequivocally publish support and 
46       encouragement for the adoption of a resolution that says it 
47       is halachically obligatory to make such reports; correct? 
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1       A.  Yes. 
2 

3       Q.  The meaning of which is that under Jewish law one is 
4       obliged to go to the authorities; correct? 
5       A.  Correct. 
6 
7       Q.  But you say, do you, that in your unequivocal 

8       acceptance of this position under the RCV resolution you 
9       are still permitted some grey area where you can criticise 

10       some other statement or document that supports victims to 
11       go to the police with allegations of abuse? 
12       A.  Yes, because I at times felt, and especially with 
13       the hype that was going on then, there were already enough 
14       statements and too many statements will cause the wrong 
15       thing being done, which has happened, actually. 
16 
17       Q.  When you unequivocally gave your support to this 
18       resolution, Rabbi, did you unequivocally accept that it was 
19       halachically obligated to report allegations of abuse even 
20       if the abuse had been done a long time ago? 
21       A.  I did have issues with that, as it can be seen. But 
22       I ultimately accepted that that's the right way to go, 
23       notwithstanding my expressed views of issues with regard to 
24       that. It has always bothered me, but the right thing was 
25       nonetheless to be able to go to the police. 
26 
27       Q.  Rabbi, on 26 July, when you issued your public 
28       statement -- 
29       A.  Yes. 
30 
31       Q.  At that time did you unequivocally accept that it was 
32       halachically obligated to report matters of abuse even 
33       where the abuse was a long time ago? 
34       A.  Yes, practically that's what should be done. 
35 
36       Q.  Or the abuser had done Teshuvo? 
37       A.  Even if he did Teshuvo, that's what needs to be done, 
38       unfortunately, because that's the law. But I wouldn't 
39       necessarily if - if we could enact - if the law could be 
40       changed, and I would be from those who would encourage 
41       maybe to do so. But, since it is the law, we have to 
42       follow the law. 
43 
44       Q.  Do you say, then, that even when you issued your 
45       public statement about the RCV resolution -- 
46       A.  Yes, I held that practically that's what needs to be 
47       done. 
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1 
2       Q.  But you still harboured a personal view that if 
3       someone had done Teshuvo -- 

4       A.  No, I said I had an issue with it. I didn't say that 
5       my view would change. The view is to go to the police, and 

6       I agree with that. But I do have an issue with that, just 
7       like there are certain laws a lot of people have issues 
8       with and try and lobby to change the law. I would be part 

9       of that lobby. 
10 
11       Q.  So even though you had some reservation -- 
12       A.  That's right. 
13 
14       Q.  You were prepared to put aside the reservation? 
15       A.  That's right. The law -- 
16 
17       Q.  You accepted that the law required allegations to be 
18       reported? 
19       A.  That's right, yes. 
20 
21       Q.  Your personal position was from this date forward, on 
22       26 July, halachically there was no problem with reporting 
23       to the police, irrespective of how long ago the abuse had 
24       occurred or whether an abuser had done -- 
25       A.  Correct. Practically, it's the right thing to do. If 
26       I use an expression of grey area, it means from a certain 
27       Jewish perspective, which I would lobby to change maybe the 
28       law with the government. But the reality is once that law 
29       is law, then we have to follow it. 
30 
31       Q.  Therefore, from this date onwards you accepted that 
32       there could be no Halachic further grey areas on this 
33       question; correct? 
34       A.  Correct. Only the grey area from the perspective of 
35       how we feel, that's how the Jewish law would be. But 
36       secular law would override this, and therefore we have to 
37       accept it. 
38 
39       Q.  I just want to be really clear, though, on the answer 
40       to my question. On 26 July, when you issue your public 
41       statement, you accepted unequivocally that there was no 
42       further Halachic grey area on the question of reporting to 
43       the police? 
44       A.  Correct. Because we listen to the secular law. 
45 
46       Q.  And, leaving aside the secular law, you accepted 
47       unequivocally that there was no Halachic grey area any more 
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1       on this question? 
2       A.  The only reason why there is no Halachic area in this 
3       question is not because in essence there isn't. It is 

4       because we are supposed to accept the secular law, which 
5       overrides Jewish law in this regard. 
6 

7       Q.  So, therefore, there was no Halachic remaining grey 
8       area; do you agree with that? 
9       A.  From the practical perspective, correct. But not from 

10       the lobby perspective and not what the Jewish law would be 
11       if there wouldn't be the secular law or if we could change 
12       it. 
13 
14       Q.  Rabbi, you understood by your public statement that 
15       when you unequivocally published your support for the RCV 
16       resolution you were publicly and unequivocally publishing 
17       your support for the position, the Halachic position, set 
18       out in this email? 
19       A.  Correct, because the Halacha says to listen to the 
20       secular law, even in the most extreme circumstances. 
21       That's it. 
22 
23       Q.  But you intended, didn't you, to tell the world -- 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  Whoever was reading this, that that was your position? 
27       A.  That's the position in Australian law. For example, 
28       if the -- 
29 
30       Q.  I don't want to go into other areas. Just really if 
31       I can confine you to the things influencing you and your 
32       statement, please. 
33       A.  Yes, that would be the position in - practically how 
34       we would have to behave as Jewish people in this country. 
35 
36       Q.  At this time you are issuing also as the President of 
37       RCNSW a public position adopted by the Rabbinical Council 
38       in line with your personal statement, are you not? 
39       A.  Correct. 
40 
41       Q.  In line with an unequivocal acceptance of the RCV 
42       resolution; correct? 
43       A.  Correct. 
44 
45       Q.  However, can I say this, notwithstanding your position 
46       on 26 July and your public statement, firstly, personal 
47       statement, and, secondly, notwithstanding the statement by 
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1       the Rabbinical Council as president - made by you as 
2       president, the following day you hear, don't you, that the 
3       Beth Dins of Sydney and Melbourne are going to issue a 

4       public statement to report abuse, and you write to Rabbi 
5       Gutnick to express your concern about those Beth Dins 
6       making a statement, don't you? 
7       A.  Correct, the issue that I mentioned earlier. 
8 
9       Q.  Is that correct? 

10       A.  Yes. 
11 
12       Q.  Can I take you to that, please, document 58 of 
13       the tender bundle, please. If we could go up, please, this 
14       is in fact what was published on 27 July by the Beth Dins 
15       of Sydney and Melbourne? 
16       A.  Yes. 
17 
18       Q.  And you understood on 27 July, either before or at 
19       about the time this was going out, that the two Beth Dins 
20       and the Organisation of Rabbis of Australasia were going to 
21       issue a joint statement, firstly? 
22       A.  Yes. 
23 
24       Q.  And you understood that they were going to encourage 
25       members of the community who had information of abuse to 
26       come forward to the relevant authorities so that - 
27       whatever, for whatever reason? 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  You knew that that was about to happen, didn't you? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  And you emailed Rabbi Gutnick to express your concern. 
34       The email is at tab 60, on page 2, please. 
35       A.  Yes. 
36 
37       Q.  This is your email, is it not, to Rabbi Gutnick? If 
38       we go down to the bottom of page 1, please, so the rabbi 
39       can see the beginning of that. 
40       A.  I'm lost over here. Which tab, again, is it? 
41 
42       Q.  Tab 60. 
43       A.  In 60 it is just about miscarriages of justice from 
44       myself to Rabbi Gutnick. Is that -- 
45 
46       Q.  If you go down to the bottom of that page, Rabbi - 
47       it's just the emails are printed - you will see the last 
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1       two lines from Yossi Feldman, dated Wednesday, the 27th? 
2       A.  That's right. 
3 
4       Q.  If go over the page, do you have another page there, 
5       to Rabbi Gutnick? 
6       A.  "Dear Uncle Moshe". 
7 
8       Q.  Uncle Moshe. 
9       A.  That's right. 

10 
11       Q. 
12 
13            I just saw Yoram in Yeshiva ... 
14 
15       Who is Yoram? 
16       A.  He is Rabbi Yoram Ulman. 
17 
18       Q. 
19            ... and he told me that there will be a 
20            public statement from the Botei Dinim ... 
21 
22       That means from the Beth Dins? 
23       A.  That's right. 
24 
25       Q.  "To report abuse"; yes? 
26       A.  Yes. 
27 
28       Q.  This is the day after you have issued your own public 
29       statement unequivocally accepting that abuse should be 
30       reported? 
31       A.  Correct. Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  You raise the following: 
34 
35            The only real problem I have with the 
36            statement even though it's beikor a 
37            klolus statement..." 
38 
39       Which means what? 
40       A.  A general statement. 
41 
42       Q.  "And now more for PR"? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  What did you mean by that? 
46       A.  I meant that it's happening at a time when the media 
47       is reporting all the ideas of sexual abuse and how terrible 
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1       it is and in regard to Cyprys, in regard to all these 
2       things that are going out, so it's a very good time to be 
3       able also to come out, "Hey, we rabbis also support it," 

4       you know, like, "Yeah," like, "why don't you come" - sorry. 
5       So at that time to come out is like a PR sort of thing. 

6 
7       Q.  And is that "this statement is now noygaya bepoyel" - 

8       what does that mean? 
9       A.  "Noygaya bepoyel" means that it is applicable 

10       practically because it's the thing of the day, and it can 
11       make a big difference in false - or situation. 
12 
13       Q.  Now we get to the point of your concern, is it not? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  That what happened is you issued a statement of the 
17       Rabbinical Council in New South Wales, did you not? 
18       A.  Yes. But it wasn't a public statement. See, the 
19       difference between Rabbinical Council of Victoria, they 
20       went out with a public statement to the public. I - my 
21       statement wasn't necessarily to go out to the papers and to 
22       the media, and I didn't think that was a good thing to do 
23       at that time. That was my opinion. Because I think 
24       because of all the hype that was going on about Cyprys and 
25       this and that which wasn't - and also others, a lot of 
26       people could come out when they have hate on someone to be 
27       able to come out, you know, "It's the thing of the day. We 
28       could say he's an abuser," and everyone will believe him, 
29       "Look, it's the most terrible thing," you know, and it's 
30       very good, you know, to be able to use that opportunity at 
31       that time. That's why I didn't think it was appropriate 
32       that we should be going out to the media with these public 
33       statements at that time. 
34 
35       Q.  But that's exactly -- 
36       A.  And I think all prejudice - Cyprys and others - that's 
37       what I thought. I thought it wasn't appropriate to go to 
38       the media. 
39 
40       Q.  I will come to that concern that you express a bit 
41       later on. You had in fact, though, done that exactly the 
42       day before; correct? 
43       A.  Not public statement. I wrote this to - the only 
44       reason that New South Wales got involved - we wouldn't 
45       have. It's only because, you know, we were being 
46       criticised why we didn't come out with a public statement 
47       at this time and this, you know, and I didn't feel that we 
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1       are bandwagon people and it's the right thing to do, to 
2       come out publicly. We had no choice, and we were pressured 
3       into it, that we had to come out to the media and 
4       everything else, we do so. But I didn't believe it was the 
5       time and place for the rabbis to come out in the media with 
6       public statements. I have no problem coming out with the 
7       public and to the Jewish communities maybe. You know, that 
8       sort of thing, I had no problem with it. But, to go to the 
9       media and become a whole public issue to the general media, 

10       I think it's bad for the Jews and I think it's bad for - 
11       which actually is - was some of the outcomes of that, 
12       especially from -- 
13 
14       Q.  So it was okay for you to go to the Jewish News 
15       because that was within your community? 
16       A.  Even the Jewish News, I wasn't happy about it. But we 
17       had no choice because everyone else was coming out with 
18       statements to the public. Also, I'm very against the 
19       Jewish News in general and the statements over there. But 
20       I won't go into it. But if you are discussing it I will 
21       tell you. 
22 
23       Q.  Let's not go into it, please. If you can limit it to 
24       the answers. However, let me understand from your answers 
25       firstly, you still harboured concerns, notwithstanding the 
26       unequivocal adoption you sent out on the 26th -- 
27       A.  Yes. 
28 
29       Q.  About this being publicised generally? 
30       A.  That's right. 
31 
32       Q.  However, you do accept that the email you sent on 
33       26 July was a public statement by you to the Jewish 
34       community; correct? 
35       A.  Yes. 
36 
37       Q.  And you had sent it to a Jewish newspaper; correct? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  For it to be published generally; correct? 
41       A.  Yes. It could be published. I didn't know if they 
42       would necessarily, but, you know. 
43 
44       Q.  You asked for them to publish it, didn't you, Rabbi, 
45       in full? 
46       A.  It could be -- 
47 
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35 A. Yes. 
36   
37 Q. In the Jewish News to the Jewish community; correct? 
38 A. Yes. 
39   
40 
41 
42 

Q. 
New 
A. 

That's going to be, you understand, the position for 
South Wales, don't you? 
Yes. 

43   
44 Q. That's your position? 
45 A. Yes. 
46   
47 Q. And you also understand that there are different 
 

1       Q.  Rabbi? 
2       A.  Yes, I'm saying fine. I don't recall that point. 
3       Yes, okay. Let's say so. 
4 
5       Q.  Could we bring up, please, IND.0236.001.0001. I have 
6       asked the rabbi questions about this. Could I tender that 
7       document, please. Sorry, Your Honour, could I tender that 
8       document so it has a tender number. 
9 

10       EXHIBIT #22-026 DOCUMENT IND.0236.001.0001 
11 
12       MR STRICKLAND:   There are some email addresses at the top 
13       of that email. I would ask that they be redacted. 
14 
15       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes; thank you. 
16 
17       MS GERACE:  Page 2, please. 
18       A.  Yes. 
19 
20       Q.  Second paragraph, after "Dear Josh", "As 
21       I understand", and you asking: 
22 
23            I would appreciate if the following 
24            statement is printed in full. 
25       A.  Okay. 
26 
27       Q.  Correct? 
28       A.  Correct. 
29 
30       Q.  Satisfied now? 
31       A.  Yes, but -- 
32 
33       Q.  You asked for the whole of the statement to be 
34       published? 
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42 
43 

iss 
A. 

ued your own statement -- 
Yes. 

44   
45 Q. Saying that you unequivocally -- 
46 A. Yes. 
47   
 

1       bodies in Victoria et cetera that have their own role? 
2       A.  That's right. 
3 
4       Q.  So your influence by and large is limited in New South 
5       Wales; correct? 
6       A.  Yes. 
7 
8       Q.  Now, what happens the next day on the document I was 
9       asking you about, which is 60, is that as soon as you hear 

10       that the Beth Dins in Sydney and Melbourne are going to 
11       issue a statement you become concerned for David Cyprys, 
12       don't you? 
13       A.  Yes. 
14 
15       Q.  And that's what you set out in your email to Rabbi 
16       Gutnick? 
17       A.  Yes, because -- 
18 
19       Q.  That's right, isn't it? 
20       A.  Yes. 
21 
22       Q.  And now that the statement - and I'm reading on the 
23       third line of your email on page 2, please, if you could go 
24       to page 2 - "now that the statement is going to noygaya 
25       bepoyel - have application in Melbourne"? 
26       A.  Yes. 
27 
28       Q.  "With Shmuel David Cyprys," even though you hear that 
29       he's done Teshuvo according to what you heard -- 
30       A.  Yes. 
31 
32       Q.  You say the following in the fourth line, "I believe 
33       his life and family" -- 
34       A.  Yes. 
35 
36       Q.  Just don't read the rest of that, please, and then the 
37       following line continues, "Is being ruined now for no good 
38       reason." 
39       A.  Yes. 
40 
41       Q.  Now, Rabbi, not more than 24 hours before you had 
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1 Q. Supported allegations being reported to the police -- 
2 A. Yes. 
3   
4 Q. And as soon as it has practical effect for someone you 
5 know -- 
6 A. Yes. 
7   
8 Q. You raise a complaint? 
9 A. The complaint -- 

10   
11 
12 

Q. 
A. 

Don't you? 
No. I raise a complaint, but the complaint is how 

13       I think the wrong thing may be done because of the 
14       publicity, with regard to him. Maybe victims who aren't 
15       real victims will come out and maybe he will be accused of 
16       things which aren't proper, and especially since the 
17       perspective, as I mentioned earlier, of someone doing 
18       Teshuvo repentance, which is a big thing according to 
19       Jewish law, but even though according to secular law it 
20       should be reported, and I did not say over here that things 
21       shouldn't be reported; okay? My only problem is I'm 
22       worried about the effect of the hype of child abuse and how 
23       people, especially if he's let's say repented from whatever 
24       it may be that may have been done, I'm worried that 
25       things - there may be miscarriages of justice which may 
26       take place -- 
27 
28       Q.  And your concern here is only for Shmuel Cyprys, not 
29       for the victims there, is it? 
30       A.  My concern is certainly for victims. Real victims 
31       will come forward. That's already been happening. 
32 
33       Q.  Where does it say in this email you are concerned that 
34       going public might be for the victims? It doesn't, does 
35       it, Rabbi? 
36       A.  I don't say in all my emails all my opinions. It is 
37       obvious that I care about the victims. A rabbi cares 
38       mostly about abused people. 
39 
40       Q.  When you made your statement on 26 July 2011 in which 
41       you say that you unequivocally publicised your support and 
42       encouragement for the adoption of the RCV resolution in New 
43       South Wales that statement made by you on 26 July was not 
44       true? 
45       A.  No, it was true. 
46 
47       Q.  And you issued that statement to protect your 
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1       reputation and your position as president of the Rabbinical 
2       Council of New South Wales? 
3       A.  Certainly not. Not true. 
4 

5       Q.  See, because the next day, in addition to raising the 
6       concern that there might be some false complaint or this 
7       might ruin Shmuel Cyprys, you also go on to argue, if we 
8       can go down that email a little bit further, the sentence 

9       beginning: 
10 
11            Now you can also understand why I have been 
12            Shtureming lately" -- 
13       Which means making loud noises? 
14       A.  That's right. 
15 
16       Q.  And "not listening", which is something that Rabbi 
17       Gutnick had accused you of, wasn't it, not listening? 
18       A.  Yes. Yisroel 
19 
20       Q.  And "I do really believe this is the view of the 
21       Agudas Ysroel" -- 
22       A.  That's right. 
23 
24       Q.  You still come back the next day to a position you 
25       believe was articulated by Agudas Ysroel which is that 
26       complaints should go to the rabbis first? 
27       A.  But I did not say that this is my position. My 
28       position was Rabbinical Council's position. I said earlier 
29       my position personally may have been to lobby and according 
30       to Torah this should be, and I would lobby the government 
31       about this if I could. But my ultimate position is they 
32       report it. It doesn't mean I'm happy about it. I'm very 
33       unhappy about it and I don't think it's a good law, in my 
34       opinion. But, practically, we have to listen to the law. 
35       It's like many people don't like the law of not speeding. 
36       They'd love to speed 20 ks more or 30 ks more. But you 
37       have to listen to the law. My opinion is in certain areas 
38       there should be speeding of 70 kilometres an hour and it is 
39       only 50 kilometres an hour. It doesn't mean because I 
40       don't like it that it's not law. We have to listen to it. 
41       So I think it is being very unfair the way I'm being 
42       questioned here in that matter. 
43 
44       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi Feldman, if you had the 
45       opportunity to lobby the government, and you have mentioned 
46       that now two or three times, what would you be asking for? 
47       A.  I would be asking there should be a lot more leniency 
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1       on people who have shown that they haven't offended in the 
2       last 20 or decades ago and they have psychological analyses 
3       that that is the case, then I would say that there should 
4       be a lot more - the issue should be a lot more lenient with 
5       regard to those people if they did Teshuvo, because in 
6       Jewish law Teshuvo, repentance, is a great thing. Even for 

7       victims repentance is a big thing. Even for them 
8       themselves they would understand in many instances how 
9       repentance - the main point is for people to stop being 

10       paedophiles, and if they did so that's a great thing and we 
11       should respect that, and especially if they have tendencies 
12       and they don't act on them is extremely good. And the 
13       judges have mentioned that as ways of leniencies, but 
14       I don't think it's strong enough with regard to this issue 
15       of worrying about the rights of people who have repented 
16       and are not paedophiles anymore, or for that matter any 
17       criminal anymore. If the whole idea is - one of the 
18       reasons of punishment is rehabilitation, and people have 
19       shown they have been rehabilitated in a very practical way, 
20       I think my position would be that they should also be 
21       considered - of course victims - it's terrible what's been 
22       going on, and everyone agrees to that. 
23 
24            My only position is that there is also this concept of 
25       Teshuvo, repentance, and we should be able to accept that. 
26       Now I'm not saying - the judge even does mention these 
27       points, but I think the law should be a bit stronger with 
28       regard to that, in my opinion. It is only my opinion. 
29       Nothing to do with the victims. Once someone is not a 
30       paedophile anymore or is showing he is not acting wrongly 
31       anymore, that should be considered in a strong way. 
32 
33       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  But considered in what way? 
34       A.  And that is a way -- 
35 
36       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Just listen for a moment. 
37       A.  Sorry. 
38 
39       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  What should the effect of 
40       repentance be? 
41       A.  The effect of repentance will be to encourage other 
42       paedophiles to repent because they will see that when you 
43       repent, when you do the right thing, you won't get 
44       mistreated badly and it's not the end of the world, end of 
45       the life. I know a few paedophiles have been suspected and 
46       they have committed suicide. I'm sure everyone would agree 
47       it's a terrible thing, even here in Melbourne. But when 
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1       people see that when you repent and when you are not acting 
2       anymore, then you are treated not like a pariah, like scum 
3       of the earth, like everyone wants to look at paedophiles, 
4       that's it. I say if people have repented and shown they've 
5       repented and others will see - it is an encouragement to 

6       others to see that you're treated a bit better, like a 
7       human being, and with attitude also of a human being. Once 
8       you repent, I think it's an encouragement to other people, 
9       criminals, that they will want to do the right thing and 

10       rehabilitate themselves because they will be treated well 
11       in society. 
12 
13       Q.  But by repentance do you mean make admissions to 
14       charges? 
15       A.  I mean by repentance that practically they will do the 
16       right thing in not being a paedophile. Many times you say 
17       "sorry" then you can be held accountable. The main issue 
18       with Teshuvo, according to Jewish law, is if you don't 
19       continue doing what you are doing and it is proven you 
20       don't continue doing what you are doing, and then you 
21       should consider - let's not talk about how the perception 
22       and how - you know, many things - we are talking about a 
23       practical thing. This is according to Jewish law. 
24       Therefore I think it will even be an encouragement to other 
25       paedophiles, they are constantly persecuted, they are 
26       called the scum of the earth, in gaol they are the worst of 
27       the worst, which is fine, all of this is fine, it's a 
28       terrible thing; but Judaism emphasises rehabilitation, 
29       taking evil and getting rid of it, but elevating the person 
30       and becoming a normal person in society, this is the main 
31       part, and by doing so we, as a society, would show so that 
32       we respect people who don't go - continue going with their 
33       tendencies and they do the right thing and they are shown 
34       to do the right thing they deserve a bit more respect. 
35       Also it will give encouragement to those, to others, also 
36       to leave their ways because they will be treated ultimately 
37       with respect as human beings and as Jewish people. That's 
38       my opinion. 
39 
40       MS GERACE:  Q.  When you refer then in this paragraph 
41       again to "I do really believe that this is the view of 
42       Agudas Yisroel", you are beginning to agitate again for a 
43       further discussion on this issue, are you not? 
44       A.  No. 
45 
46       Q.  And as you elaborated on you say, "This should really 
47       be the Jewish law for all"; correct? That's what the 
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1       sentence "leHalocho Lemaase" refers to -- 
2       A.  Yes. 
3 

4       Q.  And even though not necessarily publicised; correct? 
5       A.  Yes. 
6 

7       Q.  So you believe there should be a position adopted in 
8       line with the Agudas Yisroel? 
9       A.  There should be, but practically we can't do it 

10       because as I said earlier. 
11 
12       Q.  I understand that practically. Do you mind just 
13       leaving the microphone. 
14       A.  I can tell you the difference. When you say something 
15       is leHalocho Lemaase - let me explain one point. It is 
16       very important to realise. In Australia it wouldn't be 
17       possible, but Jewish law applies the same everywhere. So 
18       that should be the position from the Jewish perspective, 
19       I'm saying. Therefore in places where the secular law 
20       wouldn't disagree with that, that should be the position. 
21       For that matter, in Australia if we could get the secular 
22       law to agree with that that would be something that I would 
23       highly encourage. 
24 
25       Q.  So you would highly encourage a change to the secular 
26       law so as to allow a position which you believe 
27       halachically stood in line with the Agudas Yisroel? 
28       A.  That's correct. I would encourage the law to be 
29       changed. 
30 
31       Q.  So that a person would need to go to a rabbi so that 
32       the rabbi could determine whether there was substance to a 
33       complaint before they go to the police? 
34       A.  That would be in a situation where, as I say, the law 
35       could be like that. If we could encourage that the law 
36       could change, then that would be the Jewish approach. 
37 
38       Q.  And that is a view you still hold today? 
39       A.  The view of the Jewish law is - I may hold like that, 
40       Agudas Yisroel, from a Jewish law perspective. But it is 
41       overridden by the secular law, and I accept the secular 
42       law. 
43 
44       Q.  So you still hold that view today that I have just 
45       announced that if it were permitted you would -- 
46 
47       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi, can you just sit back a 
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1       little bit from the microphone, please? 
2       A.  Sorry. 
3 

4       MS GERACE:  Q.  You still hold the view today - please 
5       leave aside the secular law; just answer the question and 

6       then we can understand what you are actually saying. 
7       A.  Okay. 
8 

9       Q.  You still hold the position today that halachically 
10       you believe the position should be as set out by the Agudas 
11       Yisroel that someone must go to a rabbi first before 
12       reporting to the police; is that your present view of the 
13       Halachic position on the issue? 
14       A.  That certainly is a view that I consider strongly. 
15       I haven't decided what my actual even Halachic view is 
16       because there is a difference in the RCV and the Agudas 
17       Yisroel, but that is what I would be inclined to be. But 
18       it is not something that I should practically do anything 
19       about because we follow secular law anyway. So it's not 
20       anyway something which is -- 
21 
22       Q.  So when you said the day before this email on 
23       26 July -- 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  -- that you unequivocally accepted that there was a 
27       Halachic obligation to report matters to the police -- 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  -- without equivocation -- 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  -- that wasn't true? 
34       A.  Wrong. It was true. There is a Halachic requirement 
35       to do so, and I didn't say not. I'm worried with this 
36       email that people who aren't real might go and make an 
37       issue with him, with Cyprys, more than there should be. 
38       I believe there is a Halachic obligation. Would I go out 
39       and make a whole necessarily media hype about it? 
40       Certainly not. And this is what I was saying in this 
41       email. But I agree with the RCV and there is no 
42       contradiction with the statement of the RCV. 
43 
44       Q.  You then say you spoke to Tuffy Aron. Who is Tuffy 
45       Aron? 
46       A.  Tuffy Aron is a psychologist here in Melbourne, Rabbi 
47       Tuffy Aron. He deals with people in crisis and that sort 
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1       of thing. 
2 
3       Q.  Was Rabbi Tuffy Aron dealing with David Cyprys? 
4       A.  I believe he was, yes. 
5 
6       Q.  And did you believe he was dealing with him to provide 

7       some form of counselling or otherwise in relation to the 
8       matters we are talking about here, child sexual abuse? 

9       A.  Yes, yes, I believe he was dealing with him, you know, 
10       on that level. 
11 
12       Q.  And you spoke to him, did you, about the issue of 
13       these public statements that were going to go out; correct? 
14       A.  Yes. And he also agreed that the statements - he 
15       agreed of course halachically a true victim should report. 
16       But he agreed halachically going out with statements is not 
17       necessarily helpful to child abuse, to dealing with real 
18       child abuse situations, and he is actually someone who is 
19       involved in that area. 
20 
21       Q.  Weren't the matters that ultimately were charged 
22       against David Cyprys real child abuse allegations? 
23       A.  At that time I didn't know what it was. All I knew 
24       was there were allegations. Until something is proven in 
25       court - even if they were real, then there could be other 
26       fake victims that could come out and also go against him. 
27       That could make the charges a lot stronger on him. At 
28       this -- 
29 
30       Q.  Rabbi, a matter can't be proven in court until a 
31       complaint is made and a charge is laid; you agree with 
32       that? 
33       A.  Certainly, and I think true victims should certainly 
34       come forward. But I was worried about the publicity would 
35       bring about fake victims and people who hate Cyprys who 
36       might come along and say that they are a victim and who 
37       knows what, that sort of thing, which has happened. 
38 
39       Q.  Actually, Rabbi, I'm going to suggest to you that in 
40       fact what you were worried about was the public statement 
41       would encourage those who David Cyprys had offended against 
42       come forward and report to the police even if they -- 
43       A.  No. 
44 
45       Q.  And that is precisely what you say when you say the 
46       following, "I spoke to Tuffy Aron re this whole issue when 
47       I saw him a few days ago for a few minutes and he really 
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1       agreed with me" -- 
2       A.  In general, regarding public statements, with regard 

3       to this issue. 
4 
5       Q.  "So he really agreed with me in general and to be 
6       therefore very careful how and when to report to 
7       authorities" -- 
8       A.  That's what he told me. 
9 

10       Q.  "And how and when these statements should be publicly 
11       issued that encouraging more reporting of and embarrassing 
12       of this and similar cases". 
13       A.  Correct. 
14 
15       Q.  And you are referring to David Cyprys? 
16       A.  I am referring to what Tuffy Aron told me. I'm not 
17       saying everything what Tuffy Aron told me was my position. 
18       I'm just saying what Tuffy Aron had told me regarding the 
19       whole general issue. 
20 
21       Q.  You raise a concern with Uncle Gutnick about the fact 
22       that there is going to be publication of these statements 
23       which will apply in Melbourne; correct? 
24       A.  Correct. 
25 
26       Q.  Secondly, you say that this might cause some real 
27       problems for David Cyprys who you believe has done Teshuvo? 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  Therefore, if he has done teshuvah there is some 
31       substance, isn't there, to the fact that he has offended 
32       because he is repenting against it; do you accept that? 
33       A.  That's right. 
34 
35       Q.  So your concern is that by publicising a statement -- 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  -- a matter which has substance might go to the police 
39       and therefore ruin David Cyprys's life; correct? 
40       A.  No, I believe whoever had already gone to the police 
41       would have gone to the police about Cyprys, and this will 
42       just encourage fake people. 
43 
44       Q.  And I suggest to you when you say now in this 
45       Commission that this email was raising concern about fake 
46       complaints that is a lie and not borne out by this email? 
47       A.  I say that is untrue, what you are saying. And 
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1       I think it is very unfair for you to say what you said 
2       there. 
3 
4       Q.  I'm sure your counsel will sort things out if it can 
5       be. There is then a response back to you from Rabbi 
6       Kluwgant? 
7       A.  Yes. 
8 
9       Q.  And he says to you the following, mid-way through the 

10       page: 
11 
12            Yossi, I trust you will keep the following 
13            in confidence and not post to 165 rabbis. 
14 
15       And he then sets out a number of things he wants you to 
16       understand, or at least his position on the matter. 
17       A.  I'm sorry, I don't know which -- 
18 
19       Q.  Sorry, this is an email. I'm just showing the 
20       sequence of events, Rabbi. This is an email from Rabbi 
21       Kluwgant to you on 27 July at 3.11 pm; do you see that? 
22       A.  Which tab, may I ask? 
23 
24       Q.  It's the same email. We were just talking about your 
25       email to Moshe Gutnick, and then it appears in this email 
26       chain that there is an email from Rabbi Kluwgant to you on 
27       Wednesday, 27 July? 
28       A.  I would like to know which tab. 
29 
30       Q.  I'm sorry, we are at tab 60, the front page. 
31       A.  Okay. 
32 
33       Q.  Rabbi Kluwgant emails you and says in his email, 
34       fourth paragraph: 
35 
36            We will in all cases continue on our path 
37            of encouraging all people with allegations 
38            of abuse to go to the police and to report 
39            them. The police work with us, and where 
40            there is no substance they drop the case 
41            (as evidenced a few times in recent weeks 
42            here in Melb). 
43 
44       And says again: 
45 
46            As president of the RCNSW you should have 
47            declared your conflict (personal friendship 
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1            vs leadership position) -- 
2 
3       I ask you again, Rabbi, the personal conflict he is 

4       referring to is your friendship with David Cyprys, isn't 
5       it? 

6       A.  I really don't know because I don't think Mier Shlomo 
7       knew at that time that I have any issue with Cyprys. He 
8       only knew my connection with Moshe Gutnick. So I think he 
9       was referring to - maybe Moshe Gutnick. I really don't 

10       know who he is referring to, and I say that really as a 
11       fact, that I just don't know who he is referring to. 
12 
13       Q.  All right. Thank you. And he says to you in the 
14       third last paragraph: 
15 
16            We cannot be seen to be in ANY WAY 
17            supporting the covering up of such crimes - 
18            telling people not to go to the police but 
19            to come to us first so we can decide 
20            whether they should go or not - is wrong! 
21 
22       Then you respond to that email and to Rabbi Kluwgant and 
23       also to Rabbi Gutnick, again referring to what you believe 
24       might be miscarriages of justice? 
25       A.  You see, that's my opinion by the way, with regard to 
26       before also, miscarriages of justice happens; and even if 
27       it is a one per cent situation it has to be considered. If 
28       someone is on death row and is going to die and it is your 
29       family, we have to consider that -- 
30 
31       Q.  But you are going again to argue a position that 
32       issues of hearsay and other things should be reported to a 
33       rabbi who should decide. That's the point you are making? 
34       A.  No, but here it's just an argument. It's not a 
35       position. I'm not making a position here. I'm arguing the 
36       issue. I don't understand why it is constantly - I am 
37       putting forward a case. I was not in a position until 
38       I put out a statement that that is my position. I'm 
39       entitled to have a discussion and to mention my opinions, 
40       and people should comment on them and then I will consider 
41       what my statement would be and what my position would be. 
42 
43       Q.  Rabbi, I'm going to suggest to you that having put out 
44       a public position in which you unequivocally accepted the 
45       Halachic position as outlined by the RCV you could have no 
46       basis - if the statement on 26 July was true, you could 
47       have no basis to continue to agitate the following day for 
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1       a different position? 
2       A.  As I said, the Jewish law position could be different. 

3       But we actually have to do according to the land. I'm 
4       arguing also a general Jewish law position. I don't 

5       understand why this is becoming a whole - every time I say 
6       something, it's my view. It's a view that I'm putting 
7       forward. That's the whole. In Yeshiva, I don't know if 

8       you know our background, it's a lot about discussion and to 
9       come to an actual law takes a whole range of discussion 

10       until you get an ultimate view. Because I put forward a 
11       position it doesn't mean that I even hold by that or it 
12       means I'm inviting discussion and I would like to - it's a 
13       serious issue. 
14 
15            The only position I take is a statement I put out. 
16       Whether I'm happy with it, whether I'm not happy with it, 
17       whether I like that statement, my final position to change, 
18       that is a whole different affair, and that's unfair to be 
19       able to put on me that anything of these emails should be 
20       considered that that's my view. I'm sorry, I'm very 
21       greatly offended by that. 
22 
23       Q.  So you take offence that you can put out a personal 
24       position on one day and yet argue a different position the 
25       following and that causes you offence, does it? 
26       A.  You don't understand, I'm sorry, with all due respect. 
27 
28       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yossi Feldman, are you meaning to 
29       convey that you are taking a public position consistent 
30       with the law? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  But that you continue to personally 
34       hold different opinions? 
35       A.  No. There's a difference between different opinions, 
36       what you do practically because you have to listen to the 
37       law, and what you would like to take place. My position is 
38       one has to listen to the law, whether you would like to 
39       lobby the law should change and your personal, let's say, 
40       feeling is such and such, that's a whole different 
41       scenario. And it may not even be my final position, even 
42       with my feelings. That's why I was bringing it out to the 
43       rabbis, do they have an opposing situation which would 
44       change my feelings. I'm happy for discussion, and that's 
45       what this email debate is really all about. The only email 
46       which is what Maria touched on before, that as I said has a 
47       practical effect, and the idea of putting out statements 
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1       which would encourage, like I say in this email, 
2       miscarriages or possible miscarriages of justice, that's 

3       what I'm bothered with with the whole media hype et cetera. 
4 

5            And that's why I had a position. I was happy to put 
6       it to the Jewish News because we had to put it to the 

7       Jewish News. But anyone who was involved in the meetings 
8       with me would know that I was very unhappy to be able to 
9       put it even to the Jewish News or for that matter anywhere 

10       because I didn't think it's helpful and I think even for 
11       child abuse it will be extremely unhelpful. That was my 
12       opinion. Because victims - already there was enough 
13       proclamations already, victims coming forward, and victims 
14       had come forward, and I felt that putting out more and more 
15       and more on one hand just shows we rabbis are just 
16       following - it's not, you know, our real position or else 
17       why didn't we come out with this earlier, number 1; and, 
18       number 2 is, I felt it could be very harmful to people who 
19       would be falsely accused or more accused than before or 
20       whatever it may be. 
21 
22       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  So is it your opinion, your 
23       personal opinion, because of your concern as you describe 
24       it between true victims and fake victims -- 
25       A.  That's correct. 
26 
27       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  -- that the rabbi should make that 
28       decision about who should go to the police, because the 
29       rabbi can decide who is a true victim or a fake victim? 
30       A.  That's not my position. Even my own view isn't 
31       necessarily with victims themselves. Agudas's view is that 
32       - the rabbinic Agudas view is that - I'm not sure whether 
33       I would agree with Agudas - with regard to victims 
34       themselves, that I would agree with Agudas view personally. 
35       My personal opinion would be any victim themselves who are 
36       victims shouldn't be at all spoken to or stopped or advised 
37       in any way from going to the police and everything else and 
38       dealing with it. Agudas had a different view. I put 
39       forward their view. 
40 
41            But my main concern is, as I just emphasised over 
42       here, is too much hype causes miscarriages of justice. 
43       When the media comes out strongly about something it 
44       encourages people to be able to, like we have seen here in 
45       Melbourne with the individual - well-known rabbi who will 
46       be giving testimony soon, that things - and I also say even 
47       some of the victims themselves feel that they - and this is 
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1       another point, anyway, you know, some of them may feel that 
2       they cannot only report - I'm not referring to any victim 

3       at all, but I'm just saying a fact that miscarriage of 
4       justice is not just with new victims, even present victims 
5       who are true victims who may exaggerate their issues and 
6       there is no way of proving anything with regard to that; 

7       and by making a mitzvah, a good deed, and saying that 
8       everyone should go and report meaning any hearsay or 

9       anything, you know, could encourage even victims to be able 
10       to exaggerate a little bit on the issue and I think it's 
11       not good in protecting child sexual abuse. My 
12       recommendation is the less the media is involved the better 
13       it is to protect the victims. That's my opinion. 
14 
15       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  We will take the mid-morning break 
16       until 10 to 12. 
17 
18       SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
19 
20       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you, Ms Gerace. 
21 
22       MS GERACE:  Thank you. Rabbi, we will move on from these 
23       emails in a second, but I want to come back to an issue you 
24       have raised about your concern where someone who has 
25       committed an act of child sexual abuse has done Teshuvo, or 
26       repentance, so that I understand the position for your 
27       Halachic concerns about that issue. Please don't go into a 
28       discussion of the secular law. I want to understand your 
29       views on this issue. 
30       A.  From a Halachic perspective. 
31 
32       Q.  Thank you. Rabbi, is your position that, firstly, if 
33       a paedophile goes to a rabbi and accepts or makes some 
34       admission of his offending and does a Teshuvo, halachically 
35       you think that is a good result in terms of there being 
36       some acceptance of wrongdoing and a form of repentance by 
37       the paedophile? 
38       A.  No, I don't think that's any way near anything of 
39       substance. Teshuvah, by the way, means that you can prove 
40       that you haven't continued and you are not continuing 
41       doing it. It's not just saying, "I'm repenting." Only God 
42       knows in such an instance whether a person - a person has 
43       to show that he has repented, and many different ways, 
44       Halacha tells us how we can see that. 
45 
46       Q.  So that if the - but it involves the perpetrator going 
47       to a rabbi, firstly; correct? 
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1       A.  What, the repentance or -- 
2 
3       Q.  This process of Teshuvo? 

4       A.  Teshuvo is between oneself and God. The only reason 
5       with the rabbi was with regard to, say, a victim coming, 
6       that's where there was possibly an issue - or, sorry, a 
7       perpetrator coming and discussing with the rabbi. But it 

8       doesn't have to be with the rabbi. The rabbi is a separate 
9       issue. The rabbi is when it comes to hearsay, so the rabbi 

10       can find out whether the perpetrator has done Teshuvo, 
11       hasn't offended in the last 25 years; all these things the 
12       rabbi can find out and accordingly give his advice as to 
13       how this issue should be dealt with from a Halachic 
14       perspective. 
15 
16       Q.  One of the issues for you is that a rabbi in deciding 
17       how to respond halachically to a complaint could have 
18       regard to whether the offender has perpetrated again and 
19       been able to show a form of repentance by not acting again? 
20       A.  That's right, shown over decades or something like 
21       that there has never been any complaints about him or 
22       whatever. It doesn't mean he doesn't get punished. I'm 
23       not saying that either. The person has to get punished for 
24       the crime. The question is to what extent and how they are 
25       punished. 
26 
27       Q.  But that is one of the issues? You are arguing that 
28       where this process of Teshuvo, or repentance, has been done 
29       and demonstrated, that is something the rabbi can have 
30       regard to when deciding how best to respond -- 
31       A.  From a Halachic perspective. 
32 
33       Q.  Is it also your position preferably if the law 
34       permitted it, the secular law, if it permitted it, your 
35       view would be that in those circumstances it may be that a 
36       rabbi would decide this shouldn't go to the police because 
37       the perpetrator has done Teshuvo and repented and not 
38       offended again, if the law permitted that? 
39 
40       MR STRICKLAND:   I object, Commissioners. Commissioners, 
41       in my submission the continued relevance of asking this 
42       witness what his position would be when his evidence is 
43       unequivocal that he believes the law should be followed, 
44       that is the law of the state, is somewhat limited. I don't 
45       submit there is no relevance at all, but a thousand 
46       hypotheses could be put to the witness what is his personal 
47       opinion. The critical evidence is his view is he will 
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1       follow the law of the Commonwealth of Australia; and, 
2       secondly, if a hypothetical position is to be put it needs 
3       to be put with some precision to avoid any confusion as to 
4       the answer? 
5       A.  That's right, with the media. 
6 

7       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Just a moment, please. I don't 
8       think it's a hypothetical position that is being put. 

9       I didn't understand Ms Gerace to be asking Yossi Feldman 
10       anything other than what his view is in concrete 
11       circumstances. 
12 
13       MR STRICKLAND:   My first basis is there is a degree of 
14       repetition in asking what his personal view is when the 
15       critical evidence is that he was going to follow the law. 
16       Secondly, if the Commission is against me on that, then 
17       I would ask any hypothetical position be put with real 
18       precision so there is not the danger of lack of clarity or 
19       misreporting et cetera. 
20 
21       MS GERACE:  Thank you, Your Honour. I don't think I need 
22       to respond, but in any event I will move on. I'm coming 
23       back to this issue. Rabbi, you understand I'm actually 
24       asking you what your personal views are on this Halachic 
25       question, about what a rabbi should do in any particular 
26       circumstance -- 
27       A.  If there was no secular law of the land. 
28 
29       Q.  I understand. You remain on 27 July 2011 of the view 
30       that halachically there was a grey area in the concept of 
31       mesirah and its application to child sexual abuse, didn't 
32       you? 
33       A.  Yes, from a Halachic perspective; correct. 
34 
35       Q.  And on 27 July that's what you say -- 
36       A.  But again can I clarify that for a second. When I say 
37       that's my suggested view. It doesn't mean my factual view, 
38       even according to Halacha. I'm inviting debate, and that 
39       would be my opinion, not necessarily my final view on 
40       Halacha, because I haven't formed my final Halachic view 
41       even according to Halacha. It is not necessary for me to 
42       form my final view according to Halacha because anyway you 
43       follow the law of the land. So I'm just basically 
44       discussing in my emails a Halachic position again as 
45       suggested Halachic position and I would like to hear 
46       comment what people would say on that. My whole email is 
47       asking for comment. I'm never once saying, "This is my 
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1       position and please follow it," sort of thing. 
2 
3       Q.  Rabbi, so when I asked you earlier if the secular law 
4       permitted a rabbi to give advice to someone who came 

5       forward about whether or not to report to the police is 
6       your personal view that halachically, when deciding what 

7       advice the rabbi should give, they could have regard to 
8       whether a perpetrator had done a form of Teshuvo, or 

9       repentance, and taking that into account when deciding 
10       whether to report or not? I will repeat it for you, if you 
11       need to. 
12       A.  Yes, please repeat it. 
13 
14       Q.  If the secular law permitted a rabbi to advise a 
15       person about whether or not to report to the police, is 
16       your personal view that halachically when deciding what 
17       advice to give the rabbi could have regard to whether a 
18       perpetrator had done a form of Teshuvo, or repentance? 
19       A.  Yes. 
20 
21       Q.  In deciding whether to advise a person to report or 
22       not to the police; is that your view? 
23       A.  Yes. 
24 
25       Q.  Is it your further view then in those same 
26       circumstances, if a perpetrator had shown a form of 
27       Teshuvo, or repentance, in the nature of not having 
28       offended again for a significant period of time, in your 
29       opinion as a rabbi that would be something that might weigh 
30       against advising the person to take this complaint to the 
31       police because the perpetrator had, say, moved on or 
32       changed? 
33       A.  That certainly would be a strong thinking of mine, 
34       correct, the Halacha. 
35 
36       Q.  On 27 July 2011, at 3.41 pm, when you are sending this 
37       email in response and agitating various issues about the 
38       Halachic position, you go back again to the hearsay 
39       allegations "that we must report"? 
40       A.  Can I ask which page? 
41 
42       Q.  Yes, of course, tab 60 at page 1? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  You go back again to the hearsay allegations and are 
46       arguing in this email -- 
47       A.  Can I ask you -- 
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1 
2       Q.  The first paragraph, Rabbi, your email to Rabbis 
3       Kluwgant and Gutnick? 
4       A.  Okay. 
5 

6       Q.  "That miscarriages of justice can occur, as happens 
7       even in murder cases," and you go on to say "for us 
8       informing to authorities and in certain instances where 
9       likely rape can occur in jail is like capital punishment." 

10       Then you say "even halbonus pnei chavayroi borabim" - what 
11       does that mean? 
12       A.  Embarrassing the face of your friend publicly. 
13       Embarrassment which happens - takes place when things are 
14       exposed to the public. 
15 
16       Q.  So you are saying that even embarrassing someone 
17       publicly by an allegation of complaint requires there to 
18       be - is something that needs to be considered as seriously 
19       as murder; that's what you say there, is it not? 
20       A.  Yes, is like murder, yes. 
21 
22       Q.  And therefore you believe that's one of the reasons 
23       that there's a carefully drafted detailed statement of the 
24       Agudah? 
25       A.  That's right. 
26 
27       Q.  And you go on to say your main issue is not so much 
28       for the victims: 
29 
30            But also and mainly that hearsay 
31            allegations that we must report i.e. in the 
32            loshon of the act reasonable risk of 
33            significant harm, if in doubt, should be 
34            first determined by a Rabbi who would also 
35            do his utmost not just for the victim but 
36            also keeping in mind messiro in any gray 
37            area that the authorities in conjunction 
38            with an expert wouldn't consider... 
39 
40       When you refer in this second last line to the "messiro in 
41       any grey area", what are you referring to there, please? 
42       A.  I have to remember what I was referring to there. 
43       "Keeping in mind messiro in any grey area that the 
44       authorities in conjunction with an expert wouldn't 
45       consider". The authorities in conjunction with an expert 
46       will know regarding the status of the person. Let's say in 
47       a case where they wouldn't consider such an issue, for 
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1       example a crime that was committed 20 or 30 years ago; 
2       correct? That would be according to Halacha a grey area 
3       because it's not the same as a crime which is considered 
4       now, which is certainly something that has to be dealt 
5       with; someone is on a rampage, someone who could be a 

6       danger to society. 
7 

8            So they wouldn't consider the fact that something 
9       happened, like, 20 years ago or 30 years ago making a 

10       difference, meaning if it is so long ago maybe the person 
11       has changed and has done Teshuvo. I imagine that's what 
12       I was referring to, but again this is just a position that 
13       I'm putting forward, a Halachic position without the 
14       secular law. So that's basically it. I think that's the 
15       grey area I was referring to. 
16 
17       Q.  I know you say this is a Halachic position you are 
18       putting forward, but that position you have just 
19       articulated yourself now about the grey area where it's a 
20       long time ago and there's been Teshuvo, that is in fact a 
21       belief you told? 
22       A.  Meaning what? What do you mean by that? 
23 
24       Q.  When you say you are just putting it forward, you are 
25       putting it forward because that is something that was a 
26       concern to you at the time and it bothers you? 
27       A.  That's right. It bothers me; correct. 
28 
29       Q.  You are not just articulating in the abstract. You 
30       are actually advancing something of genuine concern to you 
31       at that time? 
32       A.  Something which is a concern to me what the Halacha 
33       would be; correct. Therefore the secular law, which we 
34       have to follow, would determine differently. It would be 
35       something which I would feel that went against something 
36       that would be in Jewish law which I wouldn't be happy 
37       about. It's the right thing to do, because we have to 
38       follow the secular law, but I wouldn't be happy about it. 
39 
40       Q.  We will bring this up again. Your concern again with 
41       the statements of the Beth Dins and ORA was the comment 
42       where they encouraged those with information about abuse to 
43       come forward. That's YSV.0003.001.0013, and that is tab 
44       58. The statement here is, "We reiterate that there is no 
45       Halachic impediment to conveying all credible information 
46       regarding such matters to the police"; do you see that in 
47       2? That's at tab 58. Is that the email from Rabbi Gutnick 
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1       to Jewish News? 
2       A.  David Freilich signing, "Dear [Hebrew spoken] of the 

3       ORA executive"; is that what you are referring to, that 
4       letter? 
5 
6       Q.  Have a look on the screen in front of you, on the 
7       small computer. 
8       A.  Yes. 
9 

10       Q.  That's the statement that was being issued by the 
11       Melbourne Beth Din and the Sydney Beth Din and the 
12       Organisation of Rabbis. Do you see the statement that was 
13       coming out was at paragraph 2, "We reiterate there is no 
14       Halachic impediment to conveying all credible information 
15       regarding such matters to the police but to the contrary, 
16       it is halachically obligatory to do so." Correct? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  And it refers to reporting all credible matters to the 
20       police; correct? 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  And the final paragraph is: 
24 
25            We encourage all in the community who have 
26            information in relation to abuse to come 
27            forward so that the "evil can be removed 
28            from our midst". 
29 
30       Your problem, Rabbi, was with the wide publication of this 
31       statement because you were concerned it might lead to false 
32       complaints? 
33       A.  That's correct. This is all in the community who has 
34       any information, you know, like, so general and encouraging 
35       everyone, which would give grounds to some people to say, 
36       "You know what, I will take this opportunity to go against 
37       someone I hate and I have the rabbis' support." 
38 
39       Q.  And they would go to the police? 
40       A.  That's right. 
41 
42       Q.  And the police would investigate and make a 
43       determination about what to do with what was reported to 
44       them? 
45       A.  And there are time that there are miscarriages of 
46       justice as we know, as is well known. 
47 
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1       Q.  In fact you asked Rabbi Gutnick to water down that 
2       statement, didn't you, water it down a little? 

3       A.  Maybe you have to water it down to encourage all in 
4       the community who have information - water it from that 
5       perspective of encouraging the whole community to find 

6       whatever you can, you know, like, that sort of thing, yes. 
7 
8       Q.  Have a look at your email on 27 July. It's at tab 59, 
9       your email to Rabbi Gutnick. Your first line is: 

10 
11            Dear Uncle R'Moshe, my real point was that 
12            as you wouldn't feel good in a halbonus 
13            ponim -- 
14       A.  Embarrassment in public. 
15 
16       Q.  "In this issue and I would do my best 
17       for that, please do the same for me." Who are you 
18       referring to who might be embarrassed publicly by that 
19       statement? 
20       A.  It's redacted. If we know what is redacted - I'm not 
21       sure. Maybe Cyprys. I don't know who it could be. 
22 
23       Q.  The redacted is a phone number, we believe. But the 
24       point is you are making a comment about someone who is 
25       likely to be embarrassed by this statement. Now, are you 
26       referring to Cyprys? 
27       A.  No, I'm probably here referring to - no, here I'm 
28       referring to myself. He was going to the paper to say - 
29       now I remember. He was going to the paper to say that - 
30       the paper had called him and said was my position such and 
31       such. And he had gone to the paper, obviously upset that 
32       I had shown him that his opinion with regard to "no-one 
33       says to go to rabbis", and I showed him the Agudas Yisroel 
34       opinion. He didn't like that. So I imagine that was the 
35       reason. So on that basis he decided he will say that my 
36       position, actual position, is according to what Josh Levy 
37       and the Jewish News told him, that my position was such and 
38       such. He could have answered, for example, it wasn't my 
39       position. But instead he answered I'm out of touch, I'm 
40       out of this and all that sort of thing, which I was very 
41       upset with him because that certainly wasn't my position. 
42       I put out a statement that wasn't my position. I think it 
43       was because, as I decided earlier, that he decided that he 
44       would like to make an embarrassment for me. 
45 
46       Q.  So this email refers not to the ORA statement but to a 
47       public debate being had within the newspaper -- 
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1       A.  No, it was clearly to embarrass me. Josh Levy was out 
2       to embarrass me. 
3 
4       Q.  But that is what this relates to, some discourse in 
5       the paper, not the public statement issued by ORA? 
6       A.  No, not at all. 
7 
8       Q.  All right. Let's move on. What occurs some time 
9       later is that a friend of yours, Daniel Hayman, in 2013 is 

10       charged, isn't he? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  With charges of child sexual abuse? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  And you have a discussion with him. One of the things 
17       that you discuss - sorry, you have a discussion with him 
18       after he is arrested and charged, don't you? 
19       A.  Yes. 
20 
21       Q.  One of the things you want to know is who has 
22       complained against him and led to the arrest; correct? 
23       A.  Yes. I mean, I heard -- 
24 
25       Q.  You heard some information about who it might be? 
26       A.  Yes, and I wanted to confirm with him if that's the 
27       case. 
28 
29       Q.  So you speak to Daniel Hayman and ask him if what you 
30       have heard is true; yes? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  And he tells you that it was true, that one of the 
34       people who complained against him was victim [AVB]; 
35       correct? 
36       A.  That's correct. 
37 
38       Q.  And that had led to his arrest? 
39       A.  That's correct. 
40 
41       Q.  And you try and call [AVB] on his phone, don't you? 
42       A.  I try and call [AVB], yes, but a bit after that, yes. 
43 
44       Q.  And he doesn't call you back but sends you a text 
45       asking you to email him; correct? 
46       A.  That's right. 
47 
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1       Q.  And then you do email him, and we will go to your 
2       email now? 
3       A.  That's right. 
4 
5       Q.  It's document IND.0214.004.0001? 
6       A.  Which tab is it? 
7 
8       Q.  It is not a tab. It is coming up now. If we could go 

9       to page 4. You in fact email a person who you have now 
10       been told is a victim who alleges that Daniel Hayman has 
11       abused, don't you? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  Did you think in November 2013 that it was 
15       appropriate -- 
16 
17       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  We are still waiting for the 
18       document to come up, Ms Gerace. 
19 
20       MS GERACE:  I'm sorry. 
21 
22       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I'm just wondering whether there is 
23       some clarification needed for the document identification 
24       number. 
25 
26       MS GERACE:  IND.0214.004.0001. I was asking you this 
27       question, Rabbi. On 6 November 2013 did you think there 
28       was any problem in your contacting a victim, an alleged 
29       victim at that stage, of Daniel Hayman yourself? 
30       A.  Did I think it was a problem? 
31 
32       Q.  Yes. 
33       A.  I knew that individual quite well and - when I say 
34       "quite well", I have spoken to him. He's an acquaintance. 
35       I know his family very well, and that's why I felt I can 
36       talk to him about the matter. 
37 
38       Q.  But that victim had never discussed the abuse with 
39       you, had he, before this time? 
40       A.  No. 
41 
42       Q.  So, whatever your relationship was, he had never seen 
43       fit to raise with you the fact that he had been abused by 
44       Daniel Hayman, and your only information at this time comes 
45       from, firstly, hearsay, but then that was confirmed in your 
46       conversation with Daniel Hayman. So I ask you again: did 
47       you understand in 2013 that it could be a sensitive issue 
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1       for you to contact an alleged victim of Daniel Hayman when 
2       you are in fact Daniel Hayman's friend? 
3       A.  I'm his friend also. 
4 
5       Q.  Is your answer to me "no"? 

6       A.  I didn't think it's much of an issue. I have had 
7       contact with him before. Especially when I had the emails 

8       he had contacted me. I was actually wondering why that 
9       person would have contacted me at the time. He obviously 

10       contacted me because he's a victim, but he didn't disclose 
11       that to me and he just wanted to know if - he wanted to 
12       know if I had a statement on the matter. I don't recall if 
13       I answered back, because I thought it was a bit strange why 
14       he's asking me about it. But I don't recall if there was 
15       any response. So I already had dealings with him with 
16       regard to that. Now I understood the fact that he texted 
17       to me or emailed to me two years before was because he 
18       obviously - that seemed to me. So I wanted to just verify 
19       the situation as from his perspective. I have spoken, you 
20       know -- 
21 
22       Q.  Just so that it is clear -- 
23       A.  Then I had an issue with regard to everything I have 
24       been discussing before, what the effect of the rabbinical 
25       statements were on him, if that's what caused him to be 
26       able to come - you know, all of that; all the questions 
27       I asked him. Because I was very interested also with 
28       regard to -- 
29 
30       Q.  You were very interested to know whether in fact it 
31       was the statements of the Rabbinical Council and others, 
32       the position of ORA and that of Rabbi Gutnick, that had 
33       contributed to him coming forward and reporting the 
34       allegations against Daniel Hayman? 
35       A.  That's right. 
36 
37       Q.  Just to come back, because you said a few things 
38       before, you had had some correspondence, you say, with 
39       [AVB] two years before this contact in relation to your 
40       emails? 
41       A.  That is right. 
42 
43       Q.  The emails that you had published? 
44       A.  That's right. 
45 
46       Q.  That had been leaked, I'm sorry? 
47       A.  That's right. 
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33  
34 Q. You say also: 
35   
36  Were the statements et cetera a 
37  contributing factor to give you the real 
38  courage needed to actually go to the police 
39  and be known as a victim. 
40 A. Yes. 
41   
42 Q. And then you ask him this question: 
43   
44  And finally do you feel that if he is 
45  convicted and jailed it will heal any 
46  emotional damage that was caused? 
47 A. Yes. 
 

1 
2       Q.  But from that time in fact the next time there is 
3       contact in relation to the issue of abuse is when you 
4       contact him after Daniel Hayman had told you -- 
5       A.  I think I met him in Melbourne in between and I said 
6       "hi" to him or whatever. 
7 
8       Q.  But aside from that? 
9       A.  Aside from that there is no other contact. 

10 
11       Q.  But in fact you initiate the contact? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  You try to call him on the phone? 
15       A.  Yes. 
16 
17       Q.  After Daniel Hayman had told you -- 
18       A.  Yes. 
19 
20       Q.  He is the victim that has come forward -- 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  And has led to his arrest? 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  And you ask him, as you do, whether it was the 
27       statements and the position of ORA and your Uncle Gutnick's 
28       position that contributed to him reporting the complaint; 
29       correct? 
30       A.  Yes. In other words, whether he decided to - nothing 
31       to do with the statements or it was actually the statements 
32       had an effect on him to be able to do it. 
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1 
2       Q.  Rabbi, do you think there is any problem in emailing 

3       an alleged victim to ask him how he might feel, "Do you 
4       think you are going to get any healing if Daniel Hayman is 

5       convicted and gaoled"? Did you think then or do you think 
6       now that there is any problem in you, a friend of the 
7       alleged perpetrator, contacting an alleged victim and 
8       asking, "Do you think it will have any healing if Hayman is 
9       convicted and gaoled"? 

10       A.  I think it's an unfair question. The reason is 
11       because you omitted a word. It is very good for you to say 
12       "a friend of Gug", but for some reason you miss out "a 
13       friend" - "the victim who is a friend of mine also, or an 
14       acquaintance"; I would like that to be added to the 
15       question. 
16 
17       Q.  Let me put it this way. Your friend, [AVB], or your 
18       acquaintance, had never raised the issue of his abuse with 
19       you, had he? 
20       A.  He has sent me an email regarding abuse, regarding a 
21       statement with my position on abuse; he has. That also 
22       spurred me on to get him involved now. He initiated in the 
23       past a statement of my position with regard to these 
24       issues. 
25 
26       Q.  Rabbi, [AVB] never raised with you the issue of his 
27       abuse at the hands of Daniel Hayman? 
28       A.  That's correct. 
29 
30       Q.  Now, at the time you send this email you are a friend 
31       of Daniel Hayman; correct? 
32       A.  Correct. 
33 
34       Q.  And an acquaintance of [AVB]; correct? 
35       A.  Yes. 
36 
37       Q.  With those two things may I say now: did you think 
38       then or do you think now there is any problem with you as a 
39       friend of Daniel Hayman contacting a victim who has never 
40       disclosed his abuse to you and asking, "Do you feel that if 
41       Daniel Hayman is convicted and gaoled it will heal any 
42       emotional damage that was caused"? 
43       A.  What do you mean by "any problem?" What do you mean? 
44       Can you please clarify what you mean by "problem"? 
45 
46       Q.  Firstly, do you see it as a lack of judgment about how 
47       a victim of abuse might feel to have you contact him, 
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1       firstly, knowing that you are a friend of Daniel Hayman? 
2       A.  It may be something which in retrospect is a bit 
3       insensitive. 
4 

5       Q.  Did you understand in 2013 that there were laws that 
6       prohibited the disclosure of names of victims of abuse? 

7       A.  I didn't know that there's - I knew that - I knew that 
8       there is such an issue. But I really didn't know much 
9       about it. I didn't know whether I'm not allowed to or 

10       someone else is not allowed to or the perpetrator or 
11       anyone - I didn't really know much about it at all. 
12       I thought there might be an issue because - this person, 
13       you know, known publicly as being a victim, but I didn't 
14       know what law there was with regard to that. But it makes 
15       sense that there could be a law regarding it. 
16 
17       Q.  And then [AVB] writes back to you saying, "May I ask 
18       who disclosed to you what you articulated below in relation 
19       to myself?" He wants to know who told you that he's the 
20       victim? 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  And you email back the same day, later on, bottom of 
24       page 3, "Gug told people who I heard from." 7 November 2013 
25       at 5.49? 
26       A.  Yes. 
27 
28       Q.  "Now that unfortunately he disclosed it can you please 
29       respond", again pressing for an answer to the queries you 
30       had raised in your earlier email? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  Did you think from [AVB]'s email to you asking who had 
34       disclosed it that he's expressing some worry about the fact 
35       that his name as a victim had been disclosed to you? 
36       A.  Obviously. No-one likes anything negative spoken 
37       about them. That's pretty obvious. 
38 
39       Q.  And yet you persist in asking him to respond to your 
40       queries? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  And then he emails you again on 7 November 2013 at 
44       7.55 pm and he writes, "Hi Yosef, so who told you? 
45       Thanks." Yes? 
46       A.  I just want to know where it is at exactly. 
47 
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1       Q.  It is about halfway down the page, on page 3? 
2       A.  Yes. 
3 
4       Q.  And then you respond just above that, 7 November 2013, 
5       when you say: 
6 
7            I myself afterwards confirmed it with Gug 
8            himself and he told me that it is true and 
9            you are the complainant and plaintiff. A 

10            lot of people in the Frume Sydney community 
11            now know. 
12 
13       Telling him a lot of people in the Jewish Orthodox 
14       community now know that it was him? 
15       A.  That's right. 
16 
17       Q.  And you press him again, "Please now respond to my 
18       queries"? 
19       A.  Yes. 
20 
21       Q.  Then he wrote to you saying, "Are you comfortable with 
22       that information being circulated," asking you your 
23       position as to whether you are comfortable with that 
24       information being circulated, and you respond again, bottom 
25       of page 2, from Yosef Feldman to [AVB]: 
26 
27            Certainly not. But it's obvious that 
28            people were curious and Gug as you know is 
29            always very open about everything ... no 
30            pun intended. Can you please now respond 
31            to my queries? 
32 
33       Again pressing him indeed for the -- 
34       A.  I thought there was a reason he doesn't want to 
35       respond, not because of any sensitivity but because of - he 
36       may not want to disclose about the statements having an 
37       effect on him because of the outcome of what that would 
38       mean. I wasn't sure why he wasn't - he would have told me 
39       - like, he was very ready to tell me other things, as you 
40       will soon see, whatever. If he would have just told me, 
41       "Please don't discuss this with me. It's very sensitive," 
42       then I wouldn't have continued to bring it up. That's why 
43       I was just asking, "Is there a reason you are not 
44       responding?" He can just say, "It is a sensitive issue. I 
45       don't want to respond. Finished." That would have been 
46       the end of it. But he didn't address that at all, and 
47       there is no reason why it shouldn't be addressed very 
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1       simply. He is asking me about other things, who I heard 
2       from, everything else. Just say, "I don't want to discuss 
3       this issue." That's all I wanted him to say. If there is 
4       a reason why he is not discussing, just tell me why he 
5       doesn't want. "Is it because of this reason or that 
6       reason?" That's it. 
7 
8       Q.  If you take from me that in 2013 there were laws that 

9       prohibited the disclosure of the name of victims so as to 
10       preserve their confidentiality; firstly? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  It's understandable that when you contact the victim 
14       to tell them, "I've heard that you are the person who 
15       complained," they might want to know how you found out; 
16       correct? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  At November 2013 did you understand that victims of 
20       child sexual abuse often feel shame in coming forward to 
21       report their abuse? 
22       A.  Of course. 
23 
24       Q.  That they are worried about being believed; did you 
25       understand that in 2013? 
26       A.  Yes, certainly. 
27 
28       Q.  Did you understand it's very difficult emotionally for 
29       victims to come forward and report to the police? 
30       A.  Yes. 
31 
32       Q.  And you knew that in November 2013? 
33       A.  I would have imagined that. That's why I said, "What 
34       gave you the courage to actually come forward" -- 
35 
36       Q.  Notwithstanding that, you don't see that there is any 
37       problem in you emailing him to say, "I have heard you are 
38       the person. Can you tell me what it was that led you to 
39       come forward? Was it these statements and how might you 
40       feel if Daniel Hayman is convicted and gaoled"? 
41       A.  I didn't say, "What was it that caused you to come 
42       forward?" I asked "whether the statements were what 
43       encouraged you to come forward." That's what I wanted to 
44       know, the effectiveness of the statements. I had a purpose 
45       for asking the question. I already answered earlier it may 
46       be insensitive, and I'm not saying it may not be. But it 
47       was an issue which was very relevant to myself and my 
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1       involvement in the past and I was just interested to hear 
2       what he had to say about it. If he would have once told 
3       me, "Please, it's sensitive for me. Don't ask me this 
4       question," okay, fine, that's all I needed to hear. But 

5       that's not what he responded to me. 
6 

7       Q.  When you refer in the first email I took you to in 
8       this email correspondence to, "Finally do you feel that if 

9       he is convicted and jailed it will heal any emotional 
10       damage that was caused," I'm going to ask you a series of 
11       questions about that statement. Firstly, after you had 
12       heard about Daniel Hayman's arrest and charge one of the 
13       things that was worrying you was that, firstly, the 
14       offences had happened a long time ago? 
15       A.  That's right. 
16 
17       Q.  And that there might be consequences for Daniel 
18       Hayman; correct? 
19       A.  That's correct. 
20 
21       Q.  And one of the things that you were worried about is 
22       that it might lead to Daniel Hayman going to gaol; is that 
23       right? 
24       A.  Correct. 
25 
26       Q.  So you were frustrated and annoyed that it might have 
27       been the public statements issued by the various bodies, 
28       including that of your Uncle Gutnick, that had led to this 
29       very situation now with Daniel Hayman being arrested? 
30       A.  I don't know - you are using the words "frustrated" 
31       and "annoyed". I don't know where you get those 
32       terminologies, adjectives, whatever from. What I would 
33       like to say is I was very interested, as you saw earlier, 
34       the idea of publicity and how it affects people and 
35       I wanted to know even from a Halachic perspective, nothing 
36       to do with secular law, but something which can be 
37       considered halachically, even if someone does Teshuvo maybe 
38       it's worthwhile for him to go to gaol if it helps the 
39       person emotionally, because that's also a form of 
40       rectification, is when a person, a victim, will feel better 
41       about things because he went through all this trauma. So 
42       that could be a position, even according to Halacha, even 
43       after 30 years, where I said earlier Teshuvo should be 
44       mainly considered. But if, as I mentioned earlier, it 
45       makes a difference with the victim, that will also have a 
46       bearing on what the Halachic perspective would be. So 
47       that's why I wanted to know this. As you saw, I'm very 
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1       into Halacha and very into all ramifications of it. This 
2       would actually have ramification with regard to how it 
3       should be viewed; someone, even though they have done 
4       Teshuvo, whether the punishment should be of gaol even 
5       according to Halacha. 
6 

7       Q.  You believed, did you not, that the public statements 
8       had led or encouraged [AVB] to be a moser and to inform on 

9       Daniel Hayman, didn't you? 
10       A.  Are you saying that I said that, "moser", I said that 
11       word? 
12 
13       Q.  I'm saying that that's what you believed when you 
14       contacted Yosef Feldman, or about that time? 
15       A.  Please ask the question again? 
16 
17       Q.  Sorry. I'm saying you believed, did you not, that the 
18       public statements issued by the various bodies in New South 
19       Wales and Melbourne had encouraged [AVB] to be a moser and 
20       to inform on Daniel Hayman, didn't you? 
21 
22       MR STRICKLAND:   I object. It needs to be more specific 
23       as to which statements he is referring to and at what 
24       periods of time and by whom. 
25 
26       MS GERACE:  Q.  You believed that the rabbinical 
27       statements issued either by the Rabbinical Council of New 
28       South Wales or the joint statements of the Beth Dins and 
29       the ORA had encouraged [AVB] to be a moser and inform on 
30       Daniel Hayman, didn't you? 
31       A.  Are you saying that as a statement or a question? 
32 
33       Q.  I'm asking you? 
34       A.  You are asking a question? 
35 
36       Q.  That's what you believed? 
37       A.  The answer is I believed that could be a possibility. 
38       I didn't know as a fact, and that's why I was asking him. 
39 
40       Q.  And you actually believed that the process of [AVB] 
41       going to the police made him a moser, didn't you? 
42       A.  Not necessarily. What makes you - a moser in Halacha, 
43       you have to understand there are two forms of the wording 
44       of "moser". "Moser" could just mean in Hebrew just going 
45       to the police without the Halachic ramifications, the 
46       terminology of the Halachic aspects of being a moser. You 
47       can say it as a way of informing, but not necessarily the 
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1       negative aspect of the informing. That's a different - it 
2       depends which context the word is used, by the way. 
3 
4       Q.  And you meant it in the terms of informing as 
5       understood in the concept of mesirah? 
6       A.  Where did I mention it? Tell me which -- 
7 

8       Q.  I am reputting the question I just asked you. You 
9       believed that the process of [AVB] going to the police made 

10       him a moser within the concept, as we have heard the 
11       evidence, of mesirah? 
12       A.  It made him a practical moser, not a Halachic moser. 
13 
14       Q. When you had some problem with my adjectives earlier, 
15       you were annoyed and concerned that this had led to the 
16       arrest and charging of Daniel Hayman? 
17       A.  Annoyed and - yes, that's correct. I don't understand 
18       what you are asking exactly. 
19 
20       Q.  And that's why you contacted a victim of his, [AVB], 
21       an alleged victim of his at this time, [AVB], and wanted to 
22       know why he had come - what statements and whether it was 
23       the Rabbinical Council statements and whether it was the 
24       position of ORA that had led to him believing it was 
25       essential for him to report his complaint? 
26       A.  I just wanted to know what the effectiveness of the 
27       statements were. 
28 
29       Q.  And in fact a few days before this you had such a 
30       response to the arrest of Daniel Hayman that you emailed 
31       your uncle, and I will call for the document 
32       IND.0236.004.0001. 
33       A.  Can I get a copy of it also? 
34 
35       Q.  Yes, can the rabbi be given a hard copy, please. 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  Rabbi, a few days before you contacted [AVB] you 
39       emailed Rabbi Gutnick and your father and Yoram Ulman and 
40       you said the following: 
41 
42            Are you happy that your strong statement to 
43            musser with an understanding and clear 
44            outcome for anyone knowing of the statement 
45            (and like most people, not learning it like 
46            a Gemoro) is to musser in all instances and 
47            therefore was most likely (or certainly 
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1            could have been) the cause for Gug to be 
2            now gaoled for something he did 25 years 
3            ago?" 
4       A.  That's correct. "Are you happy?" Was it the right 

5       thing? I wanted to know if he was happy about it because 
6       he was also very friendly with him and if he's happy about 

7       it. I just want to know his view whether, you know, he's 
8       happy about it. 
9 

10       Q.  And as you set out in paragraph 13: 
11 
12            Your thoughts on the matter as detailed in 
13            the dialogue on the failed messiah was that 
14            the idea of going to a rabbi should 
15            seriously be considered mainly for such 
16            instances where the offence was committed 
17            decades ago as a young person and now the 
18            person has certainly changed? 
19       A.  From a Halachic perspective; correct. 
20 
21       Q.  Actually, no, Rabbi. This is not from a Halachic 
22       position. This is your view that you are expressing about 
23       your unhappiness that your friend has been arrested and 
24       charged for something he did a long time ago. This is not 
25       a Halachic debate, Rabbi, is it? 
26       A.  No. But I write over here in Failed Messiah it was 
27       Halachic. I don't know if you read the Failed Messiah back 
28       and forth, but there also was a whole detail about Halachic 
29       situation of what the law would be halachically. 
30 
31       Q.  Rabbi, this email is not a Halachic debate? 
32       A.  Yes, but it brings a point from Failed Messiah and 
33       which you have to look in the whole dialogue over there, 
34       and there I also mention from a Halachic perspective. 
35       That's it. It's in the context of whether he's happy about 
36       it. That's the context of it, not whether it should have 
37       been reported or not. 
38 
39       Q.  And from the point of view that you are unhappy about 
40       this is what's occurred? 
41       A.  I was unhappy about it, yes. 
42 
43       Q.  And you comment with Rabbi Gutnick: 
44 
45            You had to humiliate me publicly for this 
46            great benefit for the community and even 
47            your empty apology was that you were right 
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1  to come out as you did but you're sorry 
2  that I was hurt in the process. 
3 A. Yes. 
4   
5 Q. What does the next Hebrew phrase mean? 
6 A. I think it's backwards. "Be careful in your words". 
7   
8 Q. Be careful of your words? 
9 A. Yes. I'm talking to Rabbi Moshe Gutnick. 

10   
11 Q. Meaning be careful what happens when you encourage 
12       people to come forward and report to the police? 
13       A.  No, I think I was referring to also with myself, the 
14       way he went out - you know, the way he went out against me 
15       and everything else. I could also be referring to both, 
16       actually. I think I was referring to the whole concept, 
17       "All your words - in my opinion you are not careful with 
18       your words and the way you deal with things." 
19 
20       Q.  You then go on to say: 
21 
22            Do you still think that you are still right 
23            to publicly embarrass me and also to come 
24            out with your strong statement. 
25       A.  Yes. 
26 
27       Q.  Again, even at this stage in 2013, you are expressing 
28       doubt about the strong statements of ORA and the Beth Din 
29       encouraging victims to come forward? 
30       A.  That's right, because at that stage also I didn't know 
31       even what the real situation with Gug, and he was also a 
32       friend with Gug and I was just wondering if he was happy 
33       about Gug went to gaol. 
34 
35       Q.  And in fact what you are saying, reading between the 
36       lines, is you think it was a mistake to come out with those 
37       public statements because it has encouraged people like 
38       [AVB] -- 
39       A.  I don't know to what extent with [AVB], what the 
40       situation really is and what - Gug was charged - I must say 
41       the judge - at the end the judge's case was actually that 
42       he shouldn't go to gaol -- 
43 
44       Q.  Can we just leave aside the judgment. 
45       A.  My position -- 
46 
47       Q.  You don't know this at this time, Rabbi. Please. 
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1       I want to focus on this email. 
2       A.  Okay. 
3 
4       Q.  Reading between the lines, what you are -- 
5       A.  What I am saying is -- 
6 
7       Q.  That you are unhappy? 
8       A.  I'm unhappy about it, yes. 
9 

10       Q.  Exactly. You say: 
11 
12            What has been the ... benefit so far 
13            besides this great first one? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  Meaning that an alleged perpetrator has now been 
17       charged for offences that occurred some time ago; correct? 
18       A.  An alleged perpetrator which I didn't believe actually 
19       that he would be found - anyway, knowing him I didn't 
20       think - anyway, that's a separate issue. An alleged 
21       perpetrator being charged, as I mentioned to you already a 
22       few times and I will say it again, I'm not happy of such a 
23       person - someone who has done Teshuvo and everything else 
24       to be able to - in my opinion, I'm not happy about it, what 
25       should I tell you, to be able to go to gaol for how many 
26       years 30 years later. 
27 
28       Q.  Did you know in November 2013 whether Daniel Hayman 
29       had done some form of Teshuvo? 
30       A.  I heard he has an assessment - that he hasn't offended 
31       in the last 25 years. I have heard that he went to 
32       assessments overseas, and that they say it's highly 
33       unlikely to be able to reoffend, and I have heard about all 
34       of that. I was very - and I'm unhappy about it. What 
35       should I tell you, if he were go to gaol for a long time. 
36       But the judge also at the end came out -- 
37 
38       Q.  So firstly in November 2013 -- 
39       A.  I was unhappy. I was just unhappy of him, necessarily 
40       the way I understood him and the way I understood the 
41       situation, that he should be able to end up in gaol for 
42       many, many years, which thank God the judge agreed with me. 
43       So I don't know why you are being even stronger than the 
44       judge was. The reality is that I wasn't happy about it, 
45       him ending up in gaol. Someone who has done Teshuvo, 
46       ending up in gaol for many years I didn't think is a good 
47       thing. And I have said that before. I don't have to say 
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1       it again and again. Obviously it was - we are terribly 
2       concerned with the victims and we really care about them. 
3       That's why I was asking [AVB] whether it will help him. 
4       I wanted to know - that itself is what I wanted to know, 

5       whether it is helping him, or is it just a situation where 
6       we punish someone for what they did 40 years ago, even 
7       though they have changed totally, they are not a threat to 

8       society and everything else - of course according to law 
9       you are supposed to, and I never said it shouldn't be done 

10       according to law. But I'm certainly not happy about it. 
11       I'm not happy about it. I have said this again and again. 
12       I don't know why it is an issue. That's all this email is 
13       saying here. 
14 
15       Q.  Rabbi, coming back to my question, so the time in 
16       November 2013 you had firstly heard that Daniel Hayman had 
17       committed acts of child sexual abuse? 
18       A.  Yes, the first time I heard; yes. 
19 
20       Q.  No, you say it was the first time you had heard in 
21       November 2013 or had you heard before this -- 
22       A.  Whenever the media came out. I think 2011 the media 
23       came out. 
24 
25       Q.  Where did you get the information that he had done 
26       some form of Teshuvo from? 
27       A.  Where did I get that information? 
28 
29       Q.  Yes, where did you get that information from? 
30       A.  I heard it from someone. I don't even remember who. 
31       I just heard it. I remember I heard it from someone. 
32 
33       Q.  You heard from someone? 
34       A.  Yes. 
35 
36       Q.  Before or after Daniel Hayman had been charged? 
37       A.  Around the time. I really don't recall now. I don't 
38       recall when I heard. 
39 
40       Q.  And someone told you that he had done a form of 
41       Teshuvo? 
42       A.  Yes. 
43 
44       Q.  And that he had been overseas? 
45       A.  Yes. 
46 
47       Q.  That he had spoken to some form of therapist or 
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1       psychologist overseas? 
2       A.  Yes. 
3 
4       Q.  And you don't remember who told you that? 
5       A.  No. 
6 

7       Q.  You don't remember at all who it could have been who 
8       gave you this information about your friend who you were so 
9       deeply concerned about -- 

10       A.  No, I heard about it. I heard about it. I don't 
11       recall now from where I heard. 
12 
13       Q.  So you knew then that at about this time that you sent 
14       these emails to both Rabbi Gutnick and to [AVB], you knew 
15       all of that at the time you sent this email to -- 
16       A.  Probably, yes. I imagine I did. 
17 
18       Q.  So, even though you knew the fact that Daniel Hayman 
19       had perpetrated against children in the past, you are still 
20       unhappy about him being brought to account by being 
21       charged -- 
22       A.  No, I was unhappy not about him being brought to 
23       account. I was unhappy if he ended up in gaol and for many 
24       years, which I thought would be a harsh judgment for him in 
25       the present circumstances. That is what I was unhappy 
26       about. I have no problem at all with him being punished, 
27       and I said that earlier, and he certainly should be, even 
28       for crimes he did many years ago. The question is what the 
29       punishment should be. I was worried that his punishment 
30       would be that he would end up in gaol for many, many years. 
31       Who gains out of that, exactly? It is not a gain for his 
32       family. It's not a gain for the victim. That's why 
33       I asked [AVB] or whoever whether he feels he will be 
34       emotionally healed if the guy ends up in gaol. Maybe he 
35       would and maybe there's some substance for Halacha why 
36       I would be maybe happier about it - less unhappy, put it 
37       that way. 
38 
39       Q.  And you would prefer that to have been kept inhouse 
40       and for there not to be - firstly, within the Jewish 
41       community because he had done Teshuvo? 
42       A.  No. I just didn't want the idea of, as I said 
43       earlier, the punishment being an excessive punishment which 
44       in a sense from a Jewish perspective is - I should say from 
45       a Halachic perspective is an issue. 
46 
47       Q.  Can I tender the email, please, of 4 November 2013, 
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1       5.05 pm, from Rabbi Feldman to Rabbi Gutnick? 
2       A.  And, by the way, I didn't think that Rabbi Gutnick 
3       would be happy about it either, and I was wondering 
4       whether - you know, but anyway. 
5 
6       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  22-27. 
7 

8       EXHIBIT #22-27 EMAIL FROM RABBI FELDMAN TO RABBI GUTNICK 
9       DATED 4 NOVEMBER 2013 

10 
11       MS GERACE:  Could I ask that the top part of that email be 
12       redacted. 
13 
14       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
15 
16       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, I don't think the email chain 
17       between Rabbi Feldman and [AVB] that commences on 
18       6 November 2013 has been tendered. So if I could tender 
19       that, please. 
20 
21       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  22-28. 
22 
23       EXHIBIT #22-28 EMAIL CHAIN BETWEEN RABBI FELDMAN AND [AVB] 
24       COMMENCING ON 6 NOVEMBER 2013 
25 
26       MS GERACE:  Can we just come back. So being unhappy about 
27       Daniel Hayman being charged and being concerned about 
28       consequences and why [AVB] came forward, you email [AVB]. 
29       I have taken you to the first parts of those emails. 
30       Rabbi, one of the other things, on 7 November you also 
31       email [AVB] again, and this appears at exhibit 22-28, 
32       IND.0214.004.0001, after [AVB] has asked you to tell him 
33       who told you -- 
34       A.  Sorry, which tab is this in? 
35 
36       Q.  Yes, it is not a tab. It is one of the documents you 
37       were given, the email chain. Do you have it? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  You have the email chain in front of you? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  One of the other things that Daniel Hayman told you 
44       when you spoke to him before you emailed [AVB] is that he 
45       had entered into an agreement with [AVB]; didn't he tell 
46       you that, that he -- 
47       A.  He did tell me; yes, he did. 
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1 
2       Q.  And he also told you that he was shocked that [AVB] 

3       had gone to the police because he thought he had worked it 
4       out with him? 
5       A.  That's right. 
6 
7       Q.  And he told you that in that working it out he had 

8       actually acknowledged - made some acknowledgment to [AVB] 
9       of the abuse, didn't he? 

10       A.  Yes. 
11 
12       Q.  So at the time you contact [AVB] it's not just that 
13       he's an alleged victim; you also know that he was in fact a 
14       victim of Daniel Hayman? 
15       A.  I'm not sure if that was before or after, but let me 
16       think. I'm trying to remember. When did I contact him? 
17       Yes, obviously, because he had told me, then I emailed this 
18       and he had told me beforehand; yes, he had told me 
19       beforehand, that's correct. So he was a victim. But I did 
20       write to [AVB] that, "I believe you are a victim." I never 
21       doubted that for a second. 
22 
23       Q.  Even though he had asked you to tell him who in the 
24       community had named him -- 
25       A.  Yes. 
26 
27       Q.  -- he emails you on 7 November 2013 at 8.23 pm and he 
28       writes, following your email that you were saying people 
29       were curious: 
30 
31            Is that curiosity justified? Is it 
32            halachically permissible to name or 
33            circulate names of victims? Should the 
34            victims not be spared any further intrusion 
35            into their lives? So before Gug told you 
36            who told you? That part you still have not 
37            answered." 
38 
39       There is no doubt in your mind here that he is telling you 
40       that he thinks that people naming him as a victim is an 
41       intrusion into his life? 
42       A.  That's correct. That's the last email, and then 
43       I sent back to him. 
44 
45       Q.  Then you respond back to him. That's his last email 
46       to you, is it not? But you do respond to him about an hour 
47       and 12 minutes later? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2   
3 Q. At 9.35 pm you write: 
4   
5  The curiosity to name victims is certainly 
6  not justified to find out and is actually 
7  very wrong and loshon horo. I actually 
8  believe that most people wouldn't act on 
9  that curiosity. In this instance many were 

10  curious to know, not who were his victim or 
11  victims, but which victim actually took the 
12  action against him. 
13 A. That's right. 
14   
15 Q. Can I ask you about that? Were people talking that 
16       there was more than one victim of Daniel Hayman? 
17       A.  No, I think it came out in the charges that there was 
18       more than one victim. 
19 
20       Q.  But people just wanted to know not who were his 
21       victims -- 
22       A.  That's right. 
23 
24       Q.  But which ones actually took action? 
25       A.  That's right; whether that's right or not. I'm not 
26       saying that that's right. It's not a nice thing to say. 
27       I'm just telling you what the reality was, because people 
28       want to know who is the one who takes action. Everyone is 
29       curious to know who is the one who actually did it. It 
30       could be by some people it is because, "Who had the courage 
31       to do it?" But other people it could be who was negative - 
32       it's a negative thing. For some people it's a positive 
33       thing. Whatever. But it's something that took place and 
34       people wanted to know who was the one. 
35 
36       Q.  "But I'm sure you can understand why people are a lot 
37       more curious regarding that than who were the victims as 
38       the intent isn't to intrude further" - just in relation to 
39       your earlier answer, is that not also loshon horo for the 
40       people to be curious about who actually stood forward, 
41       wanted to go forward and make the complaint, for people to 
42       talk about that? 
43       A.  Yes, could be, because some people will take it 
44       negatively. By loshon horo you can say a statement where 
45       some people take it negatively, it is also loshon horo 
46       even though you intend it to be positive. 
47 
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1       Q.  "I'm not condoning people acting on their curiosity 
2       but I'm sure you can understand why people are a lot more 
3       curious regarding that than who were the victims as the 
4       intent isn't to intrude further into their lives but who 

5       was ready and had the courage to report it and, to the 
6       contrary, to not care of the possibility - and anyone 

7       really knowing Gug the probability - of him exposing it." 
8       A.  Yes, that's what it says. 
9 

10       Q.  You won't tell [AVB] who has named him and you invoke 
11       the concept of loshon horo and Rechilus as a prohibition 
12       against you revealing who has told you that it was [AVB] 
13       who came forward; correct? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  Even though he has just asked you who contacted him 
17       and shouldn't victims be spared further intrusion into 
18       their lives, you say that it was loshon horo for you to 
19       name those who named him, firstly? 
20       A.  By the way, I didn't say I know even over here. Even 
21       then I may have not known. But I'm talking about the 
22       general concept that he is - [AVB] brought up the concept 
23       of loshon horo and I just want to notify him that to name 
24       the people who told me is also - who would have told me is 
25       also loshon horo. 
26 
27       Q.  But you don't name the people, do you? 
28       A.  No, certainly not. 
29 
30       Q.  So you stand behind the concept of loshon horo or you 
31       hide behind the concept of loshon horo and Rechilus; 
32       correct? 
33       A.  Yes. 
34 
35       Q.  And you actually go so far as to tell [AVB] that 
36       Daniel Hayman "was shocked that it was you as he thought he 
37       had worked things out with you."? 
38       A.  Where do I write that? I just want to see. 
39 
40       Q.  The last line on the second page, second paragraph, 
41       the last line, "Just by the way he also told me that he was 
42       shocked it was you as he thought he had worked things out 
43       with you"? 
44       A.  That's right. I'm just conveying what he had told me. 
45 
46       Q.  In fact weren't you really saying to [AVB], "Why did 
47       you go to the police after he had worked it out with you?" 
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1       A.  No, that's not what I said. Please don't put words in 
2       what was said over here. I'm just letting him know that he 

3       was shocked about it. The implications are, yes, it could 
4       be; could be like this, it could be like that. Maybe he 
5       has a response why he did it and whatever. I'm just 
6       telling him the reality as what happened. 
7 
8       Q.  Then you go on to repeat that, don't you: 
9 

10            My query to you is now also to know whether 
11            even after you (according to Gug) worked 
12            things out with him, was it the statements 
13            or my uncles encouragements that convinced 
14            you that notwithstanding everything it is 
15            the right thing and incumbent upon you to 
16            halachically and otherwise to report him to 
17            the police. 
18       A.  That's right. 
19 
20       Q.  Because you wanted to know if you could blame the 
21       statements for this person coming forward to complain about 
22       Daniel Hayman after it had looked like they had already 
23       worked it out amongst themselves; that's correct, isn't it, 
24       Rabbi? 
25       A.  Or the other way around, or maybe it's a good thing. 
26       I just wanted to know the effectiveness of the statements. 
27       You are invoking an implication that's not here. 
28 
29       Q.  I say to you it is there, and your email to Rabbi 
30       Gutnick three days before shows clearly you did not think 
31       it was a good thing -- 
32       A.  I wasn't happy about it; correct. 
33 
34       Q.  -- for Daniel Hayman to be charged. So, Rabbi, when 
35       you suggest it could be a good thing, that's not a truthful 
36       statement of what you actually believed at the time you 
37       emailed about what had happened to Daniel Hayman? 
38       A.  With Rabbi Gutnick it was a matter of being happy with 
39       what happened. Here it has to do with being reported, and 
40       you cannot connect the two emails, I'm sorry. 
41 
42       Q.  It is not accurate for you to even suggest that any 
43       part of this correspondence between you and [AVB] or you 
44       and Rabbi Gutnick stemmed from a place that you believed it 
45       was a good thing about what had happened, is it? 
46       A.  I don't think it has anything to do with good thing 
47       what happened or not good thing what happened. I'm talking 
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1       about if I'm happy with what happened or not happy with 
2       what happened with Rabbi Gutnick. In this email here 
3       I don't talk about whether it is a good thing or not a good 
4       thing. I'm just wanting to know facts. I don't talk about 
5       the intent and I'm careful not to talk about intent. 

6       I talk about fact, and then I make my decisions based on 
7       fact. 
8 

9       Q.  When you said earlier - when I asked you because you 
10       wanted to know whether you could blame the statements for 
11       this person coming forward and to complain about Daniel 
12       Hayman after it had looked like they had already worked it 
13       out amongst themselves, your answer was, "Or the other way 
14       around, or maybe it was a good thing." Firstly, you 
15       understood when I asked you that question I was talking 
16       about what was motivating you in the correspondence you had 
17       with [AVB]? 
18       A.  I do agree with you, that for me personally I'm not 
19       happy about it, and I have certainly said that many times 
20       already. But it doesn't necessarily mean that in fact it's 
21       a good or not a good thing or a bad thing. I think many 
22       things that I'm not happy with is still a good thing. It's 
23       not something - we are not talking about good or bad over 
24       here. In this email here it was just a fact - I want to 
25       understand the facts. And with regard to my happiness, 
26       correct, and I will say it again, I wasn't happy about it. 
27 
28       Q.  Exactly. So no part of what motivated you stemmed 
29       from a place of you believing it was a good thing; correct? 
30       A.  With regard to myself? 
31 
32       Q.  These emails, yes, with regard to yourself? 
33       A.  Basically I wanted to know the facts with regard to 
34       myself. But with regard to others I may be convinced 
35       otherwise, then maybe it would be a good thing. 
36 
37       Q.  I'm asking you about your intent. No part of your 
38       intent came from a place that believed that it was a good 
39       thing that [AVB] had reported to the police -- 
40       A.  I disagree. Not necessarily. Many times I have my 
41       own thoughts and I want to know about what the situation 
42       is. I learn as I go every single day, and that's it. 
43       I know that I learn every day. I have learnt a lot about 
44       how victims suffer, which has changed my attitude, I must 
45       tell you, over the last days or in the last years. Every 
46       day I learn more and I must say that I take this to heart, 
47       very much so, all the victims' suffering in a terrible way 
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1       and it's really on my heart, and I learn more and more 
2       every day. 
3 
4       MS GERACE:  Thank you, Rabbi. I note the time, 
5       Commissioners. 
6 

7       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  There is an issue, isn't there, 
8       with a witness? 
9 

10       MS GERACE:  There is. I'm going to have a chat with 
11       the Bar table. If we are not finished by 3, we will need 
12       to call [AVR]. But I will make a decision at lunchtime if 
13       we call [AVR] at 2 or whether we bring [AVR] on at 3. 
14       I will speak to [AVR]'s representatives as to their 
15       preferred course. 
16       A.  Have I finished? 
17 
18       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  No, Rabbi Feldman, you haven't yet 
19       completed your evidence, and other members of the Bar table 
20       may have questions for you. So we will take the luncheon 
21       adjournment. What Ms Gerace is just indicating to me is 
22       she is going to have a discussion amongst the legal 
23       representatives at the Bar table about the next order of 
24       witnesses. So we will take the lunch adjournment now and 
25       return at 2. 
26 
27       <THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
28 
29       LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
30 
31       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes, Ms Gerace. 
32 
33       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, as foreshadowed before the lunch 
34       break, we plan to interpose [AVR], who we anticipate will 
35       be very short. Witness [AVR], please. 
36 
37       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. 
38 
39       <[AVR], sworn:                               [2.07pm] 
40 
41       <EXAMINATION BY MS GERACE: 
42 
43       MS GERACE:  I will refer to you as [AVR] because that's 
44       the allocated pseudonym. Your date of birth is known to 
45       the Royal Commission, and you have prepared a statement to 
46       the Royal Commission dated 1 February 2015? 
47       A.  Yes. 
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1 
2       Q.  And in addition to that statement you wish to add an 
3       additional paragraph to describe events involving the death 
4       of your mother and the after-effects? 
5       A.  Yes. 
6 

7       Q.  The date of birth set out in the unredacted statement 
8       is incorrect, but you have notified the Royal Commission of 
9       the correct date of birth, without saying what it is? 

10       A.  Yes, I have. 
11 
12       Q.  [AVR], you were a young boy who attended the Yeshivah 
13       College in Melbourne; is that correct? 
14       A.  Yes, that's correct. 
15 
16       Q.  And it was there that you suffered abuse at the hands 
17       of David Cyprys? 
18       A.  Correct. 
19 
20       Q.  And you wish to give evidence to this Royal Commission 
21       of your experience at the Yeshivah College and give some 
22       evidence about disclosures made by you or your mother at 
23       the time of the abuse? 
24       A.  Correct. 
25 
26       Q.  Save for the change in the date of birth, is the 
27       statement dated 1 February 2015 and the additional document 
28       which is numbered paragraph 16 true and correct to the best 
29       of your knowledge and belief? 
30       A.  Yes, it is. 
31 
32       Q.  I tender that statement of [AVR], 1 February 2015, 
33       including an addendum, which is a single page and a 
34       paragraph numbered 16. 
35 
36       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  22-29. 
37 
38       EXHIBIT #22-29 STATEMENT OF [AVR] DATED 1 FEBRUARY 2015, 
39       INCLUDING ADDENDUM 
40 
41       MS GERACE:  Are you happy to read your statement? 
42       A.  Yes, I am. 
43 
44       Q.  Could you read, please, from paragraph 4? 
45       A.  When I was a child I lived in [redacted] with my mum. 
46       I attended [redacted] in [redacted] for years 8 and 9. 
47       I was attending the [redacted] Synagogue and I made friends 
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1       with some Jewish boys my age, who told me how good Yeshivah 
2       in Melbourne was and talked to me into going there. I was 
3       interested in deepening my religious studies and there was 

4       nothing like Yeshivah College in [redacted]. 
5 
6            At this time my mother was ill with leukaemia. 

7       I understand that my mother made arrangements with Rabbi 
8       Glick. I was given a scholarship. I flew to Melbourne. 
9       I arrived at the Yeshivah College at St Kilda East some 

10       time during December 1990 and January 1991 school holidays. 
11       Someone from the Yeshivah picked me up from the airport. 
12       I now can't recall the name of the man who picked me up. 
13       He took me to the Yeshivah College dormitory and allocated 
14       me a room. I think my mum may have paid board for me to 
15       stay at the Yeshivah dormitory. He told me that the 
16       Yeshivah boys were at home or on holidays and that I could 
17       stay there over the summer. I came early, before term 
18       started, as I wanted to study religious matters. I was 
19       doing religious studies one on one with some of the other 
20       older boys. I was the only kid there at the time, plus a 
21       few older boys who showed me around. I was about 15 years 
22       old at the time. 
23 
24            I rung the Yeshivah and Rabbi Glick a few times with 
25       questions such as where would I be staying when the boys 
26       returned from holidays. I had also had a few meetings with 
27       Rabbi Glick. I got the feeling that maybe Rabbi Glick 
28       found me to be bothersome. One day Rabbi Glick met me at 
29       the dorm. David Cyprys was there as well at the meeting, 
30       and I am pretty sure Rabbi Glick brought Cyprys to the 
31       meeting. Rabbi Glick told me that Cyprys was the caretaker 
32       of the Yeshivah, and that if I had any issues I should call 
33       Cyprys rather than ringing him or the Yeshivah. Rabbi 
34       Glick gave me Cyprys's phone number. There was a phone in 
35       the dorm that I could use to call Cyprys. After that, 
36       I did not see Rabbi Glick as much. 
37 
38            It seemed to me that David Cyprys came to Yeshivah 
39       twice every day to open up and close up. He often seemed 
40       to be around. It seemed to me that Rabbi Glick had asked 
41       him to keep an eye on me. I enjoyed the attention from 
42       Cyprys because I was lonely and I did not have a father 
43       figure in my life and I looked to Cyprys as a role model at 
44       the Yeshivah. One hot summer day my room was really hot 
45       and I spoke to Cyprys and he agreed to pick me up to look 
46       for a fan for my room. If I was bored, Cyprys would take 
47       me on a job. He had keys to everything. He taught me how 
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1       to pick locks with a special pin. He talked a lot about 
2       being a martial arts expert and offered to teach me. 

3       I thought he was a really cool guy and he seemed genuinely 
4       interested in me. 
5 

6            At some point the Yeshivah boys returned for the start 
7       of term. I moved in with my grandmother's sister in 

8       [redacted], and later I moved in with a local Yeshivah 
9       family. Cyprys visited me at the [redacted] house and 

10       other places outside the Yeshivah. 
11 
12            I was repeatedly sexually abused by David Cyprys. 
13       I do not wish to repeat the awful details. I first made a 
14       report to the police about some of the abuse and Cyprys 
15       entered a guilty plea to indecent assault on or about 
16       24 August 1991. At that time I could not bring myself to 
17       mention the rapes. Later I made a more complete report to 
18       the police. Details of what Cyprys did to me are recorded 
19       in my statement to the police dated 4 November 2011. 
20       Cyprys was charged with further sexual offences against me, 
21       and he was convicted of multiple counts of rape in relation 
22       to me in 2013. The details of this are recorded in the 
23       reasons for sentence of His Honour Judge Wischusen dated 
24       20 December 2013. I am identified as victim 11 in the 
25       Victoria Police document "Summary of charges Victoria 
26       Police v David Cyprys" prepared as part of the criminal 
27       proceedings. 
28 
29            At the time of the abuse I did not know much about 
30       sexual matters and it was difficult for me to understand 
31       what Cyprys had done to me, or how to describe it. I was 
32       embarrassed. My mum was sick and alone and interstate, and 
33       I was worried about her. One day I was at the Yeshivah and 
34       I was crying in the playground. A kid called [redacted] 
35       took me home to his house. At that stage I think I was 
36       staying with another family so it was nice of [redacted] to 
37       take me home with him. I may have told his mum what had 
38       happened with Cyprys although I am not exactly sure, but 
39       I am sure his mum rang my mum in [redacted] and told her 
40       she should come to Melbourne. My mum went to the airport 
41       and tried to get on the first flight to Melbourne. She was 
42       on standby for a seat. She told me later that she stood on 
43       a seat and shouted out to the crowd and that she really 
44       needed to get to Melbourne, and someone gave up their seat 
45       on the plane to help her and she flew to Melbourne. 
46 
47            Mum came and got me that night I think. She picked me 
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1       up from [redacted] house in the evening. That night I told 
2       mum that Cyprys had been sexually abusing me when she came 
3       to collect me from [redacted] house. I was worried about 
4       her, so I did not tell her the full extent of the abuse. 
5       She was quite sick and I thought that would push her over 
6       the edge. She rang Rabbi Groner and had a conversation 

7       with him about Cyprys sexually abusing me. 
8 

9            The next day my mum and I when to Yeshivah. We went 
10       to the front of Yeshivah and we saw Rabbi Groner standing 
11       out the front speaking to some other people. I introduced 
12       him to my mum and said we wanted to speak to Rabbi Glick - 
13       as I did not want to go home. I wanted to stay at the 
14       Yeshivah, so we wanted to know what was to be done. When 
15       mum and I approached Rabbi Glick my mum told him what 
16       happened with Cyprys abusing me. We also wanted to find 
17       out what was happening with the situation (as I wanted to 
18       stay at the school) but Rabbi Glick said my scholarship had 
19       been cancelled. 
20 
21            I feel from that time of the disclosure Rabbi Glick 
22       and the Yeshivah did not want me there anymore. They did 
23       not offer to help me or provide me with any counselling. 
24 
25            From the time of the disclosure no-one associated with 
26       the Yeshivah would speak to us or help us. Even our own 
27       family members would not help us and we had a lot of 
28       trouble getting back to the airport and getting back home 
29       to [redacted]. 
30 
31            Sadly my mum passed away from her illness in 1995. 
32       She had suspended the medical treatment she was having at 
33       the time in order to come to Melbourne to assist me. 
34       I have always worried that this had an adverse effect on 
35       her health and meant the treatment was less effective. 
36       I often wonder if she would have lived without the 
37       interruption to her treatment and the stress of what 
38       happened at the Yeshivah and the flow-on impact it had on 
39       me. I went through a period of dealing with issues of 
40       anger and I became very withdrawn after we returned to 
41       [redacted]. At the very least her last years would have 
42       been happier and easier were it not for the events of the 
43       Yeshivah. 
44 
45       Q.  Thank you. I'm just going to ask you two things, but 
46       if we could ensure that in paragraph 11 the name of the 
47       city mentioned in that statement should be redacted, 
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1       please. So if there could be a do not publish, 
2       Your Honour, in relation to the transcript, reference to 
3       the town mentioned in paragraph 11. 
4 
5       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
6 
7       MS GERACE:  Thank you. [AVR], just so I can be clear, 
8       your mum comes and sees you, and you tell her some of the 
9       abuse that's been occurring, and that night she calls Rabbi 

10       Groner and tells him that Cyprys had been abusing you? 
11       A.  That's correct. 
12 
13       Q.  And the next day you and your mother travel to the 
14       Yeshivah Centre and speak to Rabbi Groner and tell him you 
15       want to speak to Rabbi Glick? 
16       A.  That's correct. 
17 
18       Q.  And she wanted to speak to Rabbi Glick about your 
19       continuing on at school? 
20       A.  Yes. 
21 
22       Q.  But that very same day when you speak to Rabbi Glick, 
23       when your mother speaks to Rabbi Glick, you are with your 
24       mother when she speaks to Rabbi Glick? 
25       A.  Correct. 
26 
27       Q.  And your mother told Rabbi Glick that Cyprys, David 
28       Cyprys, had been abusing you? 
29       A.  Yes. 
30 
31       Q.  And she wanted to find out what was happening about 
32       the situation; is that right? 
33       A.  Correct. 
34 
35       Q.  And then in response to that, in that same 
36       conversation Rabbi Glick tells you your scholarship has 
37       been cancelled? 
38       A.  Correct. 
39 
40       Q.  And that you no longer can go to the Yeshivah school? 
41       A.  That's correct. 
42 
43       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, they are the questions. 
44 
45       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. Do you want to go 
46       last -- 
47 
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1       DR HANSCOMBE:  I don't seek to adduce any further 
2       evidence. For the assistance of the Commission, can I tell 
3       you that document 141 in the tender bundle are the reasons 
4       for sentence of Judge Wischusen, and there is set out with 
5       reference to victim 11, who is my client, the details of 
6       the charges of rape of which Cyprys was convicted. 
7 
8       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. Ms Richards? 
9 

10       MS RICHARDS:  No questions, Your Honour. 
11 
12       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr Strickland? 
13 
14       MR STRICKLAND:  No, thank you. 
15 
16       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Anyone else? 
17 
18       MR VAN DE WIEL:  There is only one thing I wanted to 
19       check, and that is that I think [AVR] said it was a matter 
20       which had occurred on 24 August of 1992. I think, with the 
21       greatest of respect, the documentation will show that that 
22       occurred on 24 August of 1991. 
23 
24       MS GERACE:  I will clarify that. Sorry, I had intended 
25       to. [AVR], the assault occurred in 1991, but the 
26       conviction occurred - the plea of guilty and no conviction 
27       recorded occurred in the following year, in 1992? 
28       A.  Yes, I think so. 
29 
30       MS GERACE:  Might witness [AVR] be excused? 
31 
32       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. Thank you, [AVR]. Thank you 
33       for your attendance at the Royal Commission. You are 
34       otherwise excused. 
35 
36       <THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
37 
38       MS GERACE:  Can I recall, please, Rabbi Yosef Feldman. 
39 
40       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. 
41 
42       <RABBI YOSEF FELDMAN, recalled:         [2.25pm] 
43 
44       <EXAMINATION BY MS GERACE: 
45 
46       MS GERACE:  Q.  We will just get to where we were at the 
47       end of your evidence, Rabbi, where we were dealing with 
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38 A. Yes, those emails --  
39   
40 Q. And those of -- 
41 A. Okay, those emails are valid emails, yes. 
42   
43 Q. Those emails start at tab 215 through to 220 of 
44 the tender bundle. 
45 A. Could I get a copy maybe? 
46    
47 Q. Yes, I will ask for them to be brought to you. Thank 
 

1       your emails to [AVB] and your email to Rabbi Gutnick. 
2       I plan to now move on from those emails and say the 
3       following. In addition to being your friend, at the time 
4       Daniel Hayman was arrested and charged or by the time he 
5       was arrested and charged he was also a big financial 
6       contributor to the Yeshiva Centre, was he not? 
7       A.  In the past he's been a - long before that he's been a 
8       very big financial supporter of Yeshiva. 
9 

10       Q.  So he was not still a sponsor or contributor at the 
11       time of his charge? 
12       A.  For many, many years not, besides one or two small 
13       donations - when I say small, relatively small compared to 
14       what he used to give. 
15 
16       Q.  In terms of his contributions in the past, were they 
17       significant? 
18       A.  They were in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
19       Many hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
20 
21       Q.  From the time of his charge you remained in contact 
22       with Daniel Hayman; is that right? 
23       A.  From when he was charged, a little bit in contact, not 
24       a lot of contact, but yes. 
25 
26       Q.  But in May 2014 you were in contact with him at or 
27       about the time that he was being - you anticipated he was 
28       being sentenced, was likely to be sentenced, in May - in 
29       June 2014; correct? 
30       A.  (Witness nods). 
31 
32       Q.  Yes? 
33       A.  Yes, I imagine. But I'm not so good with dates, but 
34       after he was .... 
35 
36       Q.  I'm talking about the emails between yourself and 
37       Daniel Hayman -- 
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1       you, Rabbi. 
2       A.  Thanks. 
3 
4       Q.  On 12 May 2014, and that's the document at tab 215, 
5       Daniel Hayman emailed a number of people, including 
6       yourself, letting you know that his court case was 
7       scheduled "for this morning and God willing all would go 
8       well"; correct? 
9       A.  Which tab, please? 

10 
11       Q.  Tab 215, the first email. 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  And he asked for tefilos. What is that? 
15       A.  Prayers. 
16 
17       Q.  And he attaches daily tehillim, a number of - two 
18       different tehillim, Perek 20 and Perek 50. They are 
19       particular prayers that one can find and they mean - they 
20       are just a particular form of prayer, aren't they? 
21       A.  Yes, Perek 20 discusses when - we say when there's 
22       times of trouble, and 50 I imagine would be his age, 49, 
23       50, so it's custom to say the chapter of your age, the year 
24       that you are in. 
25 
26       Q.  And you email back that morning to Daniel Hayman, 
27       saying, "May God grant you a real victory in all respects"? 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  And that's your message to Daniel Hayman, knowing, as 
31       you do at this stage, that he has perpetrated child abuse 
32       and pleaded guilty? 
33       A.  Yes, but the victory I'm referring to, he shouldn't go 
34       to gaol. 
35 
36       Q.  You are very firmly of the view that he should not go 
37       to gaol? 
38       A.  I am, actually. But it's just my opinion. 
39 
40       Q.  And you invoke a call to God that he should be granted 
41       that victory? 
42       A.  Yes. 
43 
44       Q.  There are some additional emails that follow. If we 
45       could go over to tab 216. Again, this is another email 
46       from Daniel Hayman to you and I assume others, addressed to 
47       your family and friends, giving you an update on what's 
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1       happening in the court case and asking for some further 
2       prayers. At some stage the court case is adjourned to 
3       another date, but there are some further emails that occur 
4       on 27 May. They appear at tab 217. These are emails 
5       involving a number of people, including the extended Hayman 
6       family; correct? 
7       A.  Yes. 
8 
9       Q.  Yourself and your father; yes? 

10       A.  I imagine. I just don't -- 
11 
12       Q.  If you have a look at 217? 
13       A.  Beginning with "Yomin" on the top? 
14 
15       Q.  Yes. To someone and then cc'd to yourself? 
16       A.  To Tania Hammer, yes. 
17 
18       Q.  And a number of other people. If we look down on the 
19       eighth line, it includes your father; yes? Do you see 
20       that? 
21       A.  Yes, I see that. 
22 
23       Q.  And below that Rabbi Lesches? 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  And the extended Hayman family? 
27       A.  Yes. 
28 
29       Q.  And in this email the sender of this email, 
30       Ms Postelnik, sends around - sorry, I should have started 
31       back, but in any event, while we are on this page, sends 
32       around a GoogleDoc spreadsheet where people can do a 
33       mitzvah daily for him in support of Daniel Hayman; correct? 
34       A.  Correct. 
35 
36       Q.  What is a mitzvah? 
37       A.  A mitzvah is a good deed or a command of God which 
38       connects us with God. But basically it is a good deed. 
39 
40       Q.  Is the belief that if you do a good deed in someone's 
41       name that will be auspicious for the person? 
42       A.  That's right, it could help the person spiritually and 
43       practically. 
44 
45       Q.  And you know from the email just over the other side, 
46       please, second page of that email chain? 
47       A.  Yes. 
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1 
2       Q.  That Daniel Hayman doesn't want to go to gaol because 
3       he would like to be able to return to the US? That's what 

4       he sends around in his email on 27 May at 10.34 am; 
5       correct? Just down - "Dear family and friends"? 

6       A.  "This morning is the final day". Yes, that's what he 
7       would like, yes. 
8 

9       Q.  And you email later that morning asking for anyone to 
10       please report the outcome? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  And someone says, "I'm sure Manny Waks will be there 
14       when there is news"; correct? 
15       A.  Yes. 
16 
17       Q.  And you respond to that, "I have no contact in any way 
18       with that person or his public pronouncements"? 
19       A.  That's correct. 
20 
21       Q.  And that's somehow to distance yourself or to express 
22       some displeasure at Manny Waks, who had become a public 
23       advocate for victims of child sexual abuse? 
24       A.  How do you see that? 
25 
26       Q.  Sorry? 
27       A.  How do you see that? I just said I have no contact 
28       with him or his public pronouncements. 
29 
30       Q.  "With that person or his public pronouncements"? 
31       A.  Public pronouncements in general I have something 
32       against. As I've mentioned earlier, with regard to media, 
33       with regard to anything, in these controversial, sensitive 
34       and highly sensitive issues I'm against public 
35       pronouncements in general. 
36 
37       Q.  And I suggest that you meant to express some 
38       displeasure by use of the words "that person" rather than 
39       saying "I have no contact with Manny Waks", by referring to 
40       him in that way? 
41       A.  Yes, it could give such a connotation. But because of 
42       the public pronouncements and the whole issues in that 
43       regard which have had - friends and rabbis have been 
44       accused and also been vindicated, so I'm not very happy 
45       about those who give public pronouncements in general. 
46 
47       Q.  Rabbi, at the top of that page there is an email from 
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1       Yomin Postelnik, who writes, "...(reads) and I'm sure the 
2       Rebbe will save him", which means keep praying and doing 

3       other things and "I'm sure the Rebbe will save him". Can 
4       I then ask you to go to the bottom of the first page of 
5       this document because if you look down the bottom it says 
6       on Monday, May 26, 2014, Yosef Feldman wrote -- 
7       A.  Which tab, sorry? 
8 
9       Q.  The front page. Do you see the last line, "On Monday, 

10       26 May 2014, Yosef Feldman wrote"? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  Then if you go over the page there is nothing there 
14       that you appear to have written. Now I want to ask you 
15       this: have you edited or taken anything out of this email? 
16       A.  No. 
17 
18       Q.  Because on 27 May, at 1.37 pm, Yomin Postelnik writes: 
19 
20            That was a quickly worded reply to one 
21            person but since it went to the group 
22            ...(reads)... Miami once said ... 
23 
24       And then goes on to say various things. So you say that 
25       where it says, "On Monday, 26 May 2014," you don't know why 
26       there is nothing in this copy of this email chain? 
27       A.  Wouldn't have a clue. 
28 
29       Q.  Let me ask you just a question about the email on 
30       27 May 2014 at 12.44 am from Tania Hammer, who wrote: 
31 
32            I just read the Sydney Morning Herald 
33            online report. Anyone who equates the 
34            tzidkus of Gug with the rishus of Kramer 
35            and Cyprys is completely out their mind. 
36            Gug has no recollection of the incident and 
37            so we are relying on a 12-year-old's 
38            memory. I'm sure he has moved on with his 
39            life as it seems he has. 
40 
41       And goes on to say various things; "... and money from Gug 
42       as an apology. Will the idiot who incited all this please 
43       rise and move on with his life too." 
44 
45            Rabbi, at the time you received this email from 
46       someone you know that Daniel Hayman had reached an 
47       agreement with [AVB] accepting responsibility for the 
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1       assault against him, don't you? 
2       A.  Yes, I imagine by then I did, yes. 
3 

4       Q.  Well, do you immediately reply to all of those in the 
5       email chain to tell them what you know is the truth about 

6       these charges? 
7       A.  I don't think she was doubting the truth of the 

8       charges. She was just saying that she doesn't equate the 
9       strictness of - the seriousness of the situation of Gug 

10       together with that of Kramer and Cyprys. She thinks that, 
11       even though it would have happened or whatever charges 
12       there are, they are not so serious and also that Gug had 
13       tried his best to take care of it by making deals with 
14       people, giving them money, which shows remorse and all that 
15       sort of thing. So that's something how she felt there 
16       should be differences. But I didn't reply. I'm not going 
17       to reply to everyone who has anything to say, you know, to 
18       reply to every point that they have to say. I didn't -- 
19 
20       Q.  You don't agree that there is an inference from the 
21       comment, "Gug has no recollection of the incident and so we 
22       are relying on a 12-year old's memory" to be that Tania 
23       Hammer is doubting -- 
24       A.  Yes, it seems that she is doubting. But I also didn't 
25       know the situation was is, I must tell you. I didn't read 
26       the sentencing, I didn't read the - sorry, I didn't read 
27       the charges. I didn't know much about what the situation 
28       really is. I knew that there was a - as we know, there's 
29       one victim - I heard there were victims. I don't know to 
30       what extent. I didn't know much about anything. But 
31       certainly I had nothing definitive to be able to say and 
32       I'm not going to write over here that this person's a 
33       victim, that person is a victim, the other person is a 
34       victim. I'm not - as we discussed earlier, I'm not - it's 
35       not a good thing to be able to publicise about victims and 
36       whatever. 
37 
38       Q.  You knew she was referring, though, to [AVB] when she 
39       was talking about "Gug has no recollection of the incident 
40       and so we are relying on a 12-year old's memory"? 
41 
42       MR STRICKLAND:  I object to this line of questioning, 
43       Commissioner. It is unfair. Is the witness being 
44       criticised because of a failure to write an email? There 
45       is no evidence that he was even online at this particular 
46       stage. The foundation for this attack on this witness for 
47       not replying to an email, where it hasn't been established 
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1       whether he is still online or whether he is still replying, 
2       has not been established. 
3 

4       MS GERACE:  So you received this email, though, didn't 
5       you -- 
6 
7       MR STRICKLAND: I object to the line of questioning. 

8       I don't know whether the Commission has ruled on it, but 
9       I object to the line of questioning. 

10 
11       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I'm just relying on Ms Gerace to 
12       indicate to me where she is going with it and whether or 
13       not it is going in the direction of the objection that is 
14       being taken. Ms Gerace. 
15 
16       MS GERACE:  All right. Your Honour, in my submission it 
17       is open, and I'm happy to take Your Honour to the lengthier 
18       email chain that appears at 218, which appears to be a 
19       series of group emails which includes some responses from 
20       Rabbi Feldman in which this email exists, and, really, it's 
21       to highlight attitudes of the rabbi to the matters that are 
22       being discussed. 
23       A.  I must say that's my barrister's response, I think. 
24       It could be I didn't get it even right away and it could be 
25       that sort of thing. I certainly don't respond to any - all 
26       points that people write to me. That's certainly not the 
27       case. 
28 
29       Q.  You don't recall when you received it? 
30       A.  I don't recall. I don't recall that - it didn't make 
31       much of an impression because it is not something that 
32       I like to write about in public. I've learnt my lesson you 
33       don't write emails in - this is a public email. It is 
34       different to other emails that were brought up were private 
35       which were controversial which I didn't think would ever 
36       get out anyway. But certainly when it comes to public 
37       emails like this, for me to be able to start writing "there 
38       are victims", "there aren't victims" and "I know that there 
39       are victims", and this and that, I could get vilified. So 
40       I didn't want to comment at all on that issue. You have to 
41       remember I'm writing to a group of people who are very 
42       sympathetic to the Gug situation, and I didn't want to 
43       start a whole debate about that. 
44 
45       Q.  I understand. The email is between a group of people 
46       who are very sympathetic to Daniel Hayman? 
47       A.  That's right. I didn't want to start a whole - you 
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1       know. 
2 
3       Q.  Okay. If we could have a look at document 218, 

4       page 1234 of that document. The same question, halfway 
5       down, please, again the sentence that begins - do you see 

6       there the reference it says, "On 27 May 2014 at 12.37 pm 
7       Yosef Feldman wrote", and again there's nothing there. 
8       I ask you again - this is a different reference to the 

9       earlier one - did you -- 
10       A.  Sometimes I could forward something. I really just 
11       forwarded it on. I really don't know what it is. 
12       I wouldn't have a clue. I don't know how -- 
13 
14       Q.  Okay. So you think it might be explained by 
15       forwarding something on? 
16       A.  Yes, sometimes that's what happens. I forward 
17       something, you know, what I get. 
18 
19       Q.  But this would indicate at least that you have come 
20       into this email chain, doesn't it, from the email above, 
21       27 May 2014 at 1.19 pm, and you have read it; yes? 
22       A. It looks like it. I haven't seen these papers before, 
23       but I would have to -- 
24 
25       Q.  What did you say, Rabbi, I'm sorry? 
26       A.  I haven't seen these papers. I have to work - 
27       sometimes emails and the way they are printed is very 
28       strange. Sometimes -- 
29 
30       Q.  I agree. 
31       A.  It is hard to work out. I have to sit and analyse it 
32       to be able to tell you going through this email and that 
33       email. 
34 
35       Q.  But you recall this series of emails, though, don't 
36       you? 
37       A.  Certainly. 
38 
39       Q.  And you recall at least reading them, but you don't 
40       know when or what precise date you read them? 
41       A.  That's right. I would have read all of them, but not 
42       necessarily - I don't get emails right away and I don't 
43       necessarily certainly answer them, whatever. 
44 
45       Q.  If we go down to the bottom of - if we can look at 5? 
46       A.  Yes. 
47 
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1       Q.  One of the email participants is concerned enough by 
2       the email chain and the comments being made to say that he 
3       or she does not want to be part of the email chain any 
4       further? 
5       A.  That's right. 
6 
7       Q.  The email is - do you recall seeing this before? 
8       A.  I certainly do. 
9 

10       Q.  And it was sent to you? 
11       A.  It was sent to me also, amongst everyone, yes. "Holy 
12       crusaders". 
13 
14       Q.  Yes. "In response to the various emails suggesting 
15       Tehillim [or prayers] which ...(reads)... and making 
16       shiurim in Sydney and the Rebbe," he says: 
17 
18            I am a friend of Gug. I wish him well and 
19            I do not want him to suffer in any way. At 
20            the same time this whole thing is not 
21            simple. It appears that two wrongs have 
22            been perpetrated. One against young 
23            victims and the other by communal leaders 
24            who are said to have been silent and 
25            possibly actively protecting perpetrators. 
26            Ensuring the safety of children in the 
27            future and the responsibility of communal 
28            leaders, unfortunately cannot be achieved 
29            without accountability. That is the nature 
30            of this type situation, when energy has 
31            been primarily allocated to keeping things 
32            quiet. 
33 
34       This person asks the following question: 
35 
36            How do you invoke, Hashem, Tehillim 
37            ...(reads)... on one side of the equation, 
38            as if you are so certain which side God is 
39            on? Have you called on Tehillim et cetera 
40            for the sake of the victims and to protect 
41            children in the future? This discussion is 
42            shameful. I do not want to be part of 
43            this. 
44 
45       Signed AB. Even though that person sought fit to speak up 
46       against what was being said, you did not publicly respond 
47       to the various comments - sorry, you did not respond to the 
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1       group about the comments being circulated, even though you 
2       knew that Daniel Hayman had accepted -- 
3 

4       MR STRICKLAND:  I object. Commissioner, it is one thing 
5       for Counsel Assisting ultimately to ask the Commission to 

6       make findings on what Mr Feldman has said. But it is 
7       unsafe and too tenuous to ask the Commission to make an 
8       adverse finding against this witness particularly to the 

9       Briginshaw standard based upon his non-response to a group 
10       email. That's the basis for which I object to the line of 
11       questioning. 
12 
13       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, I'm really giving the rabbi an 
14       opportunity to explain his non-response, otherwise in my 
15       submission it is open for inference and other things to be 
16       drawn from the email chain and what he chooses to 
17       participate in or what he chooses to say and subsequent 
18       contact. That's really the issue, and if there is not to 
19       be any objection at some later stage when some submission 
20       or otherwise may be made about his conduct and there's not 
21       to be any suggestion of unfairness, then I'm happy not to 
22       proceed further with the question. 
23 
24       MR STRICKLAND:  There will be no such submission. There 
25       will be no such submission he was not given an opportunity, 
26       and I have objected. 
27 
28       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I take it you intend to tender the 
29       bundle of emails that you are now referring to in their 
30       entirety? 
31 
32       MS GERACE:  Yes. 
33 
34       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  And make submissions to the 
35       Commission about what Rabbi Feldman should or should not 
36       have done with respect to the contents of these emails? 
37 
38       MS GERACE:  Probably more precisely what the emails 
39       indicate of Rabbi Feldman's approach and attitude to 
40       matters of child sexual abuse as opposed to precisely a 
41       criticism of his lack of response, but inferences to be 
42       drawn from the overall conduct. 
43       A.  Can I just say one point, and that is -- 
44 
45       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Just a moment, Rabbi Feldman, 
46       please. So you are put on notice about that, 
47       Mr Strickland. 
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1 
2       MR STRICKLAND:  Yes, I am, thank you. I just ask the 
3       witness to only answer the questions and not respond. 
4       A.  I will take that advice. 
5 
6       MS GERACE:  Q.  You see, through this correspondence 
7       Yomin Postelnik even goes so far on 27 May 2014 at 3.49 pm 
8       to say at the end: 
9 

10            There are many reasons I'm convinced of 
11            Gug's innocence and there is no point in 
12            getting into them because it will start a 
13            whole thing and there are too many 
14            similarities to this and the orchestrated 
15            testimony against Rabbi Glick -- 
16 
17       Which he sets out there "and which is found to be false and 
18       I'll leave it at that". 
19 
20       Again, there is this issue: 
21 
22            But in other cases if you had 
23            asked ...(reads)... actually hinder larger 
24            efforts to stop child abuse. 
25 
26       That email chain continues. Then on 10 June, tab 219, 
27       Daniel Hayman emails again saying that his court case is 
28       scheduled for the morning and he would like to ask for some 
29       additional prayers, and he is sentenced on that day and is 
30       given a suspended sentence; correct? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  On 11 or 12 June 2014 an article appears in the Jewish 
34       News about the conviction and sentence of Daniel Hayman, 
35       doesn't it? 
36       A.  (Witness nods). 
37 
38       Q.  Yes? 
39       A.  On June 12, that's the emails here, yes. 
40 
41       Q.  In that article, ORA, the Organisation of Rabbis of 
42       Australasia, applauds the victims who have come forward? 
43       A.  Yes. 
44 
45       Q.  In the matter of Daniel Hayman; correct? 
46       A.  Yes. 
47 
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1       Q.  And in response to that Jewish News article Daniel 
2       Hayman emails you on 12 June 2014 at 8.05 pm, in which he 
3       says, "Dear Yossi, I just read the Jewish News article" - 
4       sorry, we are now on tab 220 of the tender bundle: 
5 
6            Moshe is a disgrace to the Sydney 
7            rabbinate. I don't know how he considers 
8            himself a Lubavitcher or a frum Yid. When 
9            one day he goes up to the Shamayim and 

10            faces the Rebono ...(reads)... I would not 
11            like to be in his shoes." 
12 
13       Firstly, this is the email that is sent to you by Daniel 
14       Hayman following the publication, you believe, of that 
15       article in the Jewish News about his conviction and 
16       sentence; correct? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  The reference to "Moshe" is a reference to the comment 
20       made by the ORA applauding victims coming forward and his 
21       belief that Rabbi Moshe Gutnick is then the president of 
22       ORA? 
23       A.  That is right. 
24 
25       Q.  But he's wrong about that. In fact, it was Kluwgant 
26       at the time? 
27       A.  That's right. 
28 
29       Q.  And then what does it mean "when one day he goes up to 
30       the Shamayim"? Does that mean "one day when he faces 
31       judgment I would not like to be in his shoes"? 
32       A.  That's right. "Shamayim" means heaven and [Hebrew 
33       spoken] is the master of the universe. 
34 
35       Q. That comment follows his public statement applauding 
36       the victims who came forward, and you respond, don't you, 
37       on 12 June? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  At 9.42 pm, and you say, "For my own sake I wouldn't 
41       forward it as it would get into the Jewish News next week 
42       to put me down," and you say the following: 
43 
44            ORA's president now is Meir Shlomo 
45            Kluwgant. He was also heavily involved as 
46            the Vice-President of ORA in the holy 
47            crusade. 
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1 
2       When you use that term, Rabbi, you refer to the holy 
3       crusade -- 
4       A.  It was just used earlier, that's right. 
5 
6       Q.  But when you use it in this paragraph you were 
7       referring in a denigrating way to the crusade of leaders, 
8       like Rabbi Kluwgant and Rabbi Gutnick, to encourage victims 
9       of abuse to come forward and report directly to the police; 

10       correct? 
11       A.  Yes. As I mentioned earlier, against the publicities, 
12       which I don't think is beneficial. 
13 
14       Q.  And you say: 
15 
16            ... and he was also heavily involved as 
17            Vice-President of ORA in that holy crusade 
18            until his uncle Rabbi Glick was falsely 
19            implicated. 
20 
21       A.  That's right. 
22 
23       Q. 
24            Since then he has mellowed a little and I 
25            also since he recently became President 
26            have told him to be careful with his words 
27            in these issues. 
28 
29       Yes? 
30       A.  Yes. 
31 
32       Q.  Meaning after he became President you told him to be 
33       careful, did you? You had a conversation with him where 
34       you cautioned him against big public announcements 
35       encouraging victims to come forward? 
36       A.  The way he goes with his publicity, yes. 
37 
38       Q.  And you want him to not be so forthcoming in his 
39       blanket encouragement for victims to come forward? 
40       A.  No. I don't want him to publicise the way he has been 
41       publicising announcements. 
42 
43       Q.  You don't want them to be as widely published -- 
44       A.  As widely publicised and in a way that the media makes 
45       a hype of it and all of that. 
46 
47       Q.  And you also then say and also you have told him "to 
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1       get some real world-class Halachic advice before putting 
2       out statements"? 
3       A.  That's right. 
4 
5       Q.  So as late as June of last year you are still 
6       agitating that people like Rabbi Kluwgant and ORA get some 
7       world-class Halachic advice on the way to respond to child 
8       abuse before putting out their statements? 
9       A.  In the way to respond, correct, that it shouldn't 

10       bring about negative responses. 
11 
12       Q.  So, even though ostensibly in 2011 you had 
13       unequivocally accepted RCV's resolution on the Halachic 
14       position, you are still critical of the Halachic position 
15       in June 2014, last year? 
16       A.  The Halachic position with regard to how to deal with 
17       publicity of statements. 
18 
19       Q.  I suggest to you that evidence is unbelievable and not 
20       accurate, the evidence you have just given now, that when 
21       you refer to the "real world-class Halachic advice before 
22       putting out statements" you are in fact referring to 
23       Halachic advice about the way to respond to child sexual 
24       abuse? 
25       A.  That's correct, because sometimes you invoke by 
26       certain words that you put into your statements, also it 
27       invokes people, like "all and everyone should come forward" 
28       and et cetera, et cetera, which invokes a possible false 
29       way of dealing with things. That's it. 
30 
31       Q.  Even in June 2014 you were still critical of a 
32       Halachic position that encouraged all victims -- 
33       A.  No, Halachic -- 
34 
35       Q.  To go forward to police? 
36       A.  I'm sorry, it's a matter of opinion what you are 
37       saying. I'm telling you Halachic advice before putting out 
38       statements of how the statements should be put out, what 
39       should be written in them and how they should be put out. 
40       What you are saying is -- 
41 
42       Q.  You said, "That's correct, because sometimes you 
43       invoke by certain words that you put into your statements, 
44       also it invokes people, like 'all and everyone should come 
45       forward' and et cetera, et cetera, which invokes a possible 
46       false way of dealing with things." So that was your 
47       answer, and I'm now putting it back to you that even as 
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1       late as June 2014 you were raising a criticism of the 
2       Halachic position that all victims should be encouraged to 
3       go to the police? 
4       A.  The Halachic issue of how things are presented, 
5       because there is an issue - Halacha gives us advice in all 

6       matters of life and how we should behave, and generally 
7       whether it's a good thing to be able to encourage people in 

8       certain things or certain things you are not supposed to 
9       encourage, and all that sort of thing, and how to encourage 

10       and whatever. 
11 
12       Q.  Again, you are still criticising a stance taken by ORA 
13       many years before in which it encouraged anyone with any 
14       information to go to the police? 
15       A.  That's correct, and I had a problem with that, and 
16       I told you that earlier. The problem I have with that is 
17       because it encourages even people who aren't victims and it 
18       encourages even victims maybe to exaggerate their issues 
19       and - with the backing of thinking that likely they will be 
20       believed and that's what the hype is and all of that sort 
21       of thing, and that's what happened with Rabbi Glick, and 
22       I mentioned that two lines earlier. 
23 
24       Q.  And you say further that the "ikker is that most 
25       people are delighted that you got out of all this and had a 
26       [Hebrew spoken]". What does that mean? 
27       A.  Going out of Egypt, which in this case would mean not 
28       having to go to gaol. 
29 
30       Q.  "And from now you should only know of ...(reads)..." 
31       What does that mean? 
32       A.  Of happiness from strength to strength. 
33 
34       Q.  And then you say, "Have you spoken to Rabbi Slavin 
35       about coming to Yeshivah for Shabbos"? 
36       A.  That's correct. 
37 
38       Q.  That's a reference to asking the principal, also an 
39       administrator of the school, if it was okay for him to 
40       attend the Yeshivah Synagogue on Friday for shabbos; was 
41       that right? 
42       A.  Yes, because I told him he has to speak to Slavin 
43       because he's not so much the principal of the school; 
44       because of his involvement of managing the building. It 
45       was given to him, the maintenance of the buildings to 
46       manage, was by Rabbi Slavin. 
47 
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1       Q.  But it's a reference also to the fact that after he 
2       was charged Daniel Hayman was not permitted to come to the 
3       Yeshivah, was he? 
4       A.  It was also prohibited him to come even for the 

5       synagogue, not just for the - for the kids but - correct. 
6 

7       Q.  Because he may have had access to or be near other 
8       children on the Yeshivah Centre premises; correct? 
9       A.  That's correct. 

10 
11       Q.  And now as soon as he's sentenced you say, "Did you 
12       speak to Slavin on the Friday about coming into Yeshivah 
13       for shabbos"; correct? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  And Daniel Hayman's response to you is, on that point 
17       at least, follows on, his email, June 13, 2014 at -- 
18       A.  Can I make one comment, even though people wouldn't 
19       like me making comments. When I speak to Meir Shlomo 
20       Kluwgant, he was the one - the President of RCV before and 
21       President of ORA. So I have spoken to him. It obviously 
22       doesn't have to do with comments regarding when to report 
23       or not to report, because he himself came out with the 
24       position of reporting everything. That's his position of 
25       RCV and his position of ORA. Obvious was how to come out 
26       with it, or else he wouldn't listen to me. You know, 
27       nothing to talk about. That's his position. I was talking 
28       about how he should come out with the statements. I would 
29       just like to make that point. 
30 
31       Q.  Your concern was with how widely they were 
32       published -- 
33       A.  And what was said in them which may incite people to - 
34       haters of other people. 
35 
36       Q.  And your concern is that if someone -- 
37       A.  Like happened with Rabbi Glick. 
38 
39       Q.  And you believe that was because of the public 
40       statements, do you? 
41       A.  Yes, yes. 
42 
43       Q.  Because they encouraged all people with information 
44       relevant to child sexual abuse to go to the authorities? 
45       A.  Because it used the words which would encourage - the 
46       implication is anyone who has some inkling of anything, so 
47       they could rely on that inkling to be able to go to the 
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1       police. 
2 
3       Q.  And that comes back to the concern you have always had 

4       that you would prefer these matters to go to a rabbi so a 
5       rabbi can decide whether they should go to the police -- 
6       A.  That has nothing to do with that at all. I don't know 
7       how you imply that. 
8 

9       Q.  In fact, Daniel Hayman emails you on 13 June 2014 at 
10       5.11 pm? 
11       A.  Yes. 
12 
13       Q.  He says halfway down the email as it appears on 
14       page 1: 
15 
16            Meir Shlomo knows me personally, and should 
17            know better than to write such crap but 
18            they are all doing what looks in the public 
19            eyes politically correct and unfortunately 
20            don't give a shit about sulchar aruch -- 
21 
22       Which means what? 
23       A.  The code of Jewish law. 
24 
25       Q.  "As their image is way more important"; yes? 
26       A.  You see his issue is the publicity, not so much about 
27       the fact that he was charged or the fact - the fact that he 
28       should go public, ORA should go public, saying "this guy is 
29       this", and that's the issue, the publicity, as he says. 
30 
31       Q.  So things should be kept quiet because they happened a 
32       long time ago? 
33       A.  No, the publicity of someone being charged and 
34       everything else and naming and shaming, it's already 
35       public. But then by making it extra public you just incite 
36       more people to give false accusations like with Rabbi 
37       Glick, just for example. 
38 
39       Q.  Maybe it also gives more encouragement to others who 
40       were abused to come forward and face their perpetrators; 
41       have you thought about that, Rabbi? 
42       A.  I have thought about that, and I have no problem with 
43       the general pronouncements, not at times when it seems like 
44       a PR process and it seems like when there's a hype and then 
45       you join in the hype to be able to - it's all false, that 
46       sort of thing. If the rabbis would come out at other 
47       times, at normal times, nothing to do with any hype that 
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1       hits society, nothing to do with anything, saying, "This is 
2       a strong issue we should deal with," that is fantastic, 
3       "and the victims are the most important, and we have to 
4       deal with that." But not part of a PR situation which 
5       could therefore - that's what brings about false charges 

6       and things of this nature. 
7 

8       Q.  And do you think that perhaps hype occurred because 
9       what was happening is that the issue of child sexual abuse 

10       in the Yeshiva had been kept under wraps for a very long 
11       time? 
12       A.  No, what I think is that the way the media portrays it 
13       and you are guilty until proven innocent and saying Yeshiva 
14       covered up before there is any real evidence to that, and 
15       the way the media hypes up everything and especially the 
16       Australian Jewish News and the articles by Josh Levy, who 
17       loves to do that and degrades religious Judaism constantly, 
18       that is the issue that I think is very bad and bad for the 
19       Jewish community, bad for child sex abuse and protection of 
20       children, and I think it should be really dealt with 
21       somehow. 
22 
23       Q.  Actually, Rabbi, this Commission has heard from 
24       several witnesses that in fact publications, public 
25       statements and press coverage are what gave them the 
26       courage to come forward. What evidence do you have to the 
27       contrary that public statements or public press only 
28       encourage or encourage false complaints or exaggeration? 
29       What evidence do you have? 
30       A.  What evidence do I have it's because of the publicity? 
31       I believe if you ask the person who implicated Rabbi Glick, 
32       I'm sure he will say that the publicity encouraged him. 
33       That's my opinion, and anything false, like the 
34       descriptions in the Jewish News that it's a Teshora 
35       cover-up and Yeshiva is terrible, and all it does is, it 
36       causes people to go against Judaism and think all the 
37       rabbis are terrible, which is a terrible publication and 
38       terrible even for child sex abuse victims because, whenever 
39       anything is false, from falsehoods there can only be bad to 
40       come from it. 
41 
42       Q.  Have you thought about the fact that all it does is 
43       cause people to be critical of rabbis who receive 
44       complaints and fail to act to protect other victims from 
45       abuse? 
46       A.  I think that's a terrible thing for rabbis - if rabbis 
47       have done that. I don't believe there is any evidence, in 
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1       my opinion, that rabbis have - any rabbi has covered up 
2       any - and I would like to see evidence that any rabbi has 
3       covered up someone who wanted to go to the police, No. 1, 
4       and stopped him from going to the police, I would like to 

5       see any evidence, or anyone who - there are issues and 
6       stopped - and tried to stop somehow it being taken care of. 

7       I really - I would like to see evidence. Yes, the papers 
8       have reported it and they love reporting these lies, and 

9       fabrications and exaggerations, especially Australian 
10       Jewish News, especially the articles of Josh Levy, but 
11       I have to see some evidence regarding that, and I haven't, 
12       and I think this whole -- 
13 
14       Q.  Did you hear your father's evidence before you gave 
15       evidence where he acknowledged that it appeared Rabbi 
16       Lesches had received complaints of inappropriate contact by 
17       Daniel Hayman against a boy? 
18       A.  Yes. 
19 
20       Q.  And that he thereafter placed a 12-year-old girl in 
21       Daniel Hayman's -- 
22       A.  Yes. That's not a cover-up. 
23 
24       Q.  Did you hear the further evidence that that same girl 
25       then complained to Rabbi Lesches about -- 
26       A.  Yes. 
27 
28       Q    -- Daniel Hayman touching her while he's naked in the 
29       middle of the night and then that Rabbi Lesches telling her 
30       that she must have dreamt or imagined it? 
31       A.  Well, that I saw. Now, Rabbi Lesches, when I say -- 
32 
33       Q.  But you don't believe it? 
34       A.  Rabbi Lesches now is not in Australia. He is not an 
35       Australian rabbi, and there are issues with Rabbi Lesches. 
36       I object strongly - I can say this publicly. The way Rabbi 
37       Lesches has dealt with the issues I think is terrible, and 
38       I think - at the moment now there is no rabbi in Australia 
39       who would even dream of dealing with issues like Rabbi 
40       Lesches dealt with them, and I'm sorry to say I think Rabbi 
41       Lesches is a real exception in this, unfortunately. 
42 
43       Q.  What about Rabbi Groner? 
44       A.  Rabbi Groner, as I mentioned earlier, it was an issue 
45       of how to deal with issues, and he made a - he said clearly 
46       himself at the end he made a mistake, and then it was 
47       difficult times - child sex abuse was something which 
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1       wasn't clear how to deal with it, and the seriousness of it 
2       or the fact that it is quite common, all of these things 
3       are things which weren't known at the time, and Rabbi 

4       Groner also didn't obviously realise, a bit like we do 
5       today, that paedophilia is something - like I haven't 

6       realised in the past, that it is something that once 
7       someone is a paedophile it seems that he has this nature 

8       and is a danger to the public. He thought it's more 
9       someone acting, I think, imagining on a - you know, on an 

10       impulse at the moment but it is not necessarily something 
11       that he will continue to do so and a danger to the 
12       community. 
13 
14            Today we have found out through the facts that this is 
15       not the case and usually someone who has a tendency and 
16       acts on his paedophilia will just continue to do so. On 
17       that basis Rabbi Groner at the time didn't know many of 
18       these things and he thought he was doing the best for 
19       everyone concerned. But today I don't know any rabbi which 
20       in today's society that would hold that a victim shouldn't 
21       go to the police and it shouldn't be dealt with and 
22       basically for the security of society as paedophiles are a 
23       danger to society, danger to our children - I have 10 
24       children myself and obviously I care about children - and 
25       they certainly have to be reported and they have to be put 
26       behind - protected from society. 
27 
28       Q.  Except for you, Rabbi. You still hold the view that 
29       if you could you would prefer that -- 
30       A.  The punishment -- 
31 
32       Q.  A rabbi be able to decide who reports to police, 
33       especially where the offences were old and you believe 
34       someone had done some form of Teshuva? 
35       A.  No. No, that's not what I believe. I believe a rabbi 
36       has no place at all - my actual belief, my actual 
37       statement, and I stand by my statement that a rabbi has 
38       nothing to do with - all victims have to go -- 
39 
40       Q.  We will get to your statement. Your counsel will take 
41       you to it. 
42       A.  But the only -- 
43 
44       Q.  Rabbi, I'm going to stop you there. They are my 
45       questions at the moment. 
46 
47       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you, Ms Gerace. 
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1       Dr Hanscombe. 
2 
3       DR HANSCOMBE:  If the Commission please. 
4 
5       <EXAMINATION BY DR HANSCOMBE: 
6 

7       DR HANSCOMBE:  Q.  You are not seriously saying, are you 
8       -- 
9 

10       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Dr Hanscombe, can you just 
11       introduce yourself, please. 
12 
13       DR HANSCOMBE:  I'm sorry, yes. My name is Kristine 
14       Hanscombe. I'm here for two victims of David Cyprys, given 
15       the pseudonyms [AVA] and [AVR], and for [AVA]'s mother, 
16       with the pseudonym [AVQ]. You are not seriously 
17       suggesting, are you, that in 1991 it was not known that the 
18       homosexual rape of an underaged boy was a crime? You don't 
19       seriously want the Commission to believe that? 
20       A.  Did I ever say that? 
21 
22       Q.  I thought you did. It wasn't clear how to deal with 
23       it when abuse was reported to Rabbi Groner. You were here 
24       about an hour ago when [AVR] gave evidence that in 1991 he 
25       had told Rabbi Groner about sexual abuse? 
26       A.  At that stage they felt that dealing with it in-house 
27       is better than - that was the belief at the time. Now, 
28       obviously that's incorrect. But I wouldn't say that 
29       I would behave like that or anything. But that was 
30       obviously the belief. There was no malicious intent in any 
31       way, in my belief, that - that - as though they didn't want 
32       to care about the victim or anything of that nature -- 
33 
34       Q.  That's not what I asked you, is it? Can you attend to 
35       the question, please, and we will get through this quicker. 
36       A.  What's the question, please? 
37 
38       Q.  I think you have answered the question. 
39       A.  Okay. 
40 
41       Q.  Halachic, as I understand it, and I am gentile, means 
42       in accordance with Jewish law; is that correct? 
43       A.  That's right, yes. 
44 
45       Q.  What does Jewish law say about how to deal with the 
46       media? 
47       A.  The Jewish law - there are essays about this, 
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1       actually. 
2 
3       Q.  Can we have the short version? 

4       A.  The Jewish law generally doesn't like talking loshon 
5       hora about people, anything negative about people, 

6       publicly, and there are many, many details regarding this, 
7       and generally you have to be very careful not to embarrass 
8       someone or things of this nature when publicising things. 
9       So therefore with regard to ORA, for example, the previous 

10       statement where they were publicising and shaming Gug, so 
11       there is an issue with regard to that according to Jewish 
12       law, whether that's the right thing to do just because he 
13       committed a sin that the whole world has to know about it. 
14 
15       Q.  Does that still apply in your view as a matter of 
16       Jewish law after a person has been convicted in the courts 
17       of Victoria? 
18       A.  It could apply - any sin a person does, whether 
19       convicted by court or convicted - or has done so publicly, 
20       and people know about it, you are not supposed to publicise 
21       that this person is a sinner, and you are supposed to give 
22       him his dignity to a certain extent. He should be 
23       punished, yes, but it doesn't mean the punishment has to be 
24       being the publicity all around the world, of him being a 
25       sinner. 
26 
27       Q.  I will come back to "all around the world"? 
28       A.  Yes; especially in today's day and age where you have 
29       the internet and everything goes immediately everywhere. 
30 
31       Q.  You hold that view even if a person has been convicted 
32       after a trial? 
33       A.  I hold that view even if a person has been convicted - 
34       in all situations we have to be careful. You don't say 
35       because a person is a sinner, therefore he has to be driven 
36       to the ground and lose all of his human rights and 
37       et cetera. Even the secular government, secular court, 
38       understands that a person needs his rights in gaol, and 
39       even a murderer and even a - and there is many rights that 
40       are given to a person, as we know, and one of those rights 
41       according to Jewish law would be that you don't publicise 
42       his badness to the whole world. 
43 
44       Q.  So is it your view that criminal trials should not be 
45       held as matters open to the public? 
46       A.  I will tell you the truth, I haven't really delved 
47       into this issue that much. 
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1 
2       Q.  Even now?  Even now you haven't -- 
3       A.  As I wrote over here, these things have to go to 
4       world-class Halachic - correct -- 
5 

6       Q.  I'm not cross-examining you about emails. I'm asking 
7       you about what you are telling the Commission Jewish law 

8       is? 
9       A.  Yes. 

10 
11       Q.  So please attend to the questions and not the emails. 
12       A.  Not a problem. 
13 
14       Q.  Even now, you do not have a view whether criminal 
15       justice should be administered in open courts; is that 
16       correct? 
17       A.  My view would be I think that probably people - I have 
18       to really - I don't want to answer without thinking about 
19       it, and I haven't really thought about it because it didn't 
20       apply as yet because we all follow secular law anyway. 
21       It's just an issue of - and you can't stop anyone from 
22       being involved in this thing. So therefore I haven't 
23       really thought about it, and I have to - and I really can't 
24       give you an answer at present regarding that because it 
25       could be Jewish law would say that it could be better for 
26       society if people know about it, and there is this concept 
27       in Torah that something should be done publicly and a 
28       sinner should be - in certain instances be punished 
29       publicly. Not all sins. Torah says certain sins have to 
30       be publicly. The question is what sort of publicity can be 
31       given to this issue. Once upon a time -- 
32 
33       Q.  No, you have answered the question. I don't need a 
34       speech. 
35       A.  Okay, fine. 
36 
37       Q.  We will get through it faster if I can ask you a 
38       question and you can attend to the question, please. The 
39       main issue for you, as I understand your evidence, both the 
40       previous day and today, is whether or not the perpetrator 
41       has repented? 
42       A.  Yes. 
43 
44       Q.  Is that an accurate statement of your position? 
45       A.  No. My position factually is the secular law, which 
46       overrides Jewish law, and, like the statements say, that no 
47       matter how long ago the sin was committed this is something 
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1       which needs to be reported to the police, and that's -- 
2 

3       Q.  I'm not asking about reporting. I'm asking you about 
4       whether your main focus in considering the seriousness of 

5       child sexual abuse and how rabbis should deal with it if it 
6       comes to his attention is whether or not the perpetrator 

7       has repented. Is that a correct statement? 
8       A.  No, because rabbis are not dealing with those issues. 

9       It goes to the authorities. 
10 
11       Q.  What does repentance involve in Jewish law? Is it 
12       only a matter of admitting guilt? 
13       A.  No. As I mentioned earlier, repentance is to actually 
14       show that you have repented, and practically - maimonides, 
15       for example, bring someone who committed a sin with, say, a 
16       woman, if he is put in the same test again and the same 
17       place and everything in the same circumstances and he 
18       doesn't commit the sin, then you say that that shows that 
19       he has repented. 
20 
21            Similarly, like someone who is involved in robbery or 
22       things of this nature, say he is put in a position where 
23       there is a lost object and returns it and doesn't keep it, 
24       that's another example how you know he is repented. There 
25       has to be some practical signs to show that this person has 
26       repented. 
27 
28       Q.  If the signifier of repentance is that the person has 
29       not repeated the offence, it follows, doesn't it, that some 
30       substantial period of time must have elapsed during which 
31       he is said not to repeat the offence; do you agree with 
32       that? 
33       A.  I certainly agree with that, yes. 
34 
35       Q.  So there is no way of knowing if the offence is 
36       reported -- 
37       A.  That's correct. That's correct. You asked me Jewish 
38       law. The only way you do know is - and that could be not 
39       necessarily one year or 30 years; it's just more likely 
40       30 years people change - if he's put in exact same 
41       situation and he doesn't commit the sin again -- 
42 
43       Q.  Yes, I understand. You don't need to repeat it. 
44       I can understand it. It is a simple proposition. 
45       A.  Okay. That's right. 
46 
47       Q.  That means, then, doesn't it, that some period of time 
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1       must have elapsed between the report or the offence 
2       occurring and the time at which you judge has this person 
3       desisted from offending again; do you agree with that? It 

4       follows logically? 
5       A.  Usually, yes 
6 
7       Q.  It has to be a time during which you see his 
8       behaviour? 
9       A.  Yes. 

10 
11       Q.  If it comes to a rabbi's attention that there has been 
12       child sexual abuse, would you advocate, therefore, that you 
13       simply wait and see if the person does it again? 
14       A.  No, because we follow secular law, which is you report 
15       it immediately to the police, and the reason according to 
16       Jewish law why that is is - I don't want to go into the 
17       reasonings why according to Jewish law, unless you 
18       specifically want to know, but I have to keep this court, 
19       why the Jewish law would be the case -- 
20 
21       Q.  No, it's okay. If we have to go back to my 
22       Maimonides, that is about a thousand years, isn't it? 
23       A.  No, it is actually something which is studied and 
24       agreed to today by all rabbis. 
25 
26       Q.  Okay. Is it a signifier of repentance, in your view, 
27       that the perpetrator acknowledges to the victim what he has 
28       done? 
29       A.  Certainly. Part of repentance is, and this has been 
30       learned in the laws of the day of forgiveness, that you are 
31       not forgiven by God unless you are forgiven by the victim, 
32       and that's what - you have to ask the victim for 
33       forgiveness and you have to know that the victim really 
34       forgives and says he forgives, and then - sincerely, and 
35       then, only then, are you considered forgiven for your sin. 
36 
37       Q.  Is it part of repentance in Jewish law that the 
38       perpetrator makes whatever effort he can to make 
39       reparation? 
40       A.  Yes, that it has to be done. 
41 
42       Q.  So if, for instance, somebody had suffered 
43       psychological injury by sexual abuse, one might expect 
44       perhaps the perpetrator to offer counselling or some other 
45       reparation, "What can I do to help the hurt I have caused"? 
46       A.  That's correct. 
47 
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1       Q.  If the perpetrator makes no such offer, that would be 
2       a signifier that perpetrator is unrepentant, would it not? 
3       A.  Seemingly, quite probably. Could be he doesn't have 
4       the money, could be his situation is one where he doesn't 

5       have any money to offer. 
6 

7       Q.  And, if the perpetrator denied his guilt when charged 
8       with the criminal offence and forced the victim to go 

9       through a contested committal and ultimately a trial before 
10       a jury, that would also be an indicator that he did not in 
11       fact repent, would it not? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  Are you aware that David Cyprys behaved in exactly 
15       that way with respect to [AVR], who was forced to give 
16       evidence at a committal, by Mr Cyprys insisting on his 
17       right to a trial, and ultimately a criminal trial, where 
18       [AVR] had to give evidence again and be cross-examined by 
19       Mr Cyprys's counsel? Are you aware of that? 
20       A.  I'm not aware of the details. 
21 
22       Q.  You knew that David Cyprys pleaded not guilty? 
23       A.  I knew that -- 
24 
25       Q.  To the rapes? 
26       A.  I heard that David Cyprys pleaded not guilty. All 
27       I can tell you is I wasn't - I don't know about exactly 
28       what happened, and either does anyone, besides him pleading 
29       guilty, but at the end - I don't want to really comment on 
30       that, besides to say just what I have told you earlier, 
31       that true repentance is if there is a victim and the 
32       repenter knows - we are not talking about how the law would 
33       deal with it. We're talking about repentance. If the 
34       victim and perpetrator both know the truth, none of us do, 
35       and if someone sins and the victim knows that he sins and 
36       the perpetrator knows that he sinned, if that is the case 
37       and he doesn't ask for forgiveness, then the reality is it 
38       means he's not repenting. 
39 
40            Now, I can't tell you with regard to legal proceedings 
41       and everything else and how he wanted to deal with that, 
42       and I don't believe it's always necessarily reflective of 
43       the truth of the matter from both sides necessarily. What 
44       I do say is if they both know the truth, and many instances 
45       according to Jewish law you can't know what's happened 
46       unless there is real evidence, and whatever it is the 
47       reality is that if there is a sin committed and they both 
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1       know there is a sin committed, that repentance is what we 
2       have mentioned earlier. 
3 
4       Q.  You know enough, do you not, about criminal procedure 
5       in this country -- 
6       A.  Yes. 
7 
8       Q.  To know that criminal matters are tried before juries? 
9       A.  Correct. 

10 
11       Q.  Indictable matters, serious matters? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  And you know that the person accusing the defendant, 
15       unless the defendant admits the offence, has to give 
16       evidence about it? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  And you know that the counsel for the defendant is 
20       entitled to test that evidence by cross-examining? 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  And you know that that's heard before a jury? 
24       A.  Yes. 
25 
26       Q.  It is not true you don't know how these matters are 
27       tried. You know how a criminal trial proceeds in this 
28       country, do you not? 
29       A.  I don't know exactly, to tell you the truth, but it's 
30       unimportant. What are you trying to bring out? 
31 
32       Q.  You believe that David Cyprys was repentant; is that 
33       correct? 
34       A.  I did believe, according to what I heard from my 
35       uncle. Now -- 
36 
37       Q.  Do you still hold that view knowing that he forced 
38       [AVR] to give his evidence about the rapes? 
39       A.  With regard to David Cyprys, it seems to me that he 
40       did not do Teshuva if that's the case. Now, I -- 
41 
42       Q.  You doubt what I'm putting to you? You doubt -- 
43       A.  I doubt he repented. No, no, no, I doubt that he 
44       repented, if that's the case. 
45 
46       Q.  He ultimately pleaded in respect of various indecent 
47       and sexual assaults on 10 other victims - 10 other victims? 
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1       A.  Yes. 
2 
3       Q.  Following those convictions; do you know that? 
4       A.  Yes, I heard something like that. 
5 

6       Q.  That's not indicative of repentance either, is it? 
7       A.  Correct, and I never claimed that I know that he 
8       repented. I only claimed to tell you what I've heard. 

9 
10       Q.  You have talked in your email traffic about fake 
11       victims? 
12       A.  That's correct. 
13 
14       Q.  Did David Cyprys have any fake victims that you know 
15       of? 
16       A.  Not that I know of. Not with David Cyprys. 
17 
18       Q.  That's a lighthearted response. 
19       A.  Not that I know of. I know he has many victims, and 
20       I actually do believe it to be the case, and he's pleaded 
21       guilty, it seems, and I believe it to be the case and 
22       I believe he didn't repent. If he made his victims go 
23       through all of these things, then obviously if he didn't go 
24       to his victims like - that's why earlier comparing to Gug, 
25       which went to his victims earlier, it seems, but David 
26       Cyprys didn't deal with any of his victims, then I think 
27       it's pretty terrible. There is obviously no real - no 
28       repentance according to Jewish law. But I must say that 
29       repentance -- 
30 
31       Q.  No, you mustn't say anything. What you must do is 
32       answer questions. 
33       A.  Yes. 
34 
35       Q.  Is it your view that miscarriages of justice are 
36       common in cases where sexual abuse is committed against 
37       children? 
38       A.  I have heard especially - I have heard instances of 
39       relationships and things of this nature where wives accuse 
40       husbands and husbands, wives and it's found out not to be 
41       the case. I've also heard -- 
42 
43       Q.  I am asking you about children. 
44       A.  No, I'm talking about children, that the husband -- 
45 
46       Q.  Married children you are talking about? 
47       A.  No, no, no, I'm talking about - you want the answer in 
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1       short, yes, I did hear of miscarriages of justice with 
2       regard to sexual abuse, child sexual abuse. One example 
3       which we all know of is Rabbi Glick, which initially was a 
4       whole investigation, community knows, and he was shown to 

5       be innocent. 
6 
7       Q.  So you believe that that's a common event? 
8       A.  I don't know what "common" means. If it is your 
9       relative or your child or father, even if you are a 

10       statistic of one in 100, the fact is that - or yourself, 
11       it's one in 100, depends one in 1,000. But if you are 
12       talking about that person, individual, it's the whole world 
13       to him. We care about every single individual, and there 
14       are miscarriages of justice at times. 
15 
16       Q.  Do you believe that false allegations of sexual abuse 
17       made by children are a common event? 
18       A.  I don't think that's common by the children themselves 
19       making the accusation. In most instances - when you say 
20       "children", I would -- 
21 
22       Q.  Children means somebody under 18 in Australia. 
23       A.  Somebody under 18. Someone under 10 or 12 are more 
24       innocent. The older you get, the less innocent you become, 
25       and there could be a possibility - not that I know of, and 
26       I haven't investigated this sort of thing, but I could 
27       imagine that there could have been false accusations with 
28       regards to teenagers, who are not so innocent. Children 
29       who come to you - when I say "children", you know, the 
30       younger you are, the more innocent you are. It's much more 
31       believable, and I don't even think there's any case - if a 
32       child will complain, a young child, of sexual abuse, you 
33       know, I think that certainly it's real. When you get to 
34       teenagers and all, people become less innocent and there 
35       could be cases where it would have to be investigated 
36       whether it's the case or not. 
37 
38       Q.  Do you have a basis for that? Have you ever read any 
39       social science research about -- 
40       A.  No, I think it is commonsense. 
41 
42       Q.  Commonsense. More commonsense -- 
43       A.  Besides that according to Jewish law when you are 12 
44       or 13 years old you become a man and responsible for your 
45       actions, whereas when you are a child you are not 
46       responsible for your actions. 
47 
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1       Q.  Does it follow from that that if you make an 
2       allegation of sexual abuse after you are aged 13 it is less 

3       likely to be true? I don't understand the relevance of -- 
4       A.  The relevance is the fact that a person is his own 
5       individual when he's that age, his - therefore if he feels 
6       it suits him, in other words that person has a mind of his 
7       own to sometimes not be totally straight and honest for 
8       certain instances, whereas a child is very innocent and 
9       certainly in those instances I'm sure 100 per cent of the 

10       children who complain of child sexual abuse, under about 
11       approximately that age, is -- 
12 
13       Q.  Under 13? 
14       A.  I'm just using that expression because that's the 
15       Jewish - that's the line according to Judaism when you 
16       become responsible -- 
17 
18       Q.  I follow that. I'm trying to understand your 
19       evidence. 
20       A.  Yes. Under 13 for a man and under 12 for a woman, you 
21       are considered a child. Over 13 or 12 you are considered 
22       an adult for obligations of Judaism, and therefore a person 
23       is more independent at that age and can at times do things 
24       which suits him rather than what's the real truth. 
25 
26       Q.  So do I take the -- 
27       A.  But I have no evidence to tell you that. I'm just 
28       telling you according to what the Jewish - follow on 
29       according to Jewish law. Now, I never say that I - okay, 
30       I will answer your question. That's basically it. 
31 
32       Q.  So have you done any reading or any research at all? 
33       There has been a lot of social science research on the 
34       incidence of child sexual abuse and in particular the 
35       incidence of false reports. Are you aware of any of that 
36       research? 
37       A.  No, I'm not. 
38 
39       Q.  Are you aware of whether anybody in charge of your 
40       school is aware of that research? 
41       A.  I don't have a school at the moment of children that 
42       I'm involved with. 
43 
44       Q.  The school associated with the Yeshiva Centre? 
45       A.  The school of Yeshiva Centre is not - is actually - my 
46       wife, who is here, is basically an acting principal of it, 
47       and I'm sure -- 
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1 
2       Q.  Okay. So you will probably know the answer to the 

3       question. Do you know if she is aware of that research? 
4       A.  Well, you can ask her yourself maybe, if you want to 

5       bring her up -- 
6 

7       Q.  Does that mean you don't know or you are not going to 
8       answer? 

9       A.  I don't follow everything that the school is involved 
10       in. But it could be they are, and I will say a wrong 
11       answer if they aren't. I don't follow everything they do. 
12 
13       Q.  Do you know if the school has done any training as to 
14       child sexual abuse -- 
15       A.   I know that - yes. 
16 
17       Q.  Let me finish the question, please. And as to the law 
18       regarding mandatory reporting? 
19       A.  Yes. 
20 
21       Q.  It has done training? 
22       A.  Yes. 
23 
24       Q.  When did that begin? 
25       A.  I don't know. But I know from my wife that there has 
26       been training and - quite a bit of training in the last 
27       years regarding mandatory reporting and regarding issues of 
28       child sexual abuse. That I do know. 
29 
30       Q.  By all means correct me but from my memory the tender 
31       bundle contains no such training materials prior to about 
32       2010; correct? 
33       A.  That could be, but that's with regard to Yeshiva. 
34       Yeshiva's - there's - that could be, but I believe there 
35       was not in hard copy, but I believe that there had been 
36       before, like, orally and discussion regarding it. 
37 
38       Q.  Can I ask you some questions in relation to the 
39       evidence you gave on Friday? 
40       A.  Yes. 
41 
42       Q.  I realise that that was three days ago. Whenever you 
43       need, I can give you the relevant transcript reference and 
44       you can have it put up on the laptop. 
45       A.  Yes. 
46 
47       Q.  So tell me if you don't recall giving a piece of 
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39 
40 

sex 
A. 

ually abused or complain of it? 
No, complain. 

41   
42 Q. Complain of it? 
43 A. Yes. 
44   
45 Q. So that's five per cent of the whole population? 
46 A. That's right. 
47   
 

1       evidence. You said on Friday, "There are many issues of 
2       life and child sex abuse was, I don't believe, was 
3       something that's very common at all and even now I don't 
4       believe it's common. It happens. And whether because not 
5       knowing about child sexual abuse and what constitutes child 
6       sex abuse, I'd say it's very, very uncommon." Do you 
7       adhere to that? 
8       A.  "Common" is a - and "uncommon" is a relative term. 
9 

10       Q.  I have quoted your words. Do you adhere to it that it 
11       is very, very uncommon? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  Then when you were asked what do you mean by "common", 
15       you said: 
16 
17            What common and uncommon means, it's a 
18            term. Common means not regular. In other 
19            words, in society I wouldn't say 
20            50 per cent of society are involved in 
21            child sex abuse. Common would be according 
22            to Jewish law something that's 
23            approximately 30 per cent. I don't believe 
24            it's even 30 per cent. I haven't seen 
25            statistics but I think it would be - 
26            I believe it's about five to 10 per cent." 
27 
28       Where did you get the figure from? 
29       A.  I seem to recall it from things that I have read 
30       regarding - I don't remember exactly what but I've read -- 
31 
32       Q.  Five to 10 per cent of what? Of children, of adults 
33       or the whole population? 
34       A.  Five to 10 per cent of - that there's complaints of 
35       child sex abuses of the - I will say people of society. 
36       I mean -- 
37 
38       Q.  Five to 10 per cent of all people in society have been 
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1 Q. The population of Australia is 24 million people? 
2 A. Yes. 
3   
4 Q. Ten per cent is 2.4 million people? 
5 A. Yes. 
6   
7 Q. Five per cent is more than a million people? 
8 A. Yes. 
9   

10 
11 
12 

Q. 
and 
A. 

Is that a problem which is not of much significance 
very uncommon? 
Well, a person only deals with his community, and in a 

13       communal situation that's what I'm referring to. Everyone 
14       in their community - I mean, you are talking about a 
15       situation let's say hundreds of people, and things get 
16       reported once and a while. I'm talking about in a 
17       lifetime. I mean, it's very uncommon, and I have known 
18       that myself because I'm involved in a congregation. 
19       I don't think I have ever got issues of child sex abuse. 
20       I must tell you this is the first time with regard to 
21       Daniel - in all the years that I know of - of two people 
22       who were involved - the thousands and thousands of people 
23       that I have been in contact with, and Jewish people, and 
24       Daniel Hayman and Cyprys, and then Kramer happened years 
25       ago, it came as a big surprise to me. 
26 
27            So the reality is that it is something that's not - 
28       not everyone's accused of and not many children, I would 
29       say, let's say, complain of it, and I would say in a 
30       lifetime let's say the five, 10 per cent of the population 
31       there is these issues. I have read that somewhere anyway. 
32 
33       Q.  The real basis for you to think it is very, very 
34       uncommon at least in your community is you haven't heard of 
35       it much? 
36       A.  That is right, and I didn't hear of it much and 
37       I didn't hear complaints of it much. 
38 
39       Q.  You were asked questions about recognising and 
40       responding to conduct that was child sexual abuse, and you 
41       said, "I see a lot of it as simply commonsense. It's just 
42       commonsense." Then you went on to elaborate that about how 
43       you had investigated reports of child sex abuse, and 
44       there's a lot of commonsense involved was where you had got 
45       to. I haven't read you the whole answer because it is 
46       quite long. I can do if you need it. 
47 
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1       MR STRICKLAND:  Could I just ask for the transcript 
2       reference from my learned friend, please. 
3 
4       DR HANSCOMBE:  6439 at lines 10 to 23. 
5       A.  Can I just ask a question? 
6 
7       Q.  No, you can't ask a question. 

8       A.  Not to you; to the Commissioners. I would just like 
9       to know is this going to go on? Everyone is asking 

10       questions. Can this go on for days or there is a limit 
11       just today or - I would just like to know if that's the 
12       case. 
13 
14       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I think you have sufficiently 
15       watched the proceedings, Rabbi Feldman, to understand that 
16       there are legal representatives of various parties at the 
17       Bar table. 
18       A.  Are you saying some of them -- 
19 
20       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  You have asked a question. Listen 
21       to the answer now. Who will be given the opportunity on 
22       behalf of their clients to put matters to you. I know that 
23       everyone is conscious of the time, and I'm sure they will 
24       be containing themselves with respect to those matters only 
25       relevant to their clients. 
26 
27       DR HANSCOMBE:  I'm doing my best to restrict the 
28       questions, and I will try harder. 
29 
30       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  And it would assist if you too 
31       listened to the question and endeavoured to answer rather 
32       than elaborating on various themes. We will get through 
33       this quicker. 
34       A.  But if we don't finish today we continue tomorrow? 
35 
36       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Just answer the questions. 
37 
38       DR HANSCOMBE:  Do you remember the question? You said you 
39       had investigated complaints of child sex abuse and there 
40       was a lot of commonsense involved. What investigation did 
41       you carry out? How? 
42       A.  When there were students who talked about other 
43       students or things of this nature, and sex abuse - I didn't 
44       say "child sex abuse", if you notice; I said "sex abuse" - 
45       and there has been instances of some complaining of 
46       non-proper advances to them, improper advances, and some of 
47       them I found to be true and some of them - let's say of a 
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1       homosexual nature, of being - you know, attacking someone 
2       in that way, and that was dealt with -- 
3 
4       Q.  The question was: how did you investigate? 

5       A.  I spoke to both parties to hear exactly what happened 
6       and et cetera, et cetera, and that's how I investigated the 
7       issue. 
8 

9       Q.  Okay. You said on the same page, "Someone grooming a 
10       child without actually doing an act of sexual abuse doesn't 
11       necessarily mean it's a crime." Do you know that in New 
12       South Wales since 2009 grooming a child is a crime? 
13       A.  Well -- 
14 
15       Q.  It's a crime punishable by between 12 and 15 years 
16       imprisonment depending on the age of the child? 
17       A.  Well, obviously I didn't know. But I don't know what 
18       grooming means in that sense. I understand grooming means 
19       just talking to the child and trying to get close to him. 
20       I don't know what this grooming that you are referring to 
21       is punishable. If someone talks to a child a few times -- 
22 
23       Q.  It was you who used the word. 
24       A.  Okay, grooming -- 
25 
26       Q.  It's okay. You have answered the question. You don't 
27       know it's a crime. 
28       A.  Okay. 
29 
30       Q.  You were concerned in the email debate about which you 
31       had been extensively cross-examined regarding Mr Cyprys - 
32       and I don't intend to revisit that in terms, but you were 
33       concerned that Rabbi Groner was being vilified; do you 
34       remember saying that? 
35       A.  Yes. 
36 
37       Q.  You have heard [AVA] give evidence on Monday, on 
38       Monday last, that his mother told Rabbi Groner in 1986 that 
39       David Cyprys was abusing him and did nothing about it? 
40       A.  Okay. 
41 
42       Q.  You have heard that evidence, haven't you? 
43       A.  I could have heard it. I didn't hear all the words of 
44       all the evidence of everyone, and that evidence -- 
45 
46       Q.  Are you aware that [AVA] gave that evidence? 
47       A.  [AV -- 
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1 
2       Q.  [AVA], the first witness in this term of reference? 
3       A.  (Witness nods). I heard certain things. I didn't 

4       hear all the complaints. 
5 
6       Q.  Does that mean, no, you are not aware of it? 

7       A.  I don't recall. But let's say it is. I mean, let's 
8       continue with the question. 
9 

10       Q.  [AVA] gave evidence that in 1986 his elder brother 
11       told their mother that David Cyprys was sexually abusing 
12       [AVA]. 
13       A.  Okay. 
14 
15       Q.  And that his mother had rung Rabbi Groner, who had 
16       said words to the effect, "We thought we had fixed him". 
17       A.  Okay. 
18 
19       Q.  His mother has given evidence corroborating the gist 
20       of that conversation. 
21       A.  Okay. 
22 
23       Q.  Nothing happened. The abuse continued for another two 
24       years. 
25       A.  Yes. 
26 
27       Q.  You have heard evidence today from [AVR] that in 1991 
28       both Rabbi Groner and Rabbi Glick were told by [AVR] and 
29       his mother what had occurred and the response was that he 
30       was put out of the school that day and his scholarship 
31       removed? 
32       A.  Yes. 
33 
34       Q.  Those rabbis did not investigate those complaints, did 
35       they? 
36       A.  You have heard evidence from this side. With all due 
37       respect, there was no evidence given by them on the other 
38       side what actually happened, and therefore all I can tell 
39       you is, if their evidence is true, it is disgusting and it 
40       is very bad. But I can't know that it is true and it is 
41       unfair to say it's true unless all the details of evidence, 
42       unless you hear from - with regard to that, unless you hear 
43       from the other side. I believe Rabbi Glick will - and it 
44       is unfair to make a judgment with regard to issues when you 
45       hear from one side. According to Jewish law that's the way 
46       it is, and according to commonsense and I'm sure secular 
47       law it is. 
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1 
2            You are telling me a situation of why such and such. 
3       Who says that is the case without hearing the evidence of 
4       the other side? Then I say if it is true obviously it's a 
5       disgusting thing. But I would be very surprised about it. 

6       I would be shocked to hear that someone like Rabbi Glick or 
7       Rabbi Groner did nothing about a situation like that. 
8 

9       Q.  What we do know from his witness statement is Abraham 
10       Glick says at paragraph 28 of his witness statement in this 
11       Commission, "I was first informed of the allegations 
12       against David Cyprys in about August 2004, when it came up 
13       in a discussion with Rabbi Groner." That's what he says. 
14       I have no doubt that Rabbi Glick will in due course be 
15       examined about that very issue in this Commission. 
16       A.  Okay. 
17 
18       Q.  Rabbi Groner of course cannot be examined. 
19       A.  That's right. 
20 
21       Q.  But is it not equally unfair to accuse those who say 
22       they told Rabbi Groner and nothing was done to help them of 
23       vilifying Rabbi Groner? 
24       A.  That wasn't the issue why Rabbi Groner was vilified. 
25       My vilifying is the way he's been portrayed in the media 
26       without evidence and all of that sort of thing at the time 
27       when these issues came out. 
28 
29       Q.  When you wrote those emails in July 2011 concerning 
30       your friend David Cyprys, were you aware that the police 
31       were already investigating him? 
32       A.  I don't recall. I really don't recall. I imagine 
33       that - if it was around that time, then fine. 
34 
35       Q.  [AVB] went to the police in May 2011. 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  So by the time you were writing that whole series of 
39       email traffic he was under investigation? 
40       A.  Okay. 
41 
42       Q.  You say you didn't know that? 
43       A.  No, so then I would know that. 
44 
45       Q.  You would -- 
46       A.  If that's the case, yes. But I wouldn't necessarily 
47       know that it's - because the police investigate doesn't 
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1       mean that it's a conviction. 
2 
3       Q.  Cyprys would have told you that? 
4       A.  No, I haven't spoken to Cyprys besides, as I said, the 
5       one time, wishing him well when I saw him -- 
6 
7       Q.  In July 2011, you hadn't spoken to him prior to that? 
8       A.  No. 
9 

10       Q.  So if Rabbi Groner said to [AVA]'s mother in 1986, 
11       "I thought we had fixed him," that implies, does it not, 
12       that something, we don't know what, had occurred prior to 
13       1986 concerning David Cyprys; do you accept that? 
14       A.  Yes, if that's the evidence. 
15 
16       Q.  Notwithstanding that, he continued to have access to 
17       all premises in the Yeshivah, he continued to have keys. 
18       The offences on [AVR] occurred in the mikveh, to which he 
19       had a key. 
20       A.  Okay. 
21 
22       Q.  Was that a proper way to deal with an allegation of 
23       sexual abuse? 
24       A.  Well, certainly not. 
25 
26       Q.  In 1992 David Cyprys pleaded guilty to an indecent 
27       assault on [AVR]. 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  He continued to have keys to all the premises in the 
31       Yeshivah, access to all the boys in the Yeshivah. Was that 
32       a proper way to deal with that? 
33       A.  Certainly not. Retrospectively, certainly not. At 
34       the time I don't think that they realised what paedophilia 
35       is all about, as I mentioned earlier. 
36 
37       Q.  And you said when the matter of Rabbi Groner 
38       investigating was mentioned - this is at transcript 6448, 
39       for my learned friend's assistance - Rabbi Groner used to 
40       investigate things pretty thoroughly? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  How? What did he do? 
44       A.  I remember just in issues that I was involved with 
45       that he didn't just brush things off. He used to listen 
46       carefully to what this guy said, he listened carefully to 
47       what this guy said, and he was very, you know, very 
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43 Q. Friday? 
44 A. It's not a definitive sort of -- 
45   
46 Q. Since this case study began? 
47 A. I have come to that view already long time ago, but -- 
 

1       involved in anything that he was involved with into all of 
2       its details. 
3 
4       Q.  And that's all you know? Rabbi Groner used to 
5       investigate -- 
6       A.  He was very thorough in his dealings with whatever 
7       issue he dealt with. 
8 
9       Q.  I think you also have told the Commission more than 

10       once that rabbis were well placed to investigate 
11       allegations of child sex abuse. Do you adhere to that 
12       view? 
13       A.  No. 
14 
15       Q.  When did you change that view? 
16       A.  I said well placed -- 
17 
18       Q.  To investigate, because they had experience of human 
19       nature, they had experience of people. Do you remember all 
20       that? 
21       A.  That's right. I did mention at the time when I wrote 
22       these emails -- 
23 
24       Q.  No, I'm not asking you about the emails. I'm asking 
25       you about your present view as you sit there in that 
26       witness box. 
27       A.  No. The rabbis really can't deal with issues like 
28       this, which we have seen are very complex, as we have seen 
29       over the years. 
30 
31       Q.  When did you come to the view rabbis were not equipped 
32       to deal with investigating child sex abuse? 
33       A.  As time went on. 
34 
35       Q.  It's really not funny. None of it is funny. 
36       A.  I know it's not funny. I never said it was funny. 
37 
38       Q.  Well, you are laughing. When did you come to that 
39       view? 
40       A.  It was over time. I don't know the exact time. 
41       That's what's funny, that I -- 
42 
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1 
2       Q.  When? 
3       A.  Let's say after my emails and I would say a year 
4       after - a year afterwards, I would say, approximately. 
5 
6       Q.  Why? 

7       A.  Because I heard more and more about it, and I learnt 
8       more and more that it's much more complex than was 

9       initially thought. I learnt more that someone with such 
10       tendencies continued to have those tendencies and they 
11       can't be dealt with and also to understand them well is 
12       complex. A lot of paedophiles have issues with regard to 
13       they were abused themselves and a lot of them are sick, and 
14       it's very complex - it needs very - just dealing with 
15       paedophilia is a very complex scenario and how they behave 
16       and how they groom and all of this sort of thing, which is 
17       something really that a rabbi is not equipped, unless he 
18       studies it, to be able to deal with. 
19 
20       Q.  You also said - this is at transcript 6452, "I don't 
21       know what the law is with regard to if it is reported 
22       around the world when somebody is a child paedophile here. 
23       Maybe you can enlighten me" - that's to Counsel Assisting - 
24       "Are they reported around the world? I know in the Jewish 
25       world we would report it around the world, and we do that"? 
26       A.  Yes. 
27 
28       Q.  Has David Cyprys been reported around the world in the 
29       Jewish community? 
30       A.  I believe so. 
31 
32       Q.  You do believe so? 
33       A.  I don't watch the site but there is a site which has 
34       all the paedophiles, which anyone can access at any time 
35       around the world, that site -- 
36 
37       Q. Has he been reported around the world by anybody 
38       associated with your Yeshiva? You said, "We would do 
39       that"? 
40       A.  If anyone - at the moment now David Cyprys is locked 
41       up and is not a threat to anyone. Look -- 
42 
43       Q.  Is that right? Do you believe that? 
44       A.  Pardon me; that he's locked up? 
45 
46       Q.  Yes, he's locked up. Do you believe he's not a threat 
47       to anyone? 
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1       A.  There is no children in gaol that I know of. I don't 
2       think you go to gaol if you are a child. 
3 
4       Q.  Are you aware that there was a media report on 
5       24 August last year that David Cyprys would be moved to 
6       Barwon Prison because he was under investigation for the 
7       rape of an 18-year-old fellow prisoner? 

8       A.  Is 18-year-old is a rape? I don't know whether that's 
9       child sex. He's 18 already, isn't he? I'm asking you, is 

10       that an adult or a child at 18? 
11 
12       Q.  They don't have children in adult gaols. 
13       A.  So that's exactly what I'm saying. If it's in gaol as 
14       an adult, a homosexual act of raping someone, nothing to do 
15       with child sexual abuse. 
16 
17       Q.  The fact that he is accused of rape, that is that the 
18       sexual act took place without consent, is not a matter of 
19       concern to you -- 
20       A.  Of course it is a matter of -- 
21 
22       Q.  Let me finish the question. When considering if David 
23       Cyprys remains a threat to anybody? 
24       A.  That's not what we are dealing with. We are dealing 
25       with child sex abuse. A lot of people are threats to a lot 
26       of people in gaol with regard to a lot of things, as we 
27       know. 
28 
29       Q.  Do you know if Rabbi Groner, at the end of his life, 
30       having said he made a mistake about David Kramer, expressed 
31       similar regrets with respect to David Cyprys? 
32       A.  I believe it included that also, yes. 
33 
34       Q.  You think the whole notion was wrapped up in a 
35       reference to Kramer, do you? 
36       A.  That's right. Like, he was referring to the whole way 
37       he dealt with everything. After everything he learned over 
38       the years, he realised that he made a huge mistake, an 
39       unintentional one, albeit, but a huge mistake. 
40 
41       Q.  Of course [AVA] was, so far as this case study is 
42       aware, the first in chronological sequence, his abuse 
43       having begun in 1986, although there must have been 
44       somebody before, of whom we don't know. Had Rabbi Groner 
45       dealt with David Cyprys then, things might have turned out 
46       differently for his subsequent victims; do you agree with 
47       that? 
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1 A. Certainly. Yes. 
2   
3 Q. And there were 10 of them that we know of? 
4 A. Yes. 
5   
6 Q. That's a serious failing, isn't it? 
7 A. Yes. 
8   
9 Q. Rabbi Glick was the headmaster of the school then, 

10       wasn't he? You don't know? I will ask Rabbi Glick. 
11       A.  Okay. 
12 
13       Q.  You said several times kids make up stories. I asked 
14       you a few questions about false complaints, and you then 
15       said - you made a distinction between children being under 
16       13 if they are boys? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  And over 13? 
20       A.  Yes. 
21 
22       Q.  So just let me be clear. I'm conscious of the time. 
23       Is it the case that you believe people over 13, boys over 
24       13, not uncommonly make up complaints of sexual assault? 
25       A.  I never said that. 
26 
27       Q.  I'm asking you. 
28       A.  No. 
29 
30       Q.  No? You don't believe that? 
31       A.  No. 
32 
33       Q.  When you were asked are victims of sexual assault - do 
34       they feel shame, your answer was before lunch today, "Of 
35       course"? 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  Why should they feel shame? What have they done 
39       wrong? 
40       A.  First of all, my opinion is a lot of them feel shame 
41       the fact that they have been abused like that. 
42 
43       Q.  Why? What have they done wrong? Do you feel shame if 
44       your house is burgled? 
45       A.  You feel shame about yourself. If there is certain 
46       things that have been done to you, you do feel shame 
47       compared to other people. Other people are normal people 
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1       with normal lives, and you have been abused and you feel 
2       ashamed. I don't know about shame. Ashamed of your 

3       situation, that you are different in the sense that you 
4       have the effects of the abuse. 
5 
6       Q.  If another crime is committed on a person, if they are 
7       burgled or robbed, they don't feel shame. 
8 

9       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, may I take an objection at this 
10       point. I think the point has been made, but in any event, 
11       Your Honour, a lot of victims do complain of feeling shame. 
12       In a sense debating that issue with this witness doesn't 
13       advance the line of enquiries that need to be undertaken in 
14       this case, Commissioner. 
15 
16       DR HANSCOMBE:  I accept the criticism, and I'm also 
17       conscious of the time. What I'm trying to explore is the 
18       link between this victim's view about common, false or 
19       exaggerated or fact claims and shame. But if it won't 
20       assist the Commission, I won't press. If the Commission 
21       please. 
22 
23       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I think the objection is well 
24       taken, with respect. 
25 
26       DR HANSCOMBE:  Yes; I won't press.  Q. Do you believe 
27       now that David Cyprys is reformed, that he's no longer a 
28       danger to society? 
29       A.  No. Why should I believe so? 
30 
31       Q.  I thought you said he was. I thought you quoted Judge 
32       Wischusen as saying he was highly unlikely to reoffend? 
33       A.  Yes, that is what the judge said, yes. 
34 
35       Q.  It isn't what the judge said. You can find it in his 
36       sentencing remarks. But that is what you believe he said? 
37       A.  Yes, that is what I believe he said. 
38 
39       Q.  But that's not the only thing that matters, is it? 
40       The other thing that matters is the effect on the victim? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  You said the person still has to be punished. The 
44       question is what's the right punishment? 
45       A.  That's correct. 
46 
47       Q.  What was the right punishment for David Cyprys for 
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1       what he did to [AVA] and [AVR], in your view? 
2       A.  In my view at present is whatever that he was 
3       sentenced and whatever the judge decided and whatever is 
4       the secular law, therefore accordingly that is the right 
5       sentence in this country. 
6 
7       Q.  When did you come to that view, that his sentence was 
8       a just sentence? 
9       A.  I have always held that whatever the law of the land 

10       is is something we have to support according to Judaism, 
11       whatever situation, and that's the actual practical law and 
12       because of - for the betterment of society, and that is my 
13       view. Now, if we are looking from a Halachic perspective 
14       and how we would have enacted the laws, it may be 
15       different. But at the moment now this is the right 
16       approach and this is the approach which is just. The 
17       secular law, whatever it is. 
18 
19       Q.  If the Commission please. 
20 
21       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, if it is possible, it would be 
22       preferable if we are able to sit on for a short period of 
23       time to conclude this witness's evidence. 
24 
25       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. I'm just going to take a 
26       quick poll around the Bar table and see how much longer we 
27       are likely to be. 
28 
29       MS RICHARDS:  Your Honour, I have approximately 
30       15 minutes, depending on the length of the witness's 
31       answers. 
32 
33       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  And Mr van de Wiel? 
34 
35       MR VAN DE WIEL:  I have the best part of 20 minutes to 
36       half an hour. 
37 
38       THE PRESIDING MEMBER: Mr Strickland? 
39 
40       MR STRICKLAND:  Five to 10 minutes. 
41 
42       MR BARKER:  I have no questions, Commissioner. 
43 
44       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr Danos? 
45 
46       MR DANOS:  No, Your Honour. 
47 
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1       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  So it sounds to me like probably 
2       about another hour. 
3 
4       MS GERACE:  Yes, it does sound like that. 
5 
6       THE PRESIDING MEMBER: To be fair to Rabbi Feldman, he has 

7       been in the witness box all day and no doubt is probably 
8       feeling a little fatigued. Perhaps I will just make an 

9       enquiry of Rabbi Feldman, having heard that assessment 
10       around the Bar table, as to whether you would prefer to 
11       come back tomorrow for about another hour? 
12       A.  Or finish now? 
13 
14       Q.  Or perhaps take a short break for everyone now. 
15       I obviously mean to include you in that too, just to have 
16       some time to refresh and then we will continue? 
17       A.  And we will finish today all of the -- 
18 
19       Q.  That's the indication that I'm getting from those 
20       various estimates. 
21       A.  Okay, from my own perspective I don't really need a 
22       break now. I'm happy to - you know, whoever wants to 
23       continue asking questions. 
24 
25       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Let me just make an inquiry of the 
26       stenographer down there. No-one else is asking for a break 
27       at the moment?  Okay. Let's keep going. 
28 
29       <EXAMINATION BY MS RICHARDS: 
30 
31       Q.  My name is Melinda Richards. I'm appearing for Manny 
32       Waks and Zephaniah Waks in this inquiry. I would like to 
33       ask you some questions about some events that took place in 
34       the aftermath of the email discussion that you were 
35       involved in in mid-July 2011 that we spent a good deal of 
36       Friday afternoon and this morning examining. Those emails 
37       somehow became public, did they not? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  In late July 2011? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  And a report of them was published by the Australian 
44       Jewish News? 
45       A.  Yes. 
46 
47       Q.  Could the Rabbi please be shown the document behind 
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1       tab 65 in the tender bundle. Rabbi, this was the first in 
2       a series of reports of that issue in the Australian Jewish 
3       News; is that correct? 
4       A.  Yes. 
5 
6       Q.  And the headline speaks for itself, "Rabbi should step 
7       down"? 
8       A.  Yes. 
9 

10       Q.  Shortly after this article was published, in the week 
11       following, you did in fact step down from your position as 
12       President of the Rabbinical Council of New South Wales, did 
13       you not? 
14       A.  For a short period of time. 
15 
16       Q.  For a short period of time. When did you resume that 
17       position? 
18       A.  A week or two later, or weeks, within weeks. 
19 
20       Q.  And the arrangement was, was it not, that you would 
21       step aside as president but that no new president would be 
22       elected? 
23       A.  That's right. 
24 
25       Q.  You were aggrieved, weren't you, by the way the 
26       Australian Jewish News had reported the email discussion 
27       that you had initiated? 
28       A.  I was very aggrieved. 
29 
30       Q.  And you took that issue up with the editor of the 
31       Australian Jewish News, did you not? 
32       A.  Yes. 
33 
34       Q.  And in doing that you had the involvement and 
35       assistance of Rabbi Meir Shlomo Kluwgant; is that correct? 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  Just to be clear, he at the time and still is the 
39       General Manager of Jewish Care? 
40       A.  Yes. 
41 
42       Q.  He was at the time the President of the Rabbinical 
43       Council of Victoria? 
44       A.  I believe so, at that time, yes. 
45 
46       Q.  He is the current President of ORA, is he not? 
47       A.  Yes. 
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1 
2       Q.  And he was and still is the Victoria Police or a 
3       Victoria Police chaplain? 
4       A.  (Witness nods). 
5 
6       Q.  And it is fair to describe him as respected and 
7       influential, and an opinion leader within the Chabad 
8       community? 
9       A.  Yes. 

10 
11       Q.  And within the broader Australian Jewish community? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  He is also a school friend of yours, is he not? 
15       A.  Yes. 
16 
17       Q.  He was in the same class with you at Yeshivah College 
18       Melbourne, together with David Cyprys? 
19       A.  At times, probably. We are around the same age. But, 
20       as I mentioned in my earlier evidence, the school is a bit 
21       split up, for those who are full time, those who are only 
22       part time, and David Cyprys was more in the secular 
23       studies, a lot more than we were, and I wasn't with Rabbi 
24       Kluwgant all the years, the times when we were separated. 
25       So, you know - but we generally came together at times, 
26       yes. 
27 
28       Q.  Thank you. The other rabbi whose assistance and 
29       involvement you sought in your dispute with the Australian 
30       Jewish News was Rabbi Mordechai Gutnick? 
31       A.  That is right. 
32 
33       Q.  And he is your uncle? 
34       A.  That's right. 
35 
36       Q.  He is and has since 2003 been the head rabbi of the 
37       Elwood Shule here in Melbourne? 
38       A.  Yes. 
39 
40       Q.  And he is I think the brother of your mother? 
41       A.  That's correct. 
42 
43       Q.  Your mother being Rebbetzin Pnina Feldman? 
44       A.  That's correct. 
45 
46       Q.  Somehow it was arranged that there would be a meeting. 
47       There was a meeting on 11 August 2011 between yourself, 
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1       those two rabbis I have identified and various 
2       representatives of the Australian Jewish News? 
3       A.  Correct. 
4 
5       Q.  Including Zeddy Lawrence, who was the editor of 
6       the Australian Jewish News; is that correct 
7       A.  That's right. 
8 
9       Q.  I would like you to have a look at this document, 

10       Rabbi. If somebody could please distribute copies. I have 
11       provided this in PDF to the Commission staff, but I'm not 
12       sure if it has been coded. Rabbi, the email is printed out 
13       in reverse chronological order. So the first in the chain 
14       starts on the bottom of the second page. 
15       A.  Yes. 
16 
17       Q.  And it's an email from Rabbi Kluwgant to the various 
18       recipients summarising what had taken place at the meeting 
19       we just referred to? 
20       A.  Yes. 
21 
22       Q.  And identifying a number of possible outcomes? 
23       A.  Yes. 
24 
25       Q.  The email that I would like to go to is the longest of 
26       the three in the chain it appears that you wrote late on 
27       the evening of 13 August 2011? 
28       A.  Yes. 
29 
30       Q.  And you send that email to Rabbi Kluwgant and Rabbi 
31       Mordechai Gutnick, as well as to Zeddy Lawrence and other 
32       representatives of the Australian Jewish News? 
33       A.  Yes. 
34 
35       Q.  If I just read you the third paragraph of that email, 
36       Rabbi: 
37 
38            "In fact the notion that R'Kluwgant 
39            mentioned that the publicity was possibly 
40            good for victims is something that I and 
41            most rabbis in Sydney totally reject. In 
42            fact they are also appalled that the AJN 
43            this week, Betty and Josh, were about to do 
44            a defamatory article re someone else at the 
45            Yeshiva, no need to mention his name, and 
46            the only way this was averted was with a 
47            blackmailed article how the AJN articles 
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1            were good for victims. I and we would like 
2            to see one genuine victim that has come 
3            forward because of the articles. I was 
4            actually prompted to start writing because 
5            I felt that the hype has been causing 
6            phoney attention seekers to come forward 
7            like Manny Waks and this should be stopped. 
8 
9       Just before I proceed, Rabbi, do you confirm that this is 

10       an email that you wrote on 13 August 2011? 
11       A.  I suppose so. 
12 
13       Q.  And those are your words? 
14       A.  I suppose so. 
15 
16       Q.  Yes or no, Rabbi? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  And it is a fair understanding of that paragraph that 
20       you call my client Manny Waks a phoney attention seeker? 
21       A.  Are you asking me or telling me? 
22 
23       Q.  Yes. Is that a fair understanding; yes? 
24       A.  In this email, yes. 
25 
26       Q.  And you doubt that he is a genuine victim? 
27       A.  No. 
28 
29       Q.  You do not? 
30       A.  Since then -- 
31 
32       Q.  No, when you wrote this email? 
33       A.  When I wrote this article, yes -- 
34 
35       Q.  You have expressed doubt as to whether he was a 
36       genuine victim? 
37       A.  Yes. 
38 
39       Q.  Because in the month prior to you writing this email 
40       Manny Waks had been the subject of a media article reported 
41       in the Melbourne Age in which he identified himself as the 
42       victim of child sexual abuse while he was a student at 
43       Yeshivah College in Melbourne. Were you aware of that 
44       article at the time it was published? 
45       A.  Maybe not. I don't recall. I really don't know. 
46 
47       Q.  But by the time you wrote this you must have been 
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1       aware that Manny Waks had identified himself as a victim of 
2       child sexual abuse? 

3       A.  I obviously was aware that he identified himself, or 
4       else I wouldn't have written "phoney attention seekers", 

5       yes. 
6 

7       Q.  You did not know at the time you wrote this email any 
8       of the detail of what Manny Waks alleged had been done to 

9       him as a boy, did you? 
10       A.  I did. 
11 
12       Q.  You did? 
13       A.  Yes. 
14 
15       Q.  How did you know that? 
16       A.  I had spoken to his father and I asked - I just asked 
17       his father one question, which was - and I don't know 
18       whether it was before this article; I believe it was around 
19       this time - whether he was actually raped or not, and his 
20       father told me he wasn't, but he didn't go further into 
21       discussion, just that was the discussion. So the 
22       implication was, like, he was raped and things of this 
23       nature, and that's what everyone was talking about, and 
24       then his father told me that he wasn't. So - as I recall. 
25       So that's what was brought up to me, this phoney issue with 
26       regard to actually being raped. That's - from that point 
27       of view. I'm just telling you that's what his father told 
28       me, and that's why I took it as though he's making a whole 
29       issue of child abuse, you know, which is important, but the 
30       implication, everyone was talking like he was raped, and 
31       from that perspective I looked at it as being phoney. 
32 
33       Q.  So what you knew about what occurred to Manny Waks as 
34       a boy at Yeshivah College at the hands of David Cyprys was 
35       that he was not raped? 
36       A.  That's what I knew. I didn't know what happened, but 
37       everyone was talking that he was raped, and I just 
38       confirmed with his father that he wasn't. 
39 
40       Q.  On the basis of that information alone you concluded 
41       that he was a phoney, did you? 
42       A.  No, not phoney in general, but exaggerate - very - an 
43       exaggerator. That's what I meant with phoney, from the 
44       perspective of exaggeration, the way everyone was talking. 
45       Now, I would like to say that I certainly don't have that 
46       opinion anymore, and I have since - what has come out since 
47       then with what Manny has been through, and, you know, 
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43 A. No, I haven't known for years. 
44   
45 Q. Of David Cyprys? 
46 A. I haven't. 
47   
 

1       I would like to apologise for this expression which I wrote 
2       retroactively, and it was, you know, just as - it was 
3       within the context of I don't like things coming out 
4       publicly and - which I don't think is really good, as 

5       I mentioned earlier, so I was a bit - you know, I certainly 
6       was a bit - I'm thinking of the expression to use - 

7       excitable about the issue, so I used an expression 
8       I shouldn't have, and I certainly regret it now and 

9       I apologise for it to Manny, if he's here, and now 
10       generally that I know the seriousness of child abuse 
11       I wouldn't write that about anyone who claims to be a 
12       victim. I have learnt a lot more lately, and I certainly 
13       would be very careful how I would address any child abuse 
14       victim. 
15 
16       Q.  Let me just be clear about this, Rabbi. On the basis 
17       of knowing no more than that Manny Waks had identified 
18       himself as a victim of child sexual abuse -- 
19       A.  Yes. 
20 
21       Q.  And that his father had told you that he was not 
22       raped, you were prepared in 2011 to call him a phoney 
23       attention seeker -- 
24       A.  Not a -- 
25 
26       Q.  And to doubt that he was a genuine victim? 
27       A.  Phoney didn't mean he's not a genuine victim. Phoney 
28       from the perspective of how things are exaggerated. But 
29       not - you know, I had that general perception but - and 
30       I didn't know exactly what happened. But once I heard that 
31       already it gave me doubts in the whole situation. Correct 
32       that I had - yes, and I did have an idea that "I don't know 
33       if it is true or not", and I heard that from his father, 
34       and that's what gave me that thing. 
35 
36       Q.  You were prepared to write that in an email to at 
37       least two people who were opinion leaders in the Australian 
38       Jewish community, Rabbi Kluwgant and Zeddy Lawrence? 
39       A.  Correct. I mean, I did it. So obviously. 
40 
41       Q.  You have known for years now that Manny Waks was a 
42       genuine victim? 
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1       Q.  You indicated in your evidence on Friday and again 
2       just now in answer to questions from Dr Hanscombe that you 
3       were familiar with the remarks of the sentencing judge, 
4       Judge Wischusen, who sentenced David Cyprys to eight years 

5       imprisonment in December 2013? 
6       A.  I didn't know that the victims were and I didn't - and 

7       I heard that, and I only heard - with Cyprys only recently 
8       I read the evidence. I didn't know at that time who the 
9       victims were and I didn't know at that time also the - at 

10       that time. I didn't know certainly not the 
11       sentencing - I have only read it just recently, actually. 
12       So, yes, at that time I had that opinion, but I was wrong, 
13       should I say. 
14 
15       Q.  You were wrong? 
16       A.  Yes. 
17 
18       Q.  But until today, when you were confronted with the 
19       wrongness of that opinion, you have taken no steps, have 
20       you, to retract that opinion? 
21       A.  Well -- 
22 
23       Q.  Or to express regret for it? 
24       A.  I will tell you the truth. I knew that on the day, 
25       I have never known since then, and remembered someone asked 
26       me, "Who said phoney attention seekers as mentioned in 
27       court?" I said, "I don't recall ever writing 'phoney 
28       attention seekers'." I don't recall that - on the day is 
29       the last time I would remember it. Maybe I would have 
30       remembered it a few weeks afterwards, and I haven't 
31       remembered it since. So that's why I haven't - if I would 
32       have known about this, remembered this when I knew that 
33       Manny Waks was a victim, I certainly would have come to him 
34       to apologise like I just did earlier, and it's really a 
35       very wrong thing retroactively - retrospectively that 
36       I wrote that. 
37 
38       Q.  One more question, Rabbi. What effect do you think 
39       that your readiness to identify Manny Waks, a 
40       self-disclosed victim of child sexual abuse, as a phoney 
41       attention seeker who is probably not a genuine victim to 
42       opinion leaders in the Jewish community - what effect do 
43       you think that has on other victims of child sexual abuse 
44       who are contemplating making a complaint? 
45       A.  I don't think - even I didn't know that I have written 
46       this. I don't think many people besides these two people 
47       and besides coming into evidence now -- 
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1 
2       Q.  Rabbi, you are not answering my question. Would you 

3       like me to repeat it? 
4       A.  Yes. 
5 
6       Q.  I will read it back to you: 
7 
8            What effect do you think that your 
9            readiness to identify Manny Waks, a 

10            self-disclosed victim of child sexual 
11            abuse, as a phoney attention seeker who is 
12            probably not a genuine victim to opinion 
13            leaders in the Jewish community - what 
14            effect do you think that has on other 
15            victims of child sexual abuse who are 
16            contemplating making a complaint? 
17 
18 
19       A.  Again, other child sex abusers don't know about - if 
20       they would know about it, if they would know about it, it's 
21       a terrible thing, of course. But, you know, I think it's 
22       not very good because they see - they will feel that they 
23       get vilified like people like myself for - that's the way 
24       it seems over here. But this was, I could say, very wrong 
25       of me, and now that I know a lot more about child abuse, 
26       and I have learnt a lot more and I know what Manny Waks has 
27       gone through and everything else, I certainly am very sorry 
28       for I've written these words. 
29 
30       Q.  Thank you, Rabbi. I have no further questions. 
31 
32       <EXAMINATION BY MR VAN DE WIEL: 
33 
34       Q.  My name is Remy van de Wiel. I appear for [AVB] and 
35       [AVC]. I would just like to ask you a few questions, if 
36       I might, Rabbi. You told the Commission on Friday that you 
37       knew that Rabbi Mordechai Gutnick was dealing with David 
38       Cyprys? 
39       A.  Yes. 
40 
41       Q.  What was he doing to him? 
42       A.  What was he doing to him? 
43 
44       Q.  Yes, what was he doing to him? 
45       A.  He was counselling him. I imagined - what 
46       I understood is, is that he's monitoring his situation and 
47       making sure that he's getting help. I didn't go into 
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1       details, but that's basically what I had heard, that he's 
2       taking care of him and that's the way he feels. 
3 
4       Q.  You said, did you not, that you believed that he had 
5       expressed some form of repentance, of Teshuva; is that 
6       right? 
7       A.  At the time, yes. 
8 
9       Q.  From whom did you learn that? 

10       A.  From Mordechai Gutnick, that he had said that he 
11       believes he has done Teshuva, and not directly from - maybe 
12       directly, maybe directly not, I don't remember now, but 
13       that's certainly what I understood. 
14 
15       Q.  Well, you had gone to school with this man Cyprys, 
16       hadn't you? 
17       A.  Yes. I used to -- 
18 
19       Q.  Just a minute. You had been to camps with him, had 
20       you not? 
21       A.  That I don't know because I used to be in Sydney, go 
22       back at times of camp and -- 
23 
24       Q.  Did you not go to camps Gan Israel -- 
25       A.  Yes. 
26 
27       Q.  With David Cyprys? 
28       A.  I don't remember. 
29 
30       Q.  And David Cyprys was notorious at those camps of 
31       molesting other boys, wasn't he? 
32       A.  I don't know. I haven't heard. 
33 
34       Q.  Are you serious? You haven't heard that? 
35       A.  No, I haven't heard that. 
36 
37       Q.  You hadn't heard that -- 
38       A.  I must say I've heard just recently that he used to go 
39       to camp -- 
40 
41       Q.  Just deal with my questions, please. I'm getting a 
42       bit tired of these speeches of yours. 
43       A.  I'm getting tired of questioning. 
44 
45       Q.  Very good. Then we will keep it short. At those 
46       camps was he not isolated from other people within the 
47       camps? 
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1       A.  I don't know. 
2 
3       Q.  You don't know? 
4       A.  No. I wasn't in those camps. I was in Sydney camps. 
5       I used to go to Sydney camps. 
6 
7       Q.  But this was a person you had gone to school with? 
8       A.  Yes. 
9 

10       Q.  You had gone to school with other people who also had 
11       gone to these camps? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  We are not dealing with a huge community of thousands 
15       of people. We are dealing with a community of a couple of 
16       hundred people, aren't we? 
17       A.  Yes. I did not hear of him being involved in any 
18       molestation until recently. 
19 
20       Q.  Until when? 
21       A.  Until whenever it came out. I really did not know 
22       about -- 
23 
24       Q.  When did you have these discussions with Rabbi 
25       Mordechai Gutnick in relation to Cyprys? When were they? 
26       A.  After the allegations came out. After -- 
27 
28       Q.  Which allegation? The allegation in 1986? The 
29       allegation in 1991? Which one? 
30       A.  The allegations when it came out to the public, 
31       I don't know which - from which years. But when the whole 
32       public found out about it in the Jewish News or whenever it 
33       came out, that's when I found out about it, and since then 
34       I had heard from Rabbi Gutnick that he was dealing with him 
35       and he feels that he's repented in his ways of being a 
36       paedophile. 
37 
38       Q.  I see. 
39       A.  It could be he meant more, that he is no more a 
40       paedophile, et cetera from that perspective, not from the 
41       true repentance as mentioned earlier of going to the 
42       victims and - from that perspective. Repentance on the 
43       level of not being a paedophile anymore. Maybe he meant 
44       full repentance also from his perspective. I don't know. 
45       But I do know that he had felt that he was being monitored 
46       and is no risk to society anymore. 
47 
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1       Q.  I see. And this was expressed to you by whom? 
2       A.  I don't recall, but it was in the name of Rabbi 
3       Gutnick. 
4 
5       Q.  So Rabbi Gutnick is fooled by Cyprys into believing 
6       that Cyprys has been cured; is that it? 
7       A.  I do know that he didn't do proper repentance. 
8       I don't know whether he has acted on his paedophilia for 
9       the last 25 years. From that perspective it could be Rabbi 

10       Gutnick was correct and that's what he meant, that he is no 
11       more a threat to society. I think that's what he meant 
12       from that perspective. 
13 
14       Q.  What, from 1986, "I thought we had solved this 
15       problem"?  1991, we get it reported. Then we get it 
16       reported to Glick - Rabbi Glick, I'm sorry. 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  And what happens? Do you say at any stage during all 
20       of this, "Listen, this is a problem"? 
21       A.  I didn't know about all of this until it got out to 
22       the media. 
23 
24       Q.  Well, what training did you have when you heard this 
25       from Rabbi Mordechai Gutnick that this man had apologised 
26       and that he was no longer a threat?  What training had you 
27       had? 
28       A.  Sorry, I don't understand the question. What 
29       training? 
30 
31       Q.  Yes, what training did you have in terms of dealing 
32       with child molesters? 
33       A.  I don't. 
34 
35       Q.  You don't? 
36       A.  No. 
37 
38       Q.  To this day do you have any? 
39       A.  I've read -- 
40 
41       Q.  To this day -- 
42       A.  No, I haven't had training, formal training as yet. 
43 
44       Q.  To this day have you attended any courses at all -- 
45       A.  I have made up with someone to start a course in 
46       Sydney when I get back, actually, yes. 
47 
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1 Q. One day it will happen. 
2 A. I hope very soon. 
3   
4 Q. Yes. 
5 A. I told the person as soon as I get back I plan -- 
6   
7 Q. Are you still teaching people who wish to become 
8       rabbis? 
9       A.  Yes. 

10 
11       Q.  And what do you teach them about this area, this area 
12       of human behaviour of molesting children? 
13       A.  The plan is they - first of all they learn that 
14       according to Torah this is abhorrent and it's like murder 
15       and we learn about all these things, but with regard to 
16       actual formal training of recognising this and dealing with 
17       this, there also is a plan from the Yeshiva perspective of 
18       them going through training, and we have actually discussed 
19       it also. 
20 
21       Q.  And do you train them that if they have done their bar 
22       mitzvah they are no longer children? Do you teach them 
23       that as well? 
24       A.  We teach them that they are no longer children from 
25       the perspective of being responsible for their actions. In 
26       that way they are no longer children, not that they are no 
27       longer children with regard to the secular law if they are 
28       raped or anything of that nature. We teach them with 
29       regard to their own obligations that they are like adults, 
30       and that's what a bar mitzvah is, and they can make their 
31       own decisions and be independent in their life in general. 
32 
33       Q.  I see. I want to take you to the emails that you were 
34       taken to this afternoon from Tania Hammer back in May 2014. 
35       There are a number of people with whom you share these 
36       emails. Apart from Daniel Hayman, there is Avrohom Hayman? 
37       A.  Yes. 
38 
39       Q.  Who is he? 
40       A.  He's his older brother. 
41 
42       Q.  Does he not occupy some particular position in 
43       New York? 
44       A.  Yes. As mentioned in testimony, he's the President of 
45       the Shule that Rabbi Lesches is there now, and he was 
46       involved in bringing out Rabbi Lesches. 
47 
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1       Q.  And he donated many, many dollars? 
2       A.  Who? 
3 
4       Q.  Avrohom Hayman. Did he not? 
5       A.  Not to Yeshiva, to -- 
6 
7       Q.  Did he not establish a building? 
8       A.  Not in Sydney. 
9 

10       Q.  In New York? 
11       A.  In New York, yes, he did. 
12 
13       Q.  A very wealthy man who has given hundreds of 
14       thousands? 
15       A.  Yes, this is true. 
16 
17       Q.  Yes. And tell me around the time of these emails how 
18       much had Daniel Hayman given you and your father to say 
19       prayers for him to not go to gaol? 
20       A.  He didn't give money in order to say prayers and to go 
21       to gaol; he gave money because he felt it's a good thing to 
22       do, to give to a good cause, and he hasn't given a lot of 
23       money, like, as I say, thousands of dollars, which relative 
24       to what he used to give, hundreds of thousands of dollars, 
25       it is very small. But I don't believe he has much money 
26       now. But the reality is he gave a few thousand dollars to 
27       help a good -- 
28 
29       Q.  If I were to suggest to you he gave $18,000 would you 
30       agree with that? 
31       A.  I don't know. I don't know how much he gave, because 
32       I wasn't involved in all of his givings, but I know it is 
33       in the thousands, not in the hundreds of thousands. 
34 
35       Q.  And did you and your father say to him that you would 
36       pray for him at The Ohel of the Rebbe? 
37       A.  I don't know about I because I wasn't going to The 
38       Ohel of the Rebbe, but it could be that it has been said to 
39       him that there will be prayers for him at The Ohel of the 
40       Rebbe. I don't deny that that's a high possibility. 
41 
42       Q.  For those people in this room who don't understand 
43       what it is that we are discussing, what is The Ohel of the 
44       Rebbe? 
45 
46       MR STRICKLAND:  I object. Commissioner, this ultimately 
47       relates to what this witness's view is about Mr Hayman's 
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1       sentence. That is the only relevance it could have. There 
2       has been copious amounts of evidence about his views on 
3       sentencing of these types of offenders and Mr Hayman in 
4       particular. This line of enquiry, in my submission, is far 
5       too tenuous for this particular case study. 
6 
7       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr van de Wiel? 
8 

9       MR VAN DE WIEL:  To say one thing and to do another is a 
10       very significant matter. What I say is the hypocrisy that 
11       this witness has shown in relation to these matters ought 
12       be exposed and we ought see that what he says in public is 
13       not at all relevant to what he says in private, and the way 
14       in which he behaves to a person who has confessed 
15       paedophilia to him, and that he and others, very 
16       significant members of the movement, not only support 
17       Hayman, pray for him and denigrate people who have the 
18       courage to actually report him is something that ought to 
19       be explored before this Commission. 
20 
21       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Do you say that's where this issue 
22       goes? 
23 
24       MR VAN DE WIEL:  That's where this issue goes. 
25 
26       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Go on. 
27       A.  I find that highly offensive, by the way. 
28 
29       MR VAN DE WIEL:  Q.  You what? 
30       A.  I find that highly offensive, and it is not the case. 
31 
32       Q.  So you ought. 
33       A.  I reject -- 
34 
35       Q.  So you ought. 
36       A.  No. I reject it totally, and I think it's a very 
37       unfair statement. 
38 
39       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr van de Wiel, you put your 
40       question to Rabbi Feldman so he's in a position to respond. 
41 
42       MR VAN DE WIEL:  Okay. Do you know who said that they 
43       would pray at The Ohel of the Rebbe? 
44       A.  No. 
45 
46       Q.  Just so that we know, what is The Ohel of the Rebbe? 
47       A.  The Ohel of the Rebbe is - the Lubavitcher Rebbe is 
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1       the Chabad leader. He's buried in New York, in Queens, and 
2       his burial place is called The Ohel. 
3 

4       Q.  You were taken to this email which is the email of 
5       Monday, May 12, 2014 from you to Daniel Hayman. "Hashem 

6       should grant you a real [Hebrew spoken]" -- 
7 

8       MR STRICKLAND:  Could I ask which tab this is, please, 
9       Commissioner. 

10 
11       MR VAN DE WIEL:  215. "Eidan notzach", those words mean 
12       what? 
13       A.  Can I make an objection? These questions were asked 
14       before already. 
15 
16       Q.  If you want to take objections, your counsel can take 
17       objections. Please just answer my question, please? 
18       A.  Hashem should grant him a victory, meaning that he 
19       shouldn't have to go to gaol. 
20 
21       Q.  But it's pretty significant in the Lubavitch language, 
22       isn't it, this particular phrase? 
23       A.  Yes. 
24 
25       Q.  What is the significance of this phrase? 
26       A.  The phrase, where it started to be used in Chabad 
27       20 years ago was when there was a victory in court where 
28       the Rebbe considered the books were in captivity, like in 
29       gaol, and when the books were freed and there was a ruling 
30       that they belonged to Chabad and they should be returned, 
31       the expression is used "eidan notzach", basically with 
32       regard to being in captivity and going out of captivity, 
33       which is what we wanted with Gug, that he should not end up 
34       in captivity. 
35 
36       Q.  So it's a fairly important sort of a victory, isn't 
37       it? 
38       A.  Someone not to go to gaol is a very important victory. 
39       The judge decided that. It wasn't me. Are you going to 
40       criticise the judge also for not putting him into gaol? 
41       Maybe you should do that. 
42 
43       Q.  We actually do have a system which will allow that to 
44       happen in terms of appeals. 
45 
46       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr van de Wiel, just stay focused 
47       on what you want to achieve through questions, please. 
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1 
2       MR VAN DE WIEL:  All right. Just in terms of this email 
3       exchange we have established Avrohom Hayman. Who is Rabbi 

4       Braun? 
5       A.  Rabbi Braun is now one of the judges in the Crown 

6       Heights Chabad community headquarters. Basically that's 
7       who he is. 
8 
9       Q.  So he too is a very significant member of the 

10       Lubavitch community in terms of expressing policy in terms 
11       of dealing with people in the position -- 
12       A.  With regard to Jewish law, yes. 
13 
14       Q.  And Rabbi Solomon, he is also a person who is involved 
15       in this. Is he from Sydney? 
16       A.  That is right. He's a rabbi in Moriah College in 
17       Sydney. I believe that's the Rabbi Solomon we are writing 
18       of. 
19 
20       Q.  And did he subscribe to the view that people who 
21       expose perpetrators are heroes or did he take the view that 
22       you had earlier expressed, that it is something that should 
23       be contained within the community? 
24 
25       MR STRICKLAND:  Objection. The witness should be asked 
26       his own views, not to comment on other people's views. 
27 
28       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
29 
30       MR VAN DE WIEL:  With the greatest of respect, I can ask 
31       him what the position is within the community and very 
32       significant members within it and what positions they hold 
33       with the view to the exposure of this, and that's what I'm 
34       trying to do; find out who they are and what views they 
35       hold. 
36 
37       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, may I be heard? 
38 
39       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
40 
41       MS GERACE:  It really, in my submission, doesn't advance 
42       the inquiry being made in this Commission. None of the 
43       other witnesses are being called. It doesn't really assist 
44       the Commission to understand what this witness understands 
45       to be their views. 
46 
47       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
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1 
2       MR VAN DE WIEL:  If it doesn't assist then I will desist 

3       from these sorts of questioning. 
4 
5       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you. 
6 

7       MR VAN DE WIEL:  In 2013 you had heard through the media 
8       and through the identification of the allegation that [AVB] 
9       had taped Rabbi Lesches legally for the purposes of the 

10       prosecution; you know that, don't you? 
11       A.  I know that he taped him, but I don't know whether it 
12       was legal because, according to what I heard, Rabbi Lesches 
13       was very surprised that all this information came out and 
14       he wouldn't have said most of what he said if he would have 
15       known that it's going to go public. So I don't think 
16       that's considered legal. 
17 
18       Q.  But whatever he said you don't agree with in any 
19       event, do you? 
20       A.  I don't agree with most of what he said; the points 
21       that were brought out from what he said. 
22 
23       Q.  After Hayman was charged you then sent [AVB] some 
24       emails, and you have been taken to those today. 
25       A.  That's right. 
26 
27       Q.  And you were insisting that he answer your questions; 
28       isn't that right? 
29       A.  If you want to use the word "insisting", I don't know 
30       whether that's the right word, but I was asking him to 
31       answer the questions, yes. 
32 
33       Q.  Were you asking him those questions because you had 
34       been told by [redacted] that [AVB] should be dealt with for 
35       denigrating rabbis? 
36       A.  No, I didn't speak to [redacted]. 
37 
38       Q.  You did not? 
39       A.  No. 
40 
41       Q.  Do you say, sir, before this Commission that you did 
42       not speak to [redacted] in relation to the position of 
43       [AVB] supposedly denigrating rabbis? 
44       A.  No. 
45 
46       Q.  Never spoken to him about that topic? 
47       A.  No. 
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1 
2       Q.  All right. I would seek very much to just clarify 

3       your position, not with which you agree but what your 
4       position actually is? 
5       A.  Yes. 
6 

7       Q.  Okay. We have been told by Rabbi Gutnick in this 
8       Commission that as far as he is concerned those who report 
9       these sorts of matters to the police are heroes and should 

10       have the complete support of every single member of the 
11       community. Do you agree with that? 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  100 per cent? 
15       A.  100 per cent. 
16 
17       Q.  No equivocation about it? 
18       A.  No equivocation. 
19 
20       Q.  Rabbi Gutnick also talked about the intimidation of 
21       these people and the fact that they were called traitors 
22       within the community. What do you say to those people who 
23       have called the people who have had the capacity and the 
24       strength to actually come out and accuse people who 
25       perpetrated them? What do you say to those people? 
26       A.  Those people who intimidate them, it's disgusting. 
27 
28       Q.  And the people who do it are what? Would you agree 
29       with Gutnick? 
30       A.  Yes, of course. 
31 
32       Q.  That they are heroes? 
33       A.  Of course, they are heroes for coming out and keeping 
34       the safety of the public based on the secular law in this 
35       regard, whatever they consider is doing so, they are heroes 
36       for being able to come out and do so. 
37 
38       Q.  And to those members of the community or rabbis who 
39       continue to say or believe that child sexual abuse should 
40       never be reported to the police and if reported to the 
41       police those people are traitors, what do you say to those 
42       rabbis and those members of the community, sir? 
43       A.  I don't know of any such rabbi who holds - I would 
44       like to know of one who holds not to go to the police, at 
45       the moment in our present day. Therefore I don't need to 
46       comment on that, on those rabbis. I don't believe there 
47       are or is one rabbi that would have that belief. 
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1  
2 Q. Do you say there is not one? 
3 A. Not one that I know of. 
4   
5 Q. If he did have such a belief you would say what? 
6 A. Then I would -- 
7   
8 Q. He is going against Halacha? 
9 A. Going against Halacha, yes, 100 per cent. 

10   
11 
12 

Q. 
A. 

And that he should discontinue from being a rabbi? 
Discontinue being a rabbi. Someone who goes against 

13       Halacha especially in such serious issues shouldn't be 
14       holding that position of rabbi in our society today. 
15 
16       MR VAN DE WIEL:  Thank you. 
17 
18       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Mr Strickland? 
19 
20       <EXAMINATION BY MR STRICKLAND: 
21 
22       MR STRICKLAND:  I would ask if the witness could read his 
23       statement dated 6 February 2015. It is exhibit 22-25. 
24 
25       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Do you have a copy of that with 
26       you, Rabbi Feldman? 
27       A.  I don't know. 
28 
29       MR STRICKLAND:  I have a copy. 
30       A.  Should I read? 
31 
32       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes, you read it. 
33 
34       MR STRICKLAND:  Yes, thank you. 
35       A.  I have followed the evidence of the victims of sexual 
36       abuse at this hearing and I have read their statements. 
37       I have been affected by that evidence. I agree 
38       wholeheartedly with the statement my father gave yesterday. 
39 
40            I feel deeply sorry for the suffering they have 
41       experienced from the sexual abuse that they have suffered 
42       as children. I am also deeply sorry for the pain that they 
43       have experienced as a result of the vilification and abuse 
44       from the community for having reported or publicised that 
45       abuse. 
46 
47            I agree without qualification that it is obligatory to 
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1       immediately report all allegations of sexual abuse to the 
2       police. 
3 

4            I agree that such an obligation arises whenever that 
5       sexual abuse is alleged to have occurred and whatever the 

6       form of that sexual abuse. 
7 
8            I agree that people in the Jewish community should be 
9       encouraged to report child sexual abuse to the police 

10       without, in any way, being subjected to shunning or 
11       bullying or being labelled a moser. 
12 
13            I agree that all rabbis should receive training in how 
14       to identify, handle and report sexual abuse and educate our 
15       community about child sexual abuse. It is our duty as 
16       rabbis to convey a clear message to the whole community 
17       that victims of child sexual abuse who have complained to 
18       the police should be supported. 
19 
20            I regret that anything I have said or written in the 
21       past about matters of child sexual abuse which may have 
22       caused any victim or any family member of any victim to 
23       experience pain or suffering, I'm very sorry if that's the 
24       case. 
25 
26            As today I'm extremely sorry of what I wrote about 
27       Manny Waks. I really apologise for that publicly. 
28       Basically, I'm very sorry for any of what my words could 
29       have caused hurt to anyone. That was never my intent, to 
30       cause hurt to any person, and I sincerely apologise for 
31       that, and especially to child sexual abuse victims, which 
32       is a terrible and heinous crime, it's compared to murder 
33       and has such an effect on the children as they grow up. 
34       I really sincerely apologise on behalf of myself, and I can 
35       say on behalf of - I believe all rabbis would have the same 
36       view. That's basically my submission. 
37 
38       Q.  Have you learnt a number of lessons about the nature 
39       and incidence of child sexual abuse as a result of this 
40       Royal Commission? 
41       A.  Yes. 
42 
43       Q.  Do I take it that you believe it would benefit 
44       yourself to have further training and education in those 
45       matters? 
46       A.  Yes. 
47 
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1       Q.  I want to ask you some questions about the incident in 
2       relation to [AVL] in July 2002. When did you first hear 
3       those allegations involving [AVL] involved a fondling of 

4       the genitals of a child or children? 
5       A.  The fondling I only heard much later; much later after 
6       he left the country. 
7 

8       Q.  When did you first hear that there were allegations 
9       involving [AVL] involving either the touching or the 

10       fondling of a child's genitals? 
11       A.  Also much later. 
12 
13       Q.  If you knew or believed in July 2002 that [AVL] had 
14       fondled the genitals of a child indecently, that is with a 
15       sexual connotation or overtone, would you have known then 
16       that that was a crime? 
17       A.  Yes. 
18 
19       Q.  When [AVL] had conversations with you and your father 
20       or you alone on July 24 or 25, 2002, did he tell you when 
21       he was going to leave Australia? 
22       A.  No. 
23 
24       Q.  Did you know when he was going to leave Australia? 
25       A.  No. 
26 
27       Q.  Did you know at that meeting, that is either the one 
28       with your father and yourself or the one with you and [AVL] 
29       alone, that the allegations against [AVL] had been reported 
30       to DOCS? 
31       A.  Yes. 
32 
33       Q.  Did your father at that meeting tell [AVL] that he 
34       would no longer be allowed to have any contact with 
35       students? 
36       A.  Yes. 
37 
38       Q.  To your knowledge, was he allowed any contact with 
39       students? 
40       A.  No. 
41 
42       Q.  Why was that? 
43       A.  Because he would be a big danger to the students. 
44 
45       Q.  Have you ever tolerated any child sexual abuse in the 
46       Yeshiva Bondi or at the Yeshiva Gedola? 
47       A.  Never. 
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1 
2       Q.  Have you ever discouraged any victim or alleged victim 
3       of child sexual abuse from reporting that abuse to the 
4       police? 
5       A.  Never. 
6 

7       Q.  Do you have any problem or did you have any problem 
8       with any victim or alleged victim from reporting the matter 
9       to the police? 

10       A.  No. 
11 
12       Q.  You gave evidence on Friday that the students at the 
13       Yeshiva Gedola were given a particular handbook? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  Could the witness be shown or can it be brought up on 
17       the screen tab 179. You gave this evidence at 6442. You 
18       were asked, "How do you make sure that the right thing is 
19       being done," this is at the Yeshiva Gedola, "if you haven't 
20       had any formal training yourself?" You said, "The right 
21       thing is being done. What I say is the students are given 
22       a handbook of what is considered behaviour and not 
23       behaviour," and you referred to a handbook and the 
24       reference to child sexual abuse. Is that the handbook you 
25       are referring to? 
26       A.  I believe this is the handbook. 
27 
28       Q.  If you go to page 6 of that document, are you aware 
29       under the heading "Abuse, neglect and child protection" 
30       whether the students at the Yeshiva Gedola are specifically 
31       taken and asked to familiarise themselves with that 
32       section? 
33       A.  Yes, I was told that. 
34 
35       Q.  If you go to page 54 of that handbook, going on to 
36       pages 55 and 56 under the heading "Mandatory reporting", 
37       are you aware that students at the Yeshiva Gedola are 
38       specifically taken to and asked to familiarise themselves 
39       with that section? 
40       A.  Yes. 
41 
42       Q.  Are you now more familiar with issues of child sexual 
43       abuse and mandatory reporting than you were in 2011? 
44       A.  Of course. 
45 
46       Q.  Could the witness please be taken to - Commissioners, 
47       I'm not sure if it is tabs 12 or 13. I have it in my 
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1       volume at tab 13, which is the Kesser Torah College school 
2       policy on child protection. 
3 
4       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
5 
6       MR STRICKLAND:  Is that tab 13? 
7 
8       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Tab 12 appears to be the front 
9       page. 

10 
11       MR STRICKLAND:  Thank you. Do you have that document in 
12       front of you? It's headed "Kesser Torah College school 
13       policy on child protection"? 
14       A.  Is that the, "Child protection policy for determining 
15       if an allegation is a reportable allegation"? 
16 
17       Q.  I don't know what you are looking at. It is 
18       document -- 
19       A.  It is the next one. 
20 
21       Q.  Do you have that? 
22       A.  Yes. 
23 
24       Q.  Were you aware that that was an extant or existing 
25       policy of the Kesser Torah College in 2004? 
26       A.  Do you mean then? 
27 
28       Q.  Yes, that's right? 
29       A.  I knew they had something, but I didn't know exactly 
30       what it was. But this is it, yes. 
31 
32       MR STRICKLAND:  Thank you, Commissioners. They are my 
33       questions. 
34 
35       MR VAN DE WIEL:  Sorry, before he goes is there one 
36       question I could ask with leave? 
37 
38       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Tell me what the topic is, Mr Van 
39       de Wiel. 
40 
41       MR VAN DE WIEL:  I just want to ask him this. In all the 
42       time he has been a rabbi has he ever done anything to help 
43       any victim of child sexual abuse perpetrated within the 
44       community? 
45 
46       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Do you understand that question? 
47       A.  Yes. I haven't known of any victim of child sexual 
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41 
42 

con 
A. 

versations you have had over the weekend with your wife? 
That's right. 

43   
44 Q. And your wife has some acting role in the school? 
45 A. Yes. 
46   
47 Q. Yeshiva College Bondi? 
 

1       abuse until just very recently. Out of all my years as 
2       rabbi in my community and the people I'm in touch with, 

3       this is the first time that I know of victims of child 
4       sexual abuse. Therefore, they are much older people and 
5       I'm happy to offer support, whatever support I can give. 

6 
7       <EXAMINATION BY MS GERACE: 
8 
9       MS GERACE:  Q.  You were just shown a document which was 

10       the policy of the Kesser Torah College in 2004. As and of 
11       that date you had no involvement with the Kesser Torah 
12       College, did you? 
13       A.  No, no involvement with Kesser Torah. 
14 
15       Q.  That relates to the operation of the school formerly 
16       known as Yeshiva Bondi now operated by Kesser Torah? 
17       A.  That's right. 
18 
19       Q.  And you had nothing to do with that school? 
20       A.  I had nothing to do with it. 
21 
22       Q.  So we can disregard that document insofar as it 
23       involves your operation? 
24       A.  That is right. 
25 
26       Q.  You were asked some questions today about the handbook 
27       that you were taken to, the staff handbook. Did you make 
28       some enquiries over the weekend about when and in what 
29       circumstances that handbook is given out to students? 
30       A.  Yes, I asked my wife and she said that they are given 
31       it when they come to Australia and the work check is also 
32       done when they come to Australia, because you can't do a WW 
33       Working with Children while you are overseas. So I did 
34       enquire about it. 
35 
36       Q.  It doesn't change your evidence, it doesn't change as 
37       of last Friday when you weren't sure what arrangements 
38       there were for a Working with Children check or what was 
39       given to students? The evidence you have given today about 
40       the training and the giving of that handbook is based on 
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1       A.  (Witness nods). 
2 
3       Q.  Now, I notice the document that you were taken to, the 
4       abridged student handbook, is in fact a school document for 
5       staff of the school? 
6       A.  (Witness nods). 
7 
8       Q.  Correct? 
9       A.  (Witness nods). 

10 
11       Q.  Does Yeshiva Gedola itself have its own handbook or 
12       guideline for rabbinical students who undertake any form of 
13       teaching itself? Does it have any guidelines itself 
14       for -- 
15       A.  Not at present. 
16 
17       Q.  Is some arrangement being made to formulate your own 
18       policies for rabbinical students and the behaviours 
19       expected of them? 
20       A.  We've been discussing on doing that. 
21 
22       Q.  Perhaps you might come back at some future time to the 
23       Royal Commission, say, six months or 12 months, and update 
24       us on those plans? 
25       A.  Yes, that's fine. 
26 
27       Q.  Before I go, you were asked this question about 2011 - 
28       sorry, you were asked a question today, and I'm just going 
29       to go to the question so that I'm clear what was being 
30       asked. You were asked questions about, "If you believed in 
31       July 2002 that [AVL] had fondled the genitals of a child 
32       indecently, that is with a sexual connotation or overtone, 
33       would you have known then that that was a crime," and you 
34       answered that "yes". You have also answered some further 
35       questions about your father and what detail he did and did 
36       not give you prior to your meeting with [AVL]; do you 
37       recall answering those questions? 
38       A.  Can you just repeat that last -- 
39 
40       Q.  Prior to your meeting with [AVL] your father had told 
41       you that a complaint had been made against [AVL] of conduct 
42       between him and a child that might amount to abuse; you 
43       knew that? 
44       A.  Yes. 
45 
46       Q.  Whilst you may not have known, if that is in fact 
47       true, that the allegations were of fondling of genitals, 
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1       you did know that, firstly, contact had taken place between 
2       [AVL] and a child; correct? 
3       A.  Yes. 
4 

5       Q.  You did know at that meeting with [AVL] that you had 
6       with him that he had laid down with the student; yes? 

7       A.  Yes. 
8 

9       Q.  And you did know that he had massaged the child? 
10       A.  Yes. 
11 
12       Q.  So when I asked you on Friday that that conduct of 
13       [AVL] might have amounted to a crime depending upon what 
14       was touched and what happened you answered "no"? 
15       A.  I answered "no"? 
16 
17       Q.  On Friday. 
18       A.  No that what? Can you read to me what I said? 
19 
20       Q.  Yes. I asked you this -- 
21 
22       MR STRICKLAND:  Can I ask for the page number, please? 
23 
24       MS GERACE:  Page 6422 at line 40, and it follows on from 
25       various questions about what he told you he had done, lying 
26       down, that he told you that there had been some touching, 
27       and I asked you this, "You knew at the very least that it 
28       could be a crime", and you answered, "Anything could be. 
29       I didn't know that it is." I asked you about your 
30       knowledge that complaints were going to be made to the 
31       authorities. At page 6423, at line 21 and following, you 
32       said, "I didn't think about necessarily how the secular 
33       authorities would deal", and you talk about the Jewish 
34       perspective. I took you on the same page, 6423 at 34, "So 
35       you knew from your discussions with your father that the 
36       complaint was of contact that could be abuse?" "Yes." 
37       "You knew that abuse involving a child might expose someone 
38       to criminal liability, didn't you?" "I didn't think in 
39       those terms." 
40 
41            And I took you on page 6425, at line 29, "So you knew 
42       on 24 July I said to you when you had a conversation with 
43       [AVL] that the admission he had made to you of physical 
44       contact, the laying down with a child, could be a crime?" 
45       All I was asking that it could be a crime, and you said, 
46       "I don't know what the Criminal Code is and what's a crime 
47       and what's not a crime. I did not think about it." You 
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1       said variously, "It did not enter my mind." At the end of 
2       that answer, "I did not think in terms of what's a crime 

3       and what's not a crime." 
4 

5            I also took you at 6426, line 10, "You knew that the 
6       end results of the matter going to the authorities could be 

7       that [AVL] would be charged?" Again you avoided answering 
8       that question, I suggest to you, and said, "It could be, as 

9       I said, criminal or civil or it could be lots of things." 
10 
11            When I asked you that on at least five or six 
12       occasions I took you to a form of question that asked you 
13       to accept that as of that time, on 24 July, both with the 
14       knowledge of what your father had said to you and the 
15       admissions of lying down and physical contact, that 
16       depending on what occurred between [AVL] and the child that 
17       could amount to a crime, and you refused to answer that 
18       question or variously pleaded you did not know. Do you 
19       recall now that line of questioning that occurred on the 
20       Friday? 
21 
22       MR STRICKLAND:  I object. Commissioner, I object to the 
23       characterisation that he refused to answer that line of 
24       questioning. 
25 
26       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
27 
28       MS GERACE:  I'm going to suggest then more directly. When 
29       I asked you those questions you gave answers that suggested 
30       you did not know whether or not the conduct that was 
31       complained of, both in terms of what your father had told 
32       you and having regard to what [AVL] had told you, might 
33       amount to a crime and your answers in which you said either 
34       that you did not know that it might amount to a crime or 
35       you didn't think about whether it could be a crime or not 
36       were an attempt by you to avoid answering my questions to 
37       you that you knew that what you were dealing with on 
38       24 July 2002 was conduct that might amount to a crime; what 
39       do you say about that? 
40 
41       MR STRICKLAND:  I object. Your Honour, that question in 
42       my submission is unfair. The vice in all the questions 
43       asked by Counsel Assisting is twofold. One, they lack 
44       precision. None of the questions included the essential 
45       element of whether the touching or fondling was indecent. 
46       So the critical question that was asked, which my learned 
47       friend now says was deliberately evaded, was, "Did you 
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1       understand it was against the law for an adult to touch the 
2       genitals of another child," and he says, "I don't know that 
3       as a fact." Of course it is not per se against the law for 
4       an adult to touch the genitals of another child. It is 
5       against the law for that to be indecently done, that is a 
6       sexual connotation. So that's the vice of the questions my 

7       learned friend has asked. 
8 

9            Secondly, there has been an elision between asking a 
10       general question such as that, which I just referred to, 
11       and specific questions as to whether this witness knew that 
12       what [AVL] had done to the child as at July 2002 amounted 
13       to a crime. So there was this constant elision between the 
14       two concepts. So to put all those questions and answers to 
15       this witness asked by my learned friend on Friday and say, 
16       "You deliberately evaded" in my submission is unfair. 
17 
18       MS GERACE:  Your Honour, I haven't even put to this 
19       witness that he knew specifically about the fondling of the 
20       genitals by [AVL]. That has never been a line of 
21       questioning. There has been no elision and there is no 
22       vice. The point of the questions was that when this 
23       witness was dealing with [AVL] he should have known that 
24       potentially in the context where there had been a complaint 
25       made to the school of conduct amounting to abuse and 
26       admission of touching and lying down, that he was 
27       potentially dealing with what was a crime. 
28       A.  Touching I never mentioned -- 
29 
30       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Just stop there. Just stop there 
31       for a moment. Let Rabbi Feldman respond to that. 
32       A.  You just mentioned the word "touching". There was 
33       never an - what I understood at the time that he had told 
34       me there was just lying down and rubbing his back, not 
35       touching the genitals. You just asked me separately in 
36       another question whether I knew that touching the genitals 
37       is a crime. Now, if you would have asked me touching the 
38       genitals inappropriately would have also been an issue, 
39       just touching like when it comes to assault, for example - 
40       if you touch someone when you are angry or you hit them 
41       makes a difference. If you touch genitals or if you fondle 
42       with them makes a huge difference. Therefore when you 
43       asked me the question touching, like my counsel mentioned, 
44       there is touching per se may not be - you know, it may not 
45       be a crime. It's fondling. 
46 
47            Also the news reports and everything that have come 
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1       out against me because of this is really unfair and 
2       misrepresenting the position. So therefore when you say 
3       "touching" I didn't even - with regard to [AVL] there was 

4       never an issue of touching. It was always just massage the 
5       back while lying down and nothing to do with touching the 
6       genitals. At that time I did not know he was touching the 

7       genitals of the child. 
8 

9       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  So, Rabbi Feldman, to come back to 
10       the question that you were asked with respect to knowing 
11       that [AVL] was lying in a bed with a child -- 
12       A.  Yes. 
13 
14       Q.  And massaging a part of the child's body. 
15       A.  Yes. 
16 
17       Q.  The question is: from your point of view did that 
18       cause you to think that potentially a crime may have been 
19       committed? 
20       A.  As I said then, I wasn't sure. I didn't think in 
21       those terms because - I knew it's highly inappropriate, and 
22       I said that because, you know, it's just not a thing that's 
23       done and it's not a norm. People don't lie down with 
24       kids -- 
25 
26       Q.  So your answer is you weren't sure? 
27       A.  I wasn't sure. 
28 
29       Q.  So did you take any action to clarify that for 
30       yourself? 
31       A.  At that point I didn't take any action to clarify it. 
32 
33       Q.  And why was that? 
34       A.  The main reason was because it was my father mainly 
35       I left to these things, because he was, like, the one in 
36       charge and I was just, like, in charge of their studies. 
37       If there was supposed to be such a decision made it was 
38       more for my father to make that decision, not myself. 
39 
40       MS GERACE:  All right. Thank you. You answered some 
41       questions earlier today that the Jewish position is that a 
42       child becomes an adult at 13, a male becomes an adult at 
43       13. Under Jewish law - leave aside the secular position, 
44       please - we have heard that the sexual abuse of a child is 
45       in fact a heinous crime? 
46       A.  Yes. 
47 
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1 Q. Under Jewish law is a child defined as someone under 
2 13?  
3 A. In Jewish law that's the case, yes. 
4   
5 Q. So under Jewish law is the concept of child sexual 
6       abuse limited to sexual abuse of a child under 13? 

7       A.  There's a huge difference between before 13 and after 
8       13, if we were to follow Jewish law in the country. But, 
9       as we follow secular law, so it doesn't make an ounce of 

10       difference. 
11 
12       Q.  Your Honour, I know there was an objection. I know 
13       Your Honour then asked the question about this witness's 
14       thoughts about whether it could be a crime or not. I don't 
15       know if Your Honour has heard me. I do wish to put to this 
16       witness that his answers that were given on the Friday were 
17       an attempt to avoid answering that question directly. 
18 
19       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi Feldman can answer that 
20       proposition. Do you understand what Ms Gerace is putting 
21       to you? 
22       A.  Yes. I say it was an issue that I'm not involved in, 
23       which I said, and I wasn't trying to avoid it. The reality 
24       is I am avoided from it. At that time it was something 
25       that I wasn't involved in. As I said, it was more my 
26       father who made those decisions. And therefore it came to 
27       me, but I didn't really know what the situation is. 
28 
29       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Ms Gerace is actually asking you 
30       something different now, Rabbi; not what you did at the 
31       time. Ms Gerace is putting to you and giving you the 
32       opportunity to respond to an allegation that on Friday in 
33       this hearing that you were being intentionally evasive when 
34       being asked questions about your knowledge -- 
35       A.  I don't believe so. 
36 
37       MS GERACE:  Rabbi, this morning I asked you whether at the 
38       time of charging - this is at 6571 at 46 and following, and 
39       I say, "We will just get to where we are at at the end of 
40       your evidence, Rabbi, where you were dealing with emails to 
41       [AVB] and your email to Rabbi Gutnick. I plan now to move 
42       on from those emails and say the following. In addition to 
43       being your friend at the time Daniel Hayman was arrested 
44       and charged he was also a big financial contributor to the 
45       Yeshiva Centre." I asked you this morning whether at the 
46       time he was arrested and charged or by the time he was 
47       arrested and charged "he was also a big financial 
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1       contributor to the Yeshiva Centre, was he not?" You 
2       answered, "in the past he's been a - long before that he's 
3       been a very big financial supporter of Yeshiva." I asked 
4       you the following question, "So he was not still a sponsor 
5       or contributor at the time of his charge?" You answered, 

6       "For many, many years not, besides one or two small 
7       donations - when I say small, relatively small compared to 
8       what he used to give." When I asked you that question you 
9       did not disclose then that he had made a donation, even a 

10       small amount, at or about the time of his or following his 
11       charge and during the sentencing. That I understand was 
12       the effect of the evidence that you gave in answer to 
13       Mr van de Wiel's questioning this afternoon; correct? 
14       A.  Yes. 
15 
16       Q.  Firstly, I take it the position is in fact that after 
17       charged and at or about the time of his sentencing Daniel 
18       Hayman made further payments to the Yeshiva Centre? 
19       A.  Donations. 
20 
21       Q.  Donations? 
22       A.  Yes. 
23 
24       Q.  Smaller than the other ones but donations nonetheless? 
25       A.  Yes. I don't know the details of them because 
26       I wasn't involved in those accounts. 
27 
28       Q.  And you omitted to tell the Commission that evidence 
29       when asked directly this morning whether or not at the time 
30       of his charge and sentence he was a big contributor to the 
31       Yeshiva Centre? 
32       A.  He wasn't a big contributor. 
33 
34       Q.  So you took some distinction because he wasn't a big 
35       contributor then? 
36       A.  Of course. 
37 
38       Q.  Just a small donation? 
39       A.  That's right, of course. 
40 
41       Q.  In taking that distinction you chose to make a petty 
42       differentiation but failed to in fact reveal a true answer 
43       to my question, which was he may not have been a big 
44       contributor but he was still contributing by donation to 
45       the Yeshiva Centre at the time of his charge and sentence? 
46 
47       MR STRICKLAND:  I object. I object to the phrase "failed 
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1       to in fact reveal a true answer to my question". Is it 
2       really being put by Counsel Assisting that this witness has 

3       committed some offence under the Royal Commission Act for 
4       giving false evidence? If that's the case, then it should 

5       be done in a different way. 
6 

7            In my submission, it cannot be said on the basis of 
8       those questions and answers referred to by my learned 

9       friend that there is a dishonest answer by the witness. 
10       I object to the phrase that I have identified by Counsel 
11       Assisting. 
12 
13       MS GERACE:  I put it this way. When I asked you those 
14       questions this morning and you gave the answers you did you 
15       did not give a full and true answer to my question about 
16       whether or not Daniel Hayman was still a contributor to the 
17       Yeshiva Centre at the time of his charge and sentence; what 
18       do you say about that? 
19       A.  I don't believe I tried to omit anything. I believe 
20       I was answering your question. I was told generally to 
21       answer as brief as possible, which even what I have 
22       answered is quite - I have a lot to say on everything. But 
23       I don't believe I was omitting anything in direct answer to 
24       your question. I think I said he wasn't a big contributor 
25       at that time; is that what I said? What's the exact 
26       language that I said? 
27 
28       Q.  I asked you the following, "In addition to being your 
29       friend at the time Daniel Hayman was arrested or charged or 
30       by the time he was arrested and charged he was also a big 
31       financial contributor to the Yeshiva Centre, was he not?" 
32       You said, "in the past he's been a - long before that he's 
33       been a very big financial supporter of Yeshiva." 
34       A.  That is right. 
35 
36       Q.  But you do not in that answer tell the Commission that 
37       he was still a contributor at the time of the Yeshiva 
38       Centre? 
39       A.  Okay, but I didn't deny it later on. I thought you 
40       were asking me whether he was a big contributor. That's 
41       what I thought the question was, and I answered, "That was 
42       in the past." But that means to say that there were small 
43       contributions of whatever amounts compared to that. So 
44       that didn't exclude that. 
45 
46       Q.  Then I said to you, "So he was not still a sponsor or 
47       contributor at the time of his charge," and you answered, 
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1       "For many, many years not, besides one or two small 
2       donations." 
3       A.  That is right. Those are the small donations that we 

4       are talking about. He hasn't given over many years to 
5       Yeshiva. He just gave around that time. The simple reason 

6       is because he came to town then. He wasn't around for 
7       years, and he came to town and that's when he was arrested. 
8 

9       Q.  Can I call up document IND.0236.001.0005. It is an 
10       article which appeared in the Jewish News following the 
11       suspended sentence of Hayman. Rabbi, this is a document. 
12       It appears to be an article from the Australian Jewish 
13       News. Subject to anything which wishes to be said about 
14       it, it is reporting on the suspended sentence for Hayman 
15       and reporting on comments made by the magistrate and 
16       includes the statement from ORA welcoming the sentencing 
17       and encouraging anyone with information about child sexual 
18       abuse to contact the relevant authorities, the ORA. This 
19       is the report that caused Daniel Hayman to email you 
20       complaining about that statement? 
21       A.  Yes. 
22 
23       Q.  You gave some evidence earlier in answer to questions 
24       about loshon horo and gossipping or defaming someone, 
25       someone's name? 
26       A.  That is right. 
27 
28       Q.  Against Jewish law. Rabbi, it certainly cannot be 
29       loshon horo or some form of gossip to report in a 
30       newspaper the facts of a sentence and comments made by a 
31       judge about the sentence for child sexual abuse; do you 
32       agree with that? 
33       A.  No. Loshon horo - there is a difference between 
34       loshon horo, that's well known to Jewish people, and 
35       [Hebrew spoken]. It is one thing you slander someone which 
36       isn't true. Loshon horo is even if it is true. It is bad 
37       language, putting someone down even though that it is true, 
38       it shouldn't be reported. 
39 
40       Q.  So that even if it is true that someone is an abuser 
41       it should not be reported? 
42       A.  One second. I'm talking from the perspective of 
43       loshon horo. When it comes to an abuser there is this 
44       issue of at times should be well known to the public, but 
45       with Gug specifically and those people who have done 
46       teshuvah and have shown they have done teshuvah and they 
47       are not a danger to society then it is not so simple to be 
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1       able to say that we should publicise them. 
2 

3       Q.  You gave a further statement - and I will finish on 
4       this; I note the time - today in which you make various 
5       statements about training. Again, as with the invitation 

6       I extended before about policies being put in place by the 
7       Yeshiva Gedola, I invite you to come back to the Royal 
8       Commission in six to 12 months and report on whether you 
9       have undertaken training and what other training has been 

10       put in place. 
11 
12            Moving on from there, Rabbi, you would accept, would 
13       you not, that many in the community would be sceptical 
14       about this latest statement and whether it genuinely 
15       represents your views on the issue of child sexual abuse? 
16       A.  Yes, many are sceptical based on Josh Levy's articles 
17       that degrade me, Yeshiva, anything religious as much as 
18       possible so the community gets a bad opinion of rabbis 
19       based on Josh Levy's articles, unfortunately. Therefore 
20       based on the media people get bad impressions and are 
21       sceptical of rabbis and put them down. Thank you very 
22       much, Josh; yes. 
23 
24       Q.  Leave aside whatever the newspapers have to say. Even 
25       based on your own evidence as set out in those emails and 
26       various views you have expressed in your evidence here, you 
27       would accept that some may be sceptical as to whether or 
28       not a statement made on 6 February actually reflects your 
29       genuine views on the appropriate response to child sexual 
30       abuse; would you accept that? 
31       A.  Please repeat the question? 
32 
33       Q.  Yes. Would you accept that some in the community 
34       would be sceptical about whether the statement you have 
35       just read out at the invitation of your counsel and dated 
36       6 February 2015 is a genuine reflection of your views on 
37       the appropriate response to child sexual abuse? 
38       A.  You are saying would some be sceptical? 
39 
40       Q.  Yes. 
41       A.  Yes, I think so. 
42 
43       Q.  You would agree that you should be judged on your 
44       future actions, not just your words? 
45       A.  Certainly. 
46 
47       Q.  And what would you say, Rabbi, to the suggestion that 
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1       your statement of 6 February 2015 again is an exercise in 
2       public relations rather than a heartfelt statement on your 
3       attitude to victims and to the appropriate response to 

4       child sexual abuse? 
5       A.  As you see, I'm really not into public relations, as I 

6       have mentioned. I'm putting out the statement as I'm 
7       giving testimony. This is the appropriate time for me to 

8       be able to give out a statement and to apologise, when I am 
9       called to be able to discuss these issues. Can I mention 

10       just one point? 
11 
12       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Yes. 
13       A.  I would just like to say that I have been really 
14       defamed in the last two days by the papers in a serious 
15       way, both with regard to the Sun-Herald, that they said 
16       that I didn't hold that it's wrong to be able to touch a 
17       child; wrong, when I said clearly that it's very wrong 
18       touching, highly inappropriate, et cetera. What I said was 
19       I wasn't 100 per cent sure it was a crime; touching, not 
20       fondling. They said - from all over the world, things that 
21       I hold that it's fine, like, to fondle a child and it's not 
22       wrong. It is total defamation. 
23 
24            Also the Jewish News puts out - Josh Levy again and 
25       again, and I have asked him by emails the past two days, 
26       "Please give me a proof what you are saying, that I hold 
27       you must go to rabbis. Tell me one proof and evidence that 
28       you have?" He didn't want to respond to me - Josh. And he 
29       puts out defamation against me. What I would like to say 
30       is I have a very big problem. Because of that all over the 
31       world I'm getting terrible remarks and threats and 
32       accusations. I'm wondering whether the Royal Commission 
33       maybe can make some sort of ruling, if they can, regarding 
34       that the journalist can only publish what was said, not 
35       their opinions. For example, saying that I said it's not 
36       wrong is an opinion, and it's defamation. What he said, 
37       unless they could quote exactly from the -- 
38 
39       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi Feldman, I'm just going to 
40       stop you right there. You have had ample, ample 
41       opportunity, and you are represented by senior counsel and 
42       a legal team, to make clear what your position is in the 
43       Royal Commission. You understand that this is a public 
44       forum and that, as you now well know, there are many, many 
45       people in many places listening to what you are saying. 
46       I don't think you would suggest for a moment that you have 
47       been stopped from saying what you wanted to say. The 
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1       question of issues such as defamation are matters that you 
2       can take up with your lawyer and seek remedies in the 
3       appropriate places if that's the view that you take. 
4       A.  What about -- 
5 
6       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  That's all I want to say. 
7       A.  Something else now. I think the articles of the 

8       Jewish News I think will affect future witnesses because 
9       Josh Levy has a tendency to -- 

10 
11       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  I'm going to stop you there. 
12       I have said what I want to say on the topic. You can take 
13       legal advice about what remedies you may have available to 
14       you with respect to the perceived wrongs that you consider 
15       have been done, and the Royal Commission will certainly 
16       make findings in due course. 
17       A.  Thank you, but I'm talking about the future -- 
18 
19       MS GERACE:  10 o'clock tomorrow, Your Honour. 
20 
21       MR STRICKLAND:  Commissioner, can I interrupt my client, 
22       and I apologise for interrupting. I did flag that issue at 
23       the beginning of the day. I don't want to take up the time 
24       of the Commission now, given the time. Would you, 
25       Commissioners, give my solicitors leave to raise the 
26       matters that have been put not in the way I put them before 
27       Counsel Assisting? It does arguably raise an issue under 
28       section 6M of the Royal Commission Act. Could I deal with 
29       it by way of correspondence between my solicitor and 
30       Counsel Assisting's solicitor to save time? 
31 
32       MS GERACE:  Yes, those matters should be put in writing. 
33       Thank you. 
34       A.  Is there -- 
35 
36       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Thank you, Rabbi Feldman. We are 
37       going to finish there. 10 tomorrow. Are you seeking to 
38       have -- 
39 
40       MS GERACE:  Sorry, Your Honour. Thank you, Your Honour. 
41       Could he not be excused from his summons. There is the 
42       call outstanding which we will make enquiries in relation 
43       to a call for documents, and there are other issues that 
44       are still being investigated that have come out through his 
45       evidence. So if he could not be excused from his summons 
46       at this time. 
47 
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23 2015 AT 10AM 
24  
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
 

1       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  Rabbi Feldman, what that means is 
2       that you are being excused now from further attendance at 
3       the Royal Commission, but you are on a summons, as you 
4       understand, to attend. Ms Gerace as Counsel Assisting is 
5       indicating that, because there are various documents still 
6       outstanding, she may seek to have you come back into the 
7       hearing to explain something with respect to those 
8       documents and there might be other documents. So it may be 
9       that you are recalled. So you are not excused from the 

10       summons, but excused from further attendance now. 
11       A.  Can I ask Maria does that mean, for example, tomorrow? 
12 
13       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  "Ms Gerace", please. 
14 
15       MS GERACE:  Rabbi, it will not be tomorrow, but we will 
16       let your representatives know. 
17 
18       THE PRESIDING MEMBER:  10 tomorrow. 
19 
20       <THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
21 
22       AT 5.20PM THE COMMISSION ADJOURNED TO TUESDAY, 10 FEBRUARY 
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